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Abstract

Game theory principle allows to developing stochastic multi-robot pa-

trolling models to protect critical infrastructures. Critical infrastruc-

tures protection is a great concern for countries around the world,

mainly due to terrorist attacks in the last decade. In this document,

the term infrastructures includes airports, nuclear power plants, and

many other facilities. The patrolling problem is defined as the activ-

ity of traversing a given environment to monitoring any activity or

sensing some environmental variables If this activity were performed

by a fleet of robots, they would have to visit some places of interest

of an environment at irregular intervals of time for security purposes.

This problem is solved using multi-robot patrolling models. To date,

literature works have been solved this problem applying various math-

ematical principles.The multi-robot patrolling models developed in

those works represent great advances in this field. However, the mod-

els that obtain the best results are unfeasible for security applications

due to their centralized and predictable nature. This thesis presents

five distributed and unpredictable multi-robot patrolling models based

on mathematical learning models derived from Game Theory. These

multi-robot patrolling models aim at overcoming the disadvantages of

previous work. To this end, the multi-robot patrolling problem was

formulated using concepts of Graph Theory to represent the environ-

ment. Several normal-form games were defined at each vertex of a

graph in this formulation. The multi-robot patrolling models devel-

oped in this research work have been validated and compared with

best ranked multi-robot patrolling models in the literature. Both val-

idation and comparison were preformed by using both a patrolling



simulator and real robots. Experimental results show that the multi-

robot patrolling models developed in this research work improve pre-

vious ones in as many as 80% of 150 cases of study. Moreover, these

multi-robot patrolling models rely on several features to highlight in

security applications such as distribution, robustness, scalability, and

dynamism. The achievements obtained in this research work validate

the potential of Game Theory to develop patrolling models to protect

infrastructures.



Resumen

El principio de Teoŕıa de Juegos permite desarrollar modelos estocásticos

de patrullaje multi-robot para proteger infraestructuras criticas. La

protección de infraestructuras criticas representa un gran reto para los

páıses al rededor del mundo, principalmente después de los ataques

terroristas llevados a cabo la década pasada. En este documento el

termino infraestructura hace referencia a aeropuertos, plantas nucle-

ares u otros instalaciones. El problema de patrullaje se define como

la actividad de patrullar un entorno determinado para monitorear

cualquier actividad o sensar algunas variables ambientales. En esta

actividad, un grupo de robots debe visitar un conjunto de puntos de

interés definidos en un entorno en intervalos de tiempo irregulares

con propósitos de seguridad. Los modelos de partullaje multi-robot

son utilizados para resolver este problema. Hasta el momento existen

trabajos que resuelven este problema utilizando diversos principios

matemáticos. Los modelos de patrullaje multi-robot desarrollados en

esos trabajos representan un gran avance en este campo de investi-

gación. Sin embargo, los modelos con los mejores resultados no son

viables para aplicaciones de seguridad debido a su naturaleza cen-

tralizada y determinista. Esta tesis presenta cinco modelos de pa-

trullaje multi-robot distribuidos e impredecibles basados en modelos

matemáticos de aprendizaje de Teoŕıa de Juegos. El objetivo del de-

sarrollo de estos modelos está en resolver los inconvenientes presentes

en trabajos preliminares. Con esta finalidad, el problema de patrul-

laje multi-robot se formuló utilizando conceptos de Teoŕıa de Grafos,

en la cual se definieron varios juegos en cada vértice de un grafo. Los

modelos de patrullaje multi-robot desarrollados en este trabajo de



investigación se han validado y comparado con los mejores modelos

disponibles en la literatura. Para llevar a cabo tanto la validación

como la comparación se ha utilizado un simulador de patrullaje y

un grupo de robots reales. Los resultados experimentales muestran

que los modelos de patrullaje desarrollados en este trabajo de inves-

tigación trabajan mejor que modelos de trabajos previos en el 80%

de 150 casos de estudio. Además de esto, estos modelos cuentan con

varias caracteŕısticas importantes tales como distribución, robustez,

escalabilidad y dinamismo. Los avances logrados con este trabajo de

investigación dan evidencia del potencial de Teoŕıa de Juegos para de-

sarrollar modelos de patrullaje útiles para proteger infraestructuras.
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Competition has been shown to

be useful up to a certain point

and no further, but cooperation,

which is the thing we must strive

for today, begins where

competition leaves off.

Franklin D. RooseveltChapter 1

Introduction

This chapter provides an introductory overview of the research work presented

in this document. Such overview includes motivations taken into consideration

to continue a research line about robotics security started recently by several

search groups. The main motivation behind this research line is mainly related

to protect important strategic facilities. Such facilities must be kept safe from

threats such as terrorist attacks. However, such threats are not limited to ter-

rorist attacks. Moreover, this chapter points out the task used to protect such

infrastructures. This task is handled as a problem to be solved. This chapter

indicates the principle used to solve such a problem. Moreover, this chapter pro-

vides background information as well as the status of such problem within the

research community. Other two points covered in this chapter are related to the

objectives and the original contributions of this thesis. Finally, the structure of

this document is outlined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Terrorist attacks have recently showed the vulnerability of critical infrastructures

around the world. Examples of such infrastructures include, but are not lim-

ited to, airports, historical landmarks, and nuclear power generation facilities.

Notably, transport infrastructures such as airports, buses and railway stations

represent a susceptible target for terrorists. This is mainly because such infras-

tructures are used by millions of people per day. Due to their size and complexity,

these infrastructures are difficult to protect for police and security agencies world-

wide.

Terrorist attacks to these types of infrastructures can be extremely dangerous

and costly. For instance, the coordinated terrorist attacks on March 11, 2004

in Madrid, Spain, killed 191 people and over 1,800 more were injured (Buesa

et al., 2007). In these attacks, ten bombs were detonated in four commuter

trains of the railways system. Moreover, the terrorist attacks of September 11

on the World Trade Center in New York, NY, via commercial airliners resulted

in 2,974 lives lost (Looney, 2002). Finally, the 7 July 2005 London bombings on

subway and bus public transport system killed 52 civilians and over 700 more were

wounded (Thornton, 2005). However, the consequences of the damage caused by

these terrorist attacks are not limited to the lost of human lives. The estimated

average economic cost of these attacks exceeded 9.8 billion dollars.Based on this

facts, Pita et al. (2008) state: “Security at major locations of economic or political

importance is a key concern around the world, particularly given the threat of

terrorism”.

Currently, security system solutions are used to protect these important loca-

tions or critical infrastructures. Generally speaking, these solutions monitor en-

trances or inbound roads, check inbound traffic and patrol aboard transportation

vehicles. Most of these security system solutions are made of security devices

controlled by human operators. Unfortunately, such solutions are mostly pre-

dictable and inflexible. Clearly, these disadvantage can be exploited by intruders

to their benefit. Additionally, the performance of these solutions can be affected

due to human limitations such as boredom, distraction, or fatigue. Furthermore,

these operators must deal with hazardous conditions in environments such as
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mine clearing or search and rescue operations. In these dangerous scenarios, hu-

man operators are assisted by security devices. However, despite the use of these

devices, human security is still under threat. Consequently, security devices used

in these types of solutions must be improved. This is because the improvement of

these devices enables human operators to perform other types of high level tasks.

These tasks include, but are not restricted to, monitoring the performance of the

system from a safe location (Oates et al., 2009).

New research efforts have recently arisen trying to solve some challenges re-

lated to security tasks automation using mobile robots (Everett, 2003b). Security

system solutions that utilize mobile robots in these types of applications have a

great deal of advantages. This is mainly because mobile robots aim at performing

useful tasks that a human either cannot, or would prefer not to do. Moreover,

robots should hopefully do these tasks better, cheaper, safer, and more reliable

than human beings. Furthermore, robots do not experience human limitations.

Because of these reasons, mobile robots can be applied to enhance security system

solutions.

There exist two types of robotic systems, namely single-robot systems and

multi-robot systems. Single-robot systems only utilize one robot, whereas multi-

robot systems utilize multiple robots. Multi-robot systems have recently become

a focus of considerable interest due to their applicability in several areas. Gen-

erally speaking, a multi-robot system is defined as a set of homogeneous or het-

erogeneous robots, which operate in the same environment applying cooperative

behaviors. These systems may range from simple sensors, acquiring and process-

ing data, to complex human-like machines able to interact with the environment

in fairly complex ways. These systems represent a field of research within robotics

and artificial intelligence. Such a field is focused on designing solutions to coor-

dinate decision-making among robots (Farinelli et al., 2004).

There are several advantages of using multi-robot systems over single-robot

systems. Firstly, a multi-robot system performs a given task more efficiently.

This is because some tasks are too complex that a single robot cannot achieve

good results. This is true especially in presence of uncertainties, incomplete

information, distributed control, and so forth. Secondly, multiple robots increase

robustness and reliability. Thirdly, multi-robot systems enhance performance in
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complex and distributed tasks. In other words, multi-robot systems can be used

when some tasks are too complex to be performed by a single robot. Finally,

several robots with limited capabilities are cheaper and easier to build than a

single powerful robot (Parker, 2008). Besides this, multi-robot systems can be

used to solve several applications in adversarial domains. One of these domains

is called robotic security (Veloso and Nardi, 2006). In these domains, a robotic

security platform represents a powerful defensive tool for mitigating threats such

as terrorist attacks (Everett, 2003a).

On the other hand, the problem called multi-robot patrolling addresses a

task within robotic security. This task is focused on the activity of traversing a

patrolling environment. Such activity is called area patrol and is suitable to be

performed in domains where distributed surveillance, inspection or control are

required (Machado et al., 2002). This is because this activity considers patrolling

mobile robots aim at preserving an environment from intrusions. To this end,

these mobile robots visit a set of points of interest defined around the patrolling

environment for security purpose (Portugal and Rocha, 2011b). Mobile robots

must repeatedly visit these points of interest at irregular time intervals.

The multi-robot patrolling problem has been formulated using concepts of

Graph Theory to represent an environment. In this representations vertices stand

for specific points of interest and edges for possible paths. Moreover, each path

has a cost that represents the time required to go from one vertex of the graph

to another. The main advantage of this representation is that it can be easily

used in other domains such as computer networks, distributed coverage, and so

forth. Additionally, there is a wide variety of problems that may be reformulated

as particular patrolling task such as cleaning or surveillance.

A fair solution to the multi-robot patrolling problem must reduce the time

between two visits to the same point of interest (Chevaleyre, 2004) as well as avoid

predictability. This problem has received much attention by research groups in

recent years. Several works available in the literature are evidence of this interest.

Specially, works that describe patrolling models to coordinate decision-making

among robots (Portugal and Rocha, 2011b).

The patrolling models described in those works are based mainly on seven

principles. Firstly, reinforcement learning (Santana et al., 2004). Secondly, nego-
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tiations methods Menezes et al. (2006) and (Hwang, 2009). Thirdly, swarm opti-

mization Chu et al. (2007), (Glad and Simonin, 2008), (Glad and Buffet, 2009),

(Wagner, 2000), (Lauri, F. and Charpillet, 2006), and (Lauri and Koukam, 2008).

Fourthly, cycles and partitioning (Chevaleyre, 2004), (Chevaleyre et al., 2004),

(Elmaliach et al., 2007), (Portugal and Rocha, 2010), and (Portugal and Rocha,

2011a). Fifthly, evolutionary algorithm (Aguirre et al., 2011). Finally, adaptive

solutions (Sempé and Drogoul, 2003) and (Chu et al., 2007). A description of all

of them can be found at a recent survey in (Portugal and Rocha, 2011b).

The results obtained by those works have demonstrated the effectiveness of

patrolling models that implement solutions based on cycles and partitioning prin-

ciple Menezes et al. (2006) and (Chevaleyre, 2004). The suitable performance of

those patrolling models can be explained by their centralized coordinator scheme

(Almeida et al., 2004). However, those patrolling models have three disadvan-

tages. Firstly, centralized solutions have several problems such as lack of scala-

bility, low reliability, absence of self-organization, high computational load and

susceptibility to single-point failure. Secondly, the deterministic nature of those

patrolling models are not suitable for security purpose due to their predictability.

This is because, as noted by Pita et al. (2008): “Limited security resources pre-

vent full security coverage at all times, which allows adversaries to observe and

exploit patterns in selective patrolling or monitoring, i.e. they can plan an attack

avoiding existing patrols”. Finally, those patrolling models require to know the

whole information of the patrolling environment to determine a path for each

robot. However, such information is not always available beforehand.

1.2 Thesis objectives

This thesis describes a research work involving the search for solutions to solve

the multi-robot patrolling problem. Such a research work employs the principle

of game theory to design patrolling models for a group of robots. The use of

game theory enables the development of useful patrolling strategies that can be

used to guide the interactions of robots. As noted by Myerson (2013, pg. 1):

“Game theory can be defined as the study of mathematical models of conflict and

cooperation between intelligent rational decision-makers. Game theory provides
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general mathematical techniques for analyzing situations in which two or more

individuals make decisions that will influence one another’s welfare”. Mainly,

three of these mathematical learning models of conflict and cooperation are used

to develop five novel patrolling models in this research project. These learning

models are called Experience-Weighted Attraction (Camerer, 1999), Fictitious

Play (Brown, 1951), and Smooth Fictitious Play (Fudenberg, 1998). Experience-

Weighted Attraction includes belief-based and reinforcement learning models as

special cases. On the other hand, both Fictitious Play and Smooth Fictitious

Play are learning models based on beliefs.

In these models, each robot makes its decisions taking into account the his-

torical frequency of the past decisions of other robots. The patrolling models de-

scribed in this Thesis have three advantages over other patrolling models available

in the literature. Firstly, the stochastic nature of the mathematical learning mod-

els used in this research work makes these patrolling models non-deterministic,

which is suitable for security purpose. Randomness, is a fundamental feature

of any patrolling model because, as noted by Pita et al. (2008): “One way to

mitigate the ability of adversaries to exploit patterns is the judicious use of ran-

domization in scheduling the actions of security forces”. Secondly, robots do not

have defined routes in these patrolling models. By this reason, the whole infor-

mation of the environment is not needed beforehand. Finally, the absence of a

central coordinator makes these patrolling models distributed, fault-tolerant, and

dynamic.

In the literature there are several works that use concepts of game theory

for security purpose. For instance, a method of game theory called iterated

elimination of dominated strategies is used to minimize the infiltration ratio of

an attacker (Aguirre et al., 2011). In another work, a statistical analysis is carried

out to obtain the optimal strategies of a game to protect valuable facilities against

attackers (Bruni et al., 2012). Finally, the so-called Stackelberg security games are

used to model the interaction between a defender and an attacker. These models

are used to protect infrastructures such as Los Angeles International Airport

(Pita et al., 2008), (Basilico et al., 2009), (Korzhyk et al., 2010), An et al. (2011),

and (An et al., 2012). All those works use game theory to model the conflicts of
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two rational decision-makers, i.e., a defender and an attacker. To this end, all of

them use two-player zero-sum games.

As aforementioned, the research work presented in this Thesis uses game the-

ory to solve security problems. However, the manner in which the concepts of

game theory are used differs greatly from other works. In this light, there are

four differences to highlight. Firstly, constant-sum games are used instead of

zero-sum games. Secondly, several constant-sum games were defined through-

out a patrolling environment. Thirdly, the defined games were used to obtain

patrolling paths to protect critical infrastructures from attacks. Finally, the ra-

tional decision-makers do not have conflict interest, but their sole objective is to

improve the performance of the group as a whole. To the best of the knowledge

of the author of this thesis, this is the first attempt to use the concepts of game

theory in this way.

1.3 Contributions

The main original contributions of the thesis are as follows:

1. The study of three mathematical learning models from the Game Theory to

be applied to solve the multi-robot patrolling problem. As aforementioned,

these models are called Experience-Weighted Attraction, Fictitious Play,

and Smooth Fictitious Play.

2. The implementation of five innovative patrolling models based on this study

within the multi-robot patrolling context. The way in which these models

are implemented is based on a new methodology to solve the problem tack-

led in this research work. Two elements of this methodology must be high-

lighted. Firstly, the definition of several constant-sum games at each vertex

of the graph representing the patrolling environment to protect. Secondly,

a novel decision-making rule, which attempts to allow robot dispersion. By

using this rule, each robot chooses a different available set of actions at each

point of interest of the patrolling environment. Note that this is the first

work that uses the concepts of game theory in this way. The characteristics

of both games and rule are described in chapter 4. It is also important to
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note that these patrolling models have many features to highlight. Such

features include scalability, dynamism, distribution, fault tolerance, and

adaptability. Moreover, robots behaviour based on these patrolling models

do not require to know the whole patrolling environment to perform pa-

trolling tasks. The only information that a robot requires are the available

actions at each point of interest of the environment. In other words, robots

do not require global, but local information.

3. An analysis of these patrolling models within the multi-robot patrolling con-

text. A great deal of experiments have been carried out in order to perform

this analysis. Several cases of study were analyzed in these experiments.

Such cases of study were obtained using groups of robots of different size

as well as several patrolling environments.

4. An in-depth comparison of the patrolling models developed in this research

work and the best ranked patrolling models of the literature. Several cases

of study were analyzed in this comparison as well. These cases of study

were also obtained using groups of robots of different size as well as several

patrolling environments.

5. A patrolling model that performs better than the best ranked patrolling

models. This claim is based on the results obtained in the comparison

performed in this research work. This is mainly because these result show

that this patrolling model outperforms the best ranked patrolling models in

as many as 88% of 101 cases of study. Besides that, this patrolling model has

the additional advantage of having the features aforementioned. Hernández

et al. present three research articles that describes the five patrolling models

developed in this research work (Hernández et al., 2013b), Hernández et al.

(2013a), Hernández et al. (2014).

6. The development of a patrolling simulator to carry out both the study

and the comparison of the patrolling models developed in this research

project. Note that the original version of such patrolling simulator was

obtained from a previous study (Portugal and Rocha, 2010). However,

several modifications were made to this original version to get the final
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version of the simulator described in chapter 6. Another tool was utilized

to evaluate the performance of these patrolling models before using this

patrolling simulator. A work that describes such a tool is presented by

Hernández et al. (2012).

1.4 Thesis Outline

This Thesis is structured in seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction

to the research work presented in this thesis. Such an introduction includes mo-

tivations, objectives, contributions, and background information of the problem

tackled. Chapter 2 explores the literature related to the multi-robot patrolling

problem. This chapter is divided into two parts: works directly related to this the-

sis and work related to the problem to solve. Chapter 3 describes basic concepts

and terminology of game theory. Such description is also divided into two parts:

a brief overview of concepts and some definitions of Game Theory and mathe-

matical learning models. Chapter 4 describes the integration of the mathematical

learning models described in chapter 3 within the multi-robot patrolling context.

Chapter 5 describes the patrolling simulator used to perform the experiments of

this research work. Chapter 6 presents the results of the experiments performed

in this research project. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and give directions for

future research within the multi-robot patrolling problem.
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Teamwork is the ability to work

together toward a common vision.

The ability to direct individual

accomplishments toward

organizational objectives. It is the

fuel that allows common people to

attain uncommon results.

Andrew CarnegieChapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter explores the literature related to the multi-robot patrolling prob-

lem. The research articles presented in this chapter are relevant to understand

the development of this research work. The first part of this review of the liter-

ature describes research articles directly related to the research work presented

in this document. Those research articles described patrolling models that were

used for comparison purpose. The second part describes research articles related

to the multi-robot patrolling problem. Finally, the third part describes research

articles that solve security applications by means of principles provided by Game

Theory.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW

As Wehmeier (2007) states: “To patrol is the activity of going around an

area or a building at regular times to check that it is safe and that there is

no trouble”. This activity can be carried out by troops, security guards, police

cars, soldiers, agents or robots. The areas in which this activity takes place can

be infrastructures such as international borders, nuclear, biological, and chemical

facilities and so forth. The case of infrastructure patrol has high utility and impact

on society. Several research groups have developed patrolling models to indicate

the manner in which these infrastructures are protected against attacks. To this

end, the majority of these patrolling models represent such infrastructures with

concepts of Graph Theory. In this representation, a directed graph represents the

infrastructure as a whole. The vertices of this graph represent places of interest

that needs to be observed in search of intruders, whereas the edges represent the

paths that connect such places.

Several research articles in the literature have been tackled the patrolling

problem. In much of them, this task is referred to using the term patrolling.

However, some research articles use the term continuous sweeping to refer to this

task. Other research articles that are more difficult to identify that belong to

this research vein are described using terms such as security or robotic security.

This review will cover the research articles that use the term patrolling, as those

are the main research articles of interest to this research work. Nevertheless,

only some research articles that use the term security are included in this review.

This is because the term security includes not only the patrolling activity but also

other activities related with security such as surveillance, detection of intrusion

and so forth.

Moreover, both terms Multi-Agent and Multi-Robot are interchangeable used

in the literature. This exchange is correct because, as noted by Russell et al.

(2009, pg. 34): “an agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its en-

vironment through sensor and actuating upon environment through actuators”.

According to this information, it can be claimed that an agent can be a human,

a robot or software. In the rest of this document, the word robot will be used to

refer to a robotic agent, or simply agent.

As there is a vast amount of research and writing which is relevant to the

patrolling problem, this chapter concentrates on: (1) A selective review of research
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relevant to this research work. Those research articles will be analysed deeply

and from a critical point of view. (2) To comment the research articles that

are relevant to the patrolling problem. The review of those research articles is

divided taking into account the paradigm used. Such paradigms are reinforcement

learning, negotiation methods, swarm optimization, and adaptive solutions. (3)

To comment the research articles that are relevant to Game Theory. Beyond

the research articles that tackle the patrolling problem, there are other research

articles that are relevant to this research work. Those research articles describe

patrolling models to solve security task using Game theory concepts. The relation

of those research articles with this research work is the principle used to solve

a problem i.e., Game Theory. By this reason, this review will describe some of

those research articles.

2.1 Review of research relevant to this research

work

This section describes deeply three research articles that are directly related to

this research work. Some of these research articles are described from a critical

point of view. In some cases, the relation between those research articles and this

research project is indicated at the end of each description.

2.1.1 Pioneer work

In the literature, to the best of the knowledge of the author of this research work,

the multi-robot patrolling problem was first analyzed in 2002. In that work,

Machado et al. (2002) present different patrolling models, various evaluation cri-

teria and two experimental scenarios. This evaluation criteria is based on idleness

and is defined from two different points of view, namely, node and graph. First,

the idleness of a node is a measure that indicates how many times a node has been

visited by all robots. The higher the value of the idleness, the lower the number

of visits to such node. Second, the average of the idleness of all the vertices of a

graph is called graph idleness, or simply idleness. These performance measures

take into account the coordination quality among robots. This quality refers to
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the ability of the patrolling model to outperform the patrolling tasks when new

robots are used. To this end, the individual contributions of robots is normalized.

This is done by multiplying the idleness of a node or the graph idleness by the

number of robots divided by the number of nodes. Moreover, in that work, the au-

thors present seven patrolling models to solve the multi-robot patrolling problem.

All these patrolling models are the results of modifying five parameters, namely,

robot type (reactive or cognitive), communication type (allowed or forbidden),

coordination scheme (central and explicit or emergent) robot perception (local or

global), and decision-making (random selection or goal-oriented selection). The

results of that work showed that the patrolling model based on random selec-

tions presents the worst results. Whereas the patrolling model based on a central

and explicit coordination scheme as well as global perception outperforms the

other patrolling models. The evaluation criteria defined in that work was used

in this research work to measure the developed patrolling models. Beyond these

research articles, this evaluation criteria is widely used in the literature (Machado

and Alessandro, 2002).

2.1.2 Cyclic Patrolling Model

Elmaliach tackled the problem of generating patrol paths for a group of mobile

robots inside a continuous target area in (Elmaliach et al., 2007). This target area

is divided into a grid which is associated with a terrain that takes into account

directionality and velocity constrains. Therefore, the terrains, and therefore the

terrain grids, considered in that work are directionally non-uniform. In these

types of terrains, each point is associated with a cost which depends on the

direction in which robots can travel. As a consequence, robots have velocity

limitations which depend on both the terrain and the traveling direction.

In that work, a patrolling model called Cyclic is developed to generate a cyclic

patrol path that visit all the points in the target area exactly once. A path with

these characteristics is called a Hamilton cycle (Sriram and Skiena, 2004, pg.

300). The Cyclic patrolling model uses a Spanning Tree Coverage method to

find the Hamilton cycle required to patrol the terrain. The terrain could have

more than one Hamilton cycle. The cost of all these cycles is the same when the
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terrain is uniform. However, the opposite is true when the terrain is non-uniform.

In that case, the Cyclic patrolling model must select the minimal circular path

of minimal cost which is called minimal Hamilton cycle. A minimal Hamilton

cycle is a circular path that visits all points exactly once in the terrain with

the lowest cost. The maximal uniform frequency in the terrain is guaranteed by

selecting this minimal Hamilton cycle, i.e., each point is covered with the same

optimal frequency. This nature of Cyclic patrolling model suggests to Elmaliach

et al. to purpose a criteria based on frequency optimization to evaluate multi-

robot patrolling models. Note that the patrolling model presented in that work

assumes that a topological representation of the whole patrolling environment is

available. However, to assume that such representation is known a priori it is not

appropriate because there are several situation in which such assumption is not

true.

Once a cycle is obtained, Cyclic patrolling model assigns an initial position to

each mobile robot from which they start to patrol the terrain. This assignation

considers the minimization of the maximal distance traveled by every robot from

its current position to the assigned position. This is done to allow robots to arrive

at their initial positions in the minimal time. These initial positions are points

distributed uniformly along the Hamilton cycle path. As result, the distance

between every two consecutive robots is the total weight of the cycle divided by

the number of robots. This consideration yields an equal distance between every

two consecutive robots. Finally, Cyclic patrolling model instructs all robots to

patrol along this cycle in equidistant relative positions. Clearly, the manner in

which robots patrol the terrain makes the solution developed by Elmaliach et al.

completely deterministic, and therefore predictable. The solution is predictable

because robots follow the same cycle over and over again. Indeed, if all robots

start to patrol in the same point, all of them will visit the same point in the

same time. Moreover, the criterion proposed in that work suggests that all the

points of the terrain will be visited at the same period of time. Therefore, this

criterion makes more predictable the behavior of robots and for security purpose,

a predictable solution is not appropriate. This is because an intruder, no matter

how intelligent, can easily deduce how a point of the patrolling environment, or
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even worse the whole patrolling environment, is protected. The intruder can then

use this information to plan an attack.

On the other hand, Elmaliach et al. claim that the Cyclic patrolling model is

robust in the sense that the uniform frequency of the multi-robot patrolling task

is achieved as long as one robot continues working properly. In this sense, if one

robot fails, the other robots simply divide the circular path considering the num-

ber of robots minus one. However, the patrolling model purposed in that work

depends on a central and explicit coordinator scheme. A centralized solution has

several disadvantages such as lack of scalability in the number of places to protect

and susceptibility to single-point failure, due to its unique, and hence vulnera-

ble control point. Moreover, centralized, predefined and fixed schemes are not

suitable for security applications in some situations such as dynamic patrolling

environments, huge graphs and patrolling environments where regions have dif-

ferent priorities. In fact, adding or removing new nodes entails the generation of

new patrol paths.

2.1.3 MSP patrolling model

Portugal and Rocha (2010) present a patrolling model called Multilevel Subgraph

Patrolling, or simply MSP. That patrolling model uses a balanced graph parti-

tioning method to divide the patrolling environment into regions with the same

dimension according to the number of robots used to protect the patrolling envi-

ronment. Nevertheless, no partitioning is needed when only one robot is used and

a patrolling scheme for the whole graph is implemented. This method provides

partitions from two up to eight balanced graph regions. Every region is repre-

sented by a subgraph extracted from the topological representation of the global

patrolling environment. Each of these regions is assigned to a robot that follows

a local patrolling route which depends on the subgraph topology. The patrolling

model to obtain this patrolling route mainly searches Euler and Hamilton circuits

and paths. Euler circuits and paths are paths that visit all the edges of the graph

exactly once. The difference between Euler circuits and paths is that the former

start and end on the same vertex, whereas the latter do not. The Hamilton cir-

cuits and paths visit all vertices of the graph exactly once. Only the Hamilton
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circuits start and end on the same vertex. Search for these circuits and paths

have the disadvantage that it is hard to find them. Besides, most of the graph

do not have them.

If the optimal Euler or Hamilton circuits and paths do not exist, the patrolling

model searches for the longest paths and Non-Hamiltonian cycles. The longest

path start and end in vertices with only one neighbor, also called one degree

vertices or leaf vertices. In this case, the patrolling model builds a list with

all the leaf vertices of the graph. From this list, the start vertex and the end

vertex are selected and the patrolling model searches for a longer path. This

step is performed several times with different start and end vertices. Finally,

the best path found by the patrolling model is selected, i.e., the longest path.

Non-Hamiltonian cycles are selected only when they have at least half of the

vertices of a graph; if not, the patrolling route remains the longest path. Since

the longest path and the Non-Hamiltonian cycle do not contain all vertices of

the graph, the procedure includes such vertices to complete the patrolling route.

Then, ultimately inverse path procedure is used to return to the starting vertex

of the route when is required. This path has the same vertices that the original

path but in opposite direction.

In that work, Portugal and Rocha claim that it is much more difficult to track

the path of every robot and predict which areas of the patrolling environment are

better for intrusion. Nevertheless, an intruder does not need to know the paths

of all robots to perform an attack. The intruder can attack the infrastructure

only by knowing the path of one robot. Even thought robots follow their own pa-

trolling cycle, this cycle is deterministic and therefore predictable. Additionally,

the fault-tolerance mechanism of that patrolling model depends on a central coor-

dinator which recalculates the paths without considering the robot that has failed.

However, if the central coordinator fails, the fault-tolerance mechanism fails too.

Note that similar to Cycle patrolling model, the patrolling model presented in

that work assumes that a topological representation of the whole patrolling envi-

ronment is available. However, as aforementioned, this assumption is not always

appropriate.

Finally, in order to test and compare MSP patrolling model with Cycle pa-

trolling model, Portugal and Rocha developed and presented a patrolling simu-
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lator. This simulator, which is available in the personal web page of Portugal,

was used in this research work to evaluate the performance of the developed pa-

trolling models. Some features have been added to this simulator. Such features

are described in the chapter 6

Single Cyclic and MSP patrolling models are directly related with this re-

search work in the sense that both were used to compare the patrolling models

that were purposed and described in this research work. Those research articles

are used for comparison because the results obtained by them have demonstrated

the effectiveness of the patrolling models that implement solutions based on cy-

cles and partitioning (Menezes et al., 2006), (Chevaleyre, 2004). The suitable

performance of those patrolling models can be explained by their centralized co-

ordinator scheme (Almeida et al., 2004).

2.2 Review of research relevant to the multi-

robot patrolling problem

This section describes some research articles that are not directly related with this

project. The aim of describing these work is twofold. Firstly, to give an overview

of the techniques, paradigms or methods used so far to solve the multi-robot

patrolling problem. Secondly, to justify that the patrolling models presented

in the last section are the best suited in the literature. The patrolling models

described in this section are grouped chronologically by year publication, earliest

year first.

2.2.1 Adaptive Solutions

Sempé and Drogoul (2003) proposed a reactive and adaptive patrolling model to

solve the multi-robot patrolling problem. To manage this problem, the patrolling

environment is divided into zones which are called regions. The whole patrolling

environment is represented by a graph in which each region is a vertex and the

edges represent connections between adjacent regions. In that patrolling model,

robots share a virtual patrolling environment which is used to propagate the

visiting value of each region among them. This visiting value represents the
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time that a given region has not been visited by any robot. The higher the

visiting value of a region, the higher the time that such regions remains unvisited.

Therefore, this patrolling model is based on a descent gradient method in which

the robots are driven by the propagated visiting values to the least visited regions.

Once a region is visited, its visiting value is dropped to zero. In that work,

the authors take into account that robots must gather information for a given

region which takes a time called visit duration. Another robot constraint that is

considered in that work is the energy management, i.e., robots need to charge

their batteries. The patrolling model presented in that work is evaluated carried

out simulated experiments and real world experimentation with three Pioneer

2DX robots.

2.2.2 Reinforcement Learning

Machine learning techniques such as reinforcement learning can be used to coor-

dinate the actions of a group of robots when such coordination dependent upon

the topology of the environment. This is because reinforcement learning allows

an automatic adaptation of the robots to the environment.

Santana et al. (2004) investigated the creation of adaptive robots that learn to

patrol using reinforcement learning techniques. In that work, the patrolling task

was defined by adopting an abstract representation of the terrain as a graph. For

the single-robot case, the reinforcement learning framework is defined over the

theory of Markov Decision Processes. In this theory, robots act according to some

policy which represents the probability of choosing an action from a state. This

selection aims at maximizing a long-term performance criterion which is defined

as a sum of a discounted reward. The local reward used in that work depends

only on the idleness of the node currently visited by the robot. Because of this

such reward does not assume anything about the whole environment. In order

to include the edges of different length into this reward is used a discrete-time

finite Semi-Markov Decision Process framework. These frameworks can be solved

through the use of an algorithm called Q-Learning.

The extension of this patrolling model to the multi-robot case is based on

a concept called individuals learners. An individual learner solves a collective
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optimization problem by solving local optimization ones. Two reward models are

used to solve these optimization problems in the multi-robot case. In the first

model, called Selfish Utility, robots do not help to maximize the rewards of the

other robots. In the second one, called Wonderful Life Utility, robots received

penalties when they compete for the idleness of the same node. On the other

hand, two communications schemes were developed to tackle the non-determinism

produced by the multi-robot case. In the first communication scheme, called

Black-Box, robots communicate by placing flags every time that they visit a

node. In the second one, called Gray-Box, robots communicate by flags their

intentions upon actions.

Preliminary results showed that the architecture that uses the Selfish Utility

model and the Gray-Box communication scheme obtained the best performance.

The comparison between that architecture and previous ones showed that the

former perform better than the later in 80% of the cases of study. Besides these

results, the architectures presented in that work are distributed and adaptable.

2.2.3 Traveling Salesman Problem

Chevaleyre (2004) proposed several strategies to solve the multi-robot patrolling

problem by using cycles and closed-paths. In that work, the territory to be

protected is depicted by an undirected graph. A closed-path is a path represented

by a list of vertices that start and end in the same node and cover the edges of

a graph possibly more than once. A graph could have more than one closed-

path. Among these paths, the smallest one that cover all vertices of the graph

is the best solution. The closed-path with this characteristics is called cycle. A

cycle is calculated as the optimal solution for the well known Traveling Salesman

Problem, or simply TSP. Thus, for the single-robot case a cyclic strategies consist

in traveling along the calculated cycle indefinitely.

To extend the single-robot cyclic strategies to the multi-robot case, the robots

are distributed along the smallest closed-path. The distance between robots is

the same for all of them. In the multi-robot case, besides of the TSP strategies,

the author studied strategies based on partitioning. To this end, the territory

is partitioned into several regions and each robot is assigned to patrol inside
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a single region. The experimental results of that work shown that the cyclic

strategies based on TSP perform better than the partition-based strategies. In

the literature, the patrolling model of Chevaleyre is referred to as Single Cycle.

Finally, another contribution of that work is a theoretical analysis of the patrolling

problem (Chevaleyre et al., 2004).

2.2.4 Negotiation Methods

Almeida et al. (2004) tackled the patrolling problem with negotiations methods.

To this end, the patrolling environment is represented through the use of a graph.

Initially, each robot receives randomly a set of vertices of this graph to patrol

in the beginning of a simulation. Note that this set could have separate or

close vertices. In this context, robots aim at getting a set of vertices as close as

possible to minimize the time between two visits to the same node and increase

their utility. The utility function of robots only considers the distance between

vertices. To fulfill this requirement, robots offer through auctions the vertices

that cannot be visited within a reasonable amount of time. Robots that receive

such offer are called bidders. The bidders verify whether they can trade the

offered node by bidding a node from their own set. In the case of several bids,

the auctioneer must choose the best bid and make the deal with the bidder.

The best bid represents the nearest vertex from the other vertices in the set of

the auctioneer. By using this mechanism, Almeida et al. presented six market-

based multi-robot system patrolling models. These patrolling models differ in the

manner in which robots perform their auctions. There are three differences in

auctions. Firstly, the auctions are either one or two shots or rounds. Secondly,

the value of the node on auction depends on the utility function of the auctioneer

i.e., is a private value. Finally, the bidder does not know the bid of others which

is called sealed-bid.

In this vein, Menezes et al. (2006) presented other negotiator patrolling models

and compared them with the ones described by Almeida et al. The mechanism

used in both works is the same with five variations introduced by Menezes et

al. Firstly, vertices assigned randomly at the beginning of the simulation are
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neighbor vertices instead of global vertices. Secondly, an algorithm called inser-

tion sort was used to determine which node should be auctioned. Thirdly, the

behavior of robots can be self-interest or cooperative. A cooperative robot trade

one node by another that decreases its utility if such exchange increases the utility

of the group. Fourthly, robots avoid offering always the same vertices by selecting

randomly a node from their own set of vertices every specific time. Finally, robots

can offer up to two vertices to others robots i.e., they can exchange two vertices

by other two, two vertices by one, or one-by-one.

The comparison carried out in that work shows that the centralized patrolling

model developed by Chevaleyre (2004) performs better than the negotiation pa-

trolling models in almost all cases of study. However, the negotiation-based pa-

trolling models have characteristics to highlight such as distribution, stability,

reactivity, adaptability, and scalability.

2.2.5 Swarm Intelligence Optimization

Generally speaking, swarm intelligence optimization is a bio-inspired paradigm

that mimics the mechanisms of the ants. In this paradigm, the ants have the

ability to use the patrolling environment as a shared memory. This is done by

dropping and sensing pheromones which define information in a temporary way

due to the evaporation process and establish an indirect communication system.

The individual behaviors performed by the ants allow to developing decentralized

patrolling models.

Glad and Simonin (2008) proposed an patrolling model based on this paradigm

to address the patrolling problem. In that work the patrolling environment is

not known in advance and is represented with a grid. Each robot has a local

perception of this patrolling environment which is used to mark and choice an

action to move. The number of robots used in that work to perform patrolling

tasks in the patrolling environment change dynamically. The patrolling model

presented in that work is called Exploration Vertex Ant Walk, or simply EVAW.

EVAW is a pheromone-based patrolling model which relies on the basics of other

two patrolling models, namely, EVAP (Chu et al., 2007) and VAW (Wagner,

1999).
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In EVAP and VAW robots self-organize and each of them reaches a stable

cycle. This fact is due to the local behavior of robots which is similar in both

patrolling models. This behavior is based on a digital pheromone model in which

pheromones are represented as numbers. The values of these pheromones de-

crease over time to simulate the evaporation process of biological pheromones.

To perform this process the patrolling environment evaporates pheromones with

rate ρ. The remaining value of a pheromone represents the time elapsed since the

last visit to the cell related to such pheromone. Robots can perceive and move

only between neighboring cells. This neighborhood is represented by the four

adjacent cells of the actual position. Moreover, robots perform two actions when

they visit a cell of the grid. Firstly, they move to the next cell according to the

negative gradient of the pheromone by choosing in the surrounding neighborhood

the cell with the minimum value. So the agents necessarily choose the one which

has not been visited for the longest time. Secondly, they drop a pheromone in the

actual cell. Even though EVAP and VAW are similar, they differ in two aspects.

The first difference relates to the information of the dropped pheromone. In

EVAP, robots drop a pheromone of quantity Qmax, whereas in VAW the dropped

information is the date of the visit. As a consequence, in VAW robots must have

synchronized time counters and start at the same time with counter t = 0. The

second difference relates to the order in which the operations move and drop are

performed. In EVAP, robots drop the pheromone and then move, whereas the

opposite is true in VAW. With this subtle difference EVAP favors exploration in

the multi-robot case. On the other hand, VAW time computation is easier to ma-

nipulate. EVAW uses the order of operations of EVAP and the maths formulae

of VAW.

Wagner and Bruckstein (1999) presented an enhanced version of VAW. In that

patrolling model robots use pheromones made up a pair (µ, τ) in which µ is the

number of visits to the cell so far and τ is the last time that the cell was visited.

In the single agent case, Wagner et al. proved that, when a Hamiltonian cycle is

reached, the ant repeats it forever.

Ahmadi and Stone (2006) proposed a patrolling model based on negotiations

to solve the task called Continuous Area Sweeping. In a continuous area sweeping

task, a group of robots must repeatedly visit all points in a fixed area possibly
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with non-uniform frequency. This task is closely related to other two tasks called

security sweep (Kalra et al., 2004) and sweeping (Kurabayashi and Ota, 1996).

Clearly, continuous area sweeping and patrolling are the same tasks. However,

the research articles that tackled the continuous area sweeping task are not in-

cluded in the surveys of the literature related to the patrolling tasks. This could

be caused by the use of different words even though the task is the same. On the

other hand, in that work the authors extend a single-robot patrolling model (Ah-

madi and Stone, 2005) to the multi-robot case. To this end, the overall dynamic

area is partitioned among robots and each one sweeps its part of the patrolling

environment using the single-robot area sweeping method. The area is dynamic

because it is considered factors such as addition of new robots, robot malfunc-

tions, change in robot speeds or changing distribution for event appearances.

That work is tested with simulations and implemented on physical robots.

Finally, in this vein, Lauri and Koukam (2008) introduced a patrolling model

based on Ant Colony Optimization, or simply ACO. The patrolling model pre-

sented in that work is combined with an Evolutionary Algorithm technique. This

combinations allows that several ant colonies compete to find out the best multi-

robot patrolling strategy dispersed efficiently over a graph. To achieve the previ-

ously specified goal that patrolling model performs two stages. In the first stage,

the evolutionary algorithm is used to find the most distant vertices of a graph.

In the second stage, the ACO patrolling model carries out the patrolling tasks

(Lauri, F. and Charpillet, 2006).

2.2.6 Research surveys of the multi-robot patrolling taks

In the literature, there are two survey of the multi-robot patrolling problem. The

first of these two surveys was carried out by Almeida et al. (2004). In that survey,

the authors compared the patrolling models described in sections 2.1.1, 2.2.2,

2.2.3, and 2.2.4 of this chapter. The experiments of this survey were performed

on six maps and with populations of five and fifteen robots. Ten experiments were

carried out for each pair (map, patrolling model) in which the robots start at the

same node. The results of this comparison showed that the patrolling model

called Single Cycle (Chevaleyre, 2004) obtains the best performance in almost all
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cases of study. On the contrary, the pioneer patrolling models described in the

subsection 2.1.1 get the worst performance. The authors of that work conclude

that the excellent performance of Single Cycle can be explained by its centralized

and explicit coordinator scheme.

A recent survey of patrolling models presented up to 2011 was presented by

Portugal and Rocha (2011b). In that survey, the authors described all the pa-

trolling models presented in this chapter. Moreover, they point out some existing

limitations of the patrolling models developed so far. Such limitations include,

for example, absence of studies on scalability, flexibility, and so forth or lack of

studies using robots in real scenarios.

In principle, the best patrolling models to improving performance for the

multi-robot patrolling problem are based on centralized and deterministic paradigms.

However, as stated previously, such patrolling models have several disadvantages

which could be eased using distributed and dynamic solutions. To date, re-

search on developing solutions with these characteristics (i.e., distribution and

dynamism) that improves such centralized patrolling models appears to have

failed. This study is an attempt to fill the gap in the existing literature about

such failure. Note that one of such disadvantages (i.e., predictability) can be

mitigated or reduced by a centralized patrolling model with non-deterministic

nature. However, such solution does not have the suitable characteristics of a

distributed system such as scalability, adaptability, dynamism, and fault toler-

ance. In this light, the aim of this research work is to develop distributed and

non-deterministic patrolling models that outperforms the best existing patrolling

models in the literature. To this end, the patrolling models developed in this

study are based on the paradigm of Game Theory. Beyond the distributed na-

ture of the patrolling models developed in this study, the use of Game Theory

allows to work out patrolling models with unpredictable behavior To the best of

the knowledge of the author of this thesis, this research work represents the first

attempt in the use of Game Theory to solve the multi-robot patrolling problem.
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2.3 Game Theory for Security Applications

In the literature there are several works that use concepts of game theory for secu-

rity purpose. For instance, Aguirre et al. (2011) tackled a multi-robot patrolling

problem with several objectives applied to border security. These objectives in-

clude the minimization of the maximum idleness of a specific geographic region,

the minimization of infiltration ratio, and the minimization of the total system

cost. To solve the second objective, a method of game theory called iterated elim-

ination of dominated strategies to minimize the infiltration ratio of an attacker is

used. To this end, the problem is considered as a game that can be modeled with

two players, namely, the attacker and the defender. The attacker wants to reach

a target point, whereas the defender wants to catch the attacker. The strategies

of both the attacker and the defender are generated by a evolutionary algorithm.

In another work, Bruni et al. (2012) solved a security problem in which a guard

has to protect two sites from the attack of a criminal. This problem is defined as

a zero-sum game. The matrix payoff of this game depends on the values of the

sites and the probabilities of success for both the guard and the criminal. This

patrolling model, which is based on Game Theory, is complemented by another

patrolling model based on agent models. Both patrolling models complement

each other because the former provides information about the preferences of the

agents, whereas the latter gives estimations about the probabilities of success.

The combination of both patrolling models carried out a statistical analysis to

get the optimal strategies of a game to protect valuable goods against the attacks

of the criminal.

Finally, there is a vast amount of research previously reported at AAMAS (Au-

tonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems) conferences that use Game Theory in

several deployed applications for allocating limited resources. These applications

aid in protecting critical infrastructure including Los Angeles International Air-

port (LAX), US Coast Guard, and the Federal Air Marshals Service (An et al.,

2012), (Korzhyk et al., 2011), (Korzhyk et al., 2010), and (Basilico et al., 2009).

Most of the work on this topic has been done by the research group of Milind

Tambe at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles (An et al., 2011),

(Pita et al., 2011), (Jain et al., 2010), (Tsai et al., 2009), and (Pita et al., 2008).
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Those works focused on utilizing the so-called security games which are mod-

eled as Stackelberg games and are based on two-player zero-sum games. The

foundational assumption for using Stackelberg security games is twofold. Firstly,

a defender (i.e., security forces), also called “leaders”, must first commit to a

randomized strategy to allocate a set of resources to defend a set of targets. Sec-

ondly, an attacker (i.e., terrorist adversary), also called “followers”, observes the

commitment and then picks one of the targets to attack. In other words, the

Stackelberg games are bilevel models that account for the ability of an attacker

to gather information about the defense strategy before planning an attack.

As can be observed from all those works, game theory is used to model the

conflicts between two rational decision-makers i.e., a defender and an attacker.

To this end, all of them use zero-sum games of two players. As aforementioned,

this study uses Game Theory to solve a security problem. However, the manner

in which the concepts of Game Theory are used differs greatly from the work

aforementioned. There are four differences to highlight. Firstly, constant-sum

games are used instead of zero-sum games. Secondly, several constant-sum games

are defined throughout a patrolling environment. Thirdly, the defined games are

used to obtain patrolling paths to protect an infrastructure. Finally, the rational

decision-makers do not have conflict interest, but their sole objective is to improve

the performance of the group as a whole. To the best of the knowledge of the

author of this thesis, this is the first attempt to use the concepts of game theory

in this manner.
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In the long history of humankind

(and animal kind, too) those who

learned to collaborate and

improvise most effectively have

prevailed.

Charles Darwin

Chapter 3

Materials and Methods

Game theory considers an interactive decision problem that involves two or

more individuals making a decision. As a result of such a decision, each individual

receives a payoff which depends on what every individual decided in the past. In

game theory, all such problems are called “games” and the individuals making the

decisions are termed “players”. Players are engaged in a repeated play of a game

in strategic form where they make their decisions considering the decisions made

by others. This interaction continues until players reach an equilibrium which

is referred to as the Nash equilibrium of the game. This chapter describes basic

concepts and terminology useful to understand this type of interactions between

intelligent rational decision-makers. Such description is divided into two parts.

The first part gives a brief overview of concepts as well as some definitions of

Game Theory (Fudenberg, 1998). Finally, the second part describes mathematical

learning models of Game Theory that have been used in this research work.
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Game Theory Concepts

Games in normal form are the most elemental concept of game theory. These

games are useful to understand the phenomena that occurs when rational decision-

makers, or simply players, interact. By this reason, normal form games are also

known as strategic form games. This section describes these concepts as well

as other definitions of Game Theory that help to understand the basics of the

methods described in the second part of this chapter.

3.1.1 Games in normal form

The model in which players interact to choose their actions simultaneously is

known as “game in normal form”. Such model consists of a finite set M of

players and, for each player i, a set Si of strategies as well as a set Ai of actions.

The full definition of a game in normal form is the following:

Definition 1 (Normal-Form Game): Formally, a finite n-player normal-

form game Γ is made of:

• A finite set M of players i = 1, . . . , n.

• A finite set A = A1×· · ·×An, which is the Cartesian product of the individ-

ual action spaces and is the action space of the game Γ . The action space for

player i, Ai, consist of ki discrete choices, i.e., Ai = {a
1
i , a

2
i , . . . , a

ki−1
i , akii }.

ajii ∈ Ai denotes an action of player i, and is therefore an element of Ai.

Each vector a = {{aj11 , . . . , a
jn
n } ∈ A|j1,...,n ∈ {1, . . . , ki}} is called action

profile for the game Γ .

• A finite set S = S1×· · ·×Sn, which is the Cartesian product of the individual

strategy spaces and is the strategy space of the game Γ . The strategy space

for player i, Si, consist of ki discrete choices, i.e., Si = {s
1
i , s

2
i , . . . , s

ki−1
i , skii }.

sjii ∈ Si denotes a strategy of player i, and is therefore an element of Si.

Each vector s = {{sj11 , . . . , s
jn
n } ∈ S|j1,...,n ∈ {1, . . . , ki}} is called strategy

profile for the game Γ . A strategy is the criterion taken into account to

determine the action to be selected.
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• A payoff function πi : S 7−→ ℜ for player i = 1, . . . , n, where S is the set

of strategy profiles. Therefore, πi(s) is the payoff of player i when strategy

profile s is chosen.

A normal-form game Γ can be represented by means of a n× n matrix payoff

game. Each cell of this matrix indicates the strategy profile played and contains

the outcome for each player when such profile is played. Such outcome is called

payoff or utility of the game and takes the form C(x, y) = (π1, . . . , πn), x, y =

1, . . . , n where the entry πi is the payoff of player i ∈ M . Figure 3.1 shows a

matrix payoff of two players. Both players have a set of actions A0,1 = [a1, a2].

The shaded cell of figure 3.1 indicates the payoff obtained by player0 and player1

when both of them play the action a1.

Figure 3.1: Matrix payoff game of two player

In game theory, there are many examples of interactive decision problems

among players which have been represented using strategic two-player games.

One of this classic examples is the Prisoner’s Dilemma game. Such game is

represented in the form of a bimatrix where the entries are the corresponding

payoffs to both players.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma is probably the most famous example of an inter-

active decision problem. In this interaction, the individual aims at producing a

collectively self-defeating result. This is because each player does what appears to

be the best to them and yet the outcome is inferior for all. In other words, play-

ers attempt to improve their prospects makes everyone worse off Hargreaves-Heap

and Varoufakis (2004, chapter 5 page 146). In general, the Prisoner’s Dilemma

game includes elements of both coordination and competition.

In the Prisoner’s Dilemma game, two suspicious are picked up by the police

after committing a crime. The police then interrogate the prisoners, which are

in separate rooms, and therefore they cannot communicate and coordinate their
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stories. The police aims at trying to get one or both of the prisoners to confess to

having committed the crime. The prisoners or players have two actions to select:

confess, or do not confess. Figure 3.2 shows the sentences or payoffs presented by

the district attorney in terms of years in prison.

confessdo not confess

1,1

0,5

5,0

3,3confess

do not confess

Figure 3.2: The Prisoner’s Dilemma game

Figure 3.3 shows the individual matrices for player0 and player1. Matrix A

contains the payoffs for player0 (row player), whereas matrix B shows the payoffs

for player1 (column player).

Figure 3.3: Individual matrices for the two players in the Prisoner’s Dilemma

game

In case of sentences, the payoffs in these matrices show that the time in prison

will depend on whether prisoners confess or do not confess. For instance, if

both confess then the judge will give them three years each in prison. Whereas if

they both do not confess then the judge will give them one year each in prison.

This is because there may not be enough evidence to convict either of them of

the crime.

The Prisoner’s Dilemma game is an example that includes the so-called dom-

inant strategies.

Definition 2 (Dominated strategy): A strategy sjii is strictly dominated

if it is not a best response strategy whatever the strategy chosen by other player.
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In the Prisoner’s Dilemma, row one (i.e., confess) in matrix A (figure 3.3)

strictly dominates row two. This is because all payoffs in row one are always

better than payoffs in row two for player0. Because of this domination, row two

can be eliminated from consideration by player0. As a consequence, no matter

what player1 does because player0 will never play row two. In game theory,

the method to eliminate dominated strategies is called “ iterated elimination of

dominated strategies”.

Similarly, in matrix B (figure 3.3), column one strictly dominates column two.

Thus, player1 will never play column two and, therefore, will never confesses. As

a consequences, column two can be eliminated from consideration by player1.

Note that the Prisoner’s Dilemma game can be solved by the method of iterated

elimination of dominated strategies. However, most of the time this is not the

case in real situations.

3.1.2 Pure and mixed strategies

Players can select an action with probability one or by randomizing over the set

of available actions according to a probability distribution. Such strategies are

called pure and mixed strategy, respectively.

Definition 3 (Pure Strategy): Given a set of available actions Ai =

{a1i , . . . , a
k
i } for player i = 1, . . . , n, a pure strategy is defined as σlii = {ajii |ji ∈

{1, . . . , k}}, li ∈ {1, . . . , k}. A pure strategy for player i ∈M is an element of the

form σlii = {0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0}, which represents always playing the action

corresponding to the position of the 1 in σlii

Definition 4 (Pure Strategy Profile): Given a game Γ , a pure strategy

profile σ = {{σj11 , . . . , σ
jn
n }|j1,...,n ∈ {1, . . . , k}} for the game is defined as the joint

strategies selection where σjnn is the choice of the strategy jn by player n ∈M

Definition 5 (Mixed Strategy): Amixed strategy si for player i = 1, . . . , n

is a probability distribution over the set of available actions Ai = {a
1
i , . . . , a

k
i }

for such player; i.e., a mixed strategy has the form si = (p1i a
1
i + · · · + pki a

k
i )

where pjii ≥ {0|ji = 1, . . . , k} and
∑k

ji=1 p
ji
i = 1. Player i ∈ M selects ajii with
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probability pjii . If p
ji
i = 0, ∀j = 1, . . . , k except for one, say plii = 1, li ∈ {1, . . . , k},

then s is a pure strategy.

Definition 6 (Mixed Strategy Profile): Given a game Γ , a mixed strat-

egy profile s = (s1, . . . , sn) for the game is defined as the joint selection of strate-

gies where si is the strategy selected by player i ∈M .

The probability that an action ajii will be played under mixed strategy sjii

is denoted by sjii = (pjii a
ji
i ). This probability define the so called support of sjii

which is the subset of actions with positive probability.

Definition 7 (Support of a Mixed Strategy): The support of a mixed

strategy sjii for a player i is the set of pure strategies {pjii a
ji
i |s

ji
i = (pjii a

ji
i ) > 0}. A

strategy with full support is defined as fully mixed strategy. Such support assigns

a nonzero probability to every action, whereas the support of a pure strategy is

a single action.

3.1.3 Payoffs

As aforementioned, players received a numerical payoff by playing pure or mixed

strategies. If players use pure strategies the payoff is a fixed value which is known

a priori. However, the opposite is true with mixed strategies where the payoff

can be calculated only in an expected sense. In this sense, the payoff represents

the amount of utility that players expect to receive. Indeed, players receive such

expected payoff only if the game is played many times. More precisely, expected

payoff is calculated as follows.

Definition 8 (Expected payoff of a mixed strategy): Given a normal-

form game Γ , the expected payoff for player i ∈ M playing the strategy profile

for the game s = (sj11 , . . . , s
jn
n ), j1,...,n ∈ {1, . . . , k} is defined as

πi(s) = {
∑

a∈A

πi(a) ·
n∏

i=1

Pr(ajii )|ji ∈ {1, . . . , k}} (3.1)

where Pr(ajii ) is the probability that the action ji will be played by player i ∈M .
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3.1.4 Nash Equilibrium

The players that interact in these types of games choose actions that maximize

their expected payoff considering the actions selected by all other players. This

action is called best response and it leads to the central solution concept of game

theory, the Nash equilibrium. As noted by Fudenberg and Kreps (1993): “Nash

equilibrium describes a situation in which players have identical and exactly cor-

rect beliefs about the strategies each player will choose”. Two definitions called

other players and selection of other players have to be defined in order to under-

stand these concepts.

Definition 9 (Other players): Players other than the player i are specified

by −i and are defined as

−i = {(1, . . . , i− 1, i+ 1, . . . , n) ∈M}. (3.2)

Definition 10 (Selection of other players): The actions selected by all

other players are represented by means of a strategy profile s−i. Such strategy

profile does not include the strategy selected by the robot i and is defined as

s−i = {(s
j1
1 , . . . , s

ji−1

i−1 , s
ji+1

i+1 , . . . , s
jn
n ) ∈ Si|j1,...,i−1,i+1,...,n ∈ {1, . . . , ki}}. (3.3)

The cardinality of S−i is

m−i =
n∏

j=1,j 6=i

mj. (3.4)

Definition 11 (Best Response): si denotes the actual strategy chosen by

player i, whereas s−i denotes the strategy profile chosen by all other players. The

best response of the player i to the strategy profile s−i is a strategy s∗i ∈ Si such

that πi(s
∗
i , s−i) ≥ πi(s

ji
i , s−i), ji ∈ {1, . . . , k} for all strategies s

ji
i ∈ Si.

Definition 12 (Nash equilibrium): A strategy profile s = {(sj11 , . . . , s
jn
n )|j1,...,n ∈

{1, . . . , ki}} for the game Γ is a Nash Equilibrium if, for all players i, sjii is a best

response to s−i.

Depending on the game, the Nash Equilibrium solution can be presented in

pure or mixed strategies. In the former case is called pure Nash Equilibrium,

whereas in the latter is called mixed Nash Equilibrium. A Nash Equilibrium in
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pure strategies looks for a payoff pair (a, b). In such pair, a must be the largest

payoff in a column and b must be the largest payoff in a row simultaneously.

In the Prisoner’s Dilemma game described earlier in this text, there is one pure

Nash Equilibrium. Such equilibrium is at (confess, confess) as indicated with the

shaded cell in the matrix of figure 3.4.

confessdo not confess

1,1

0,5

5,0

3,3confess

do not confess

Figure 3.4: Pure Nash Equilibrium of the Prisoner’s Dilemma game

Clearly, the player that deviates from this equilibrium point will go from three

to five years in prison. Apparently, one of the players can do better by choosing

do not confess. However, such selection can be self-defeating because if the

other player continues choosing confess the payoff to the confessing player is

zero (no prison time). In such case, a reward for a betrayal of the other prisoner

takes place.

On the contrary, in a mixed Nash equilibrium players randomise over their

strategies. In this light, a Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies is represented

by means of a profile of mixed strategies. In such profile, the expected payoff

of neither player can be improved by unilaterally switching to another mixed

strategy. The game of Matching Pennies is a classical example of Nash equilibrium

in mixed strategies.

In the Matching Pennies game, two players place a penny or a cent on a

table. After that, both players choose independently to display their pennies

either “Heads up” (strategy H) or “tails up” (strategy T). If the pennies match,

the second player has to pay one euro to the first player. However, if the pennies

differ, the first player has to pay one euro to the second player. The matrix payoff

of the Matching Pennies game is depicted in figure 3.5

Apparently, this game does not have a pure Nash Equilibrium. For instance,

neither the pairs (H,H), (H, T ), (T,H), nor (T, T ) is an equilibrium. This is

because in the first case, player1 can switch to play T . In the second case,
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TH

1,-1

-1,1

-1,1

1,-1T

H

Figure 3.5: The Matching Pennies game

player0 can switch to play T . In the third case, player0 can switch to play H.

Finally, in the last case, player1 can switch to play H. As a consequence, players

should randomise to solve this game. This randomness suggests that players must

toss the pennies and play H with probability 1
2
.

The Battle of the Sexes game is another well-known example of Nash equi-

librium in mixed strategies. Moreover, this game includes elements of both co-

ordination and competition as the Prisoner’s Dilemma game does. The Battle

of the Sexes is a game between a husband and a wife who are trying to decide

what to watch on television. Both of them much prefer to watch television to-

gether, rather than separate. However, the husband would like to watch a football

match and the wife would like to watch a soap opera. If they watch television

apart watching the preference of the other, each gets no payoff. If they watch

television apart watching the preference of each one, each gets a payoff of one. If

they watch television together, each gets a payoff increment of two. Figure 3.6

shows the matrix payoff of the Battle of the Sexes game.

Watch soap operaWatch football

3,2

0,0

1,1

2,3

Wife

Husband
Watch football

Watch soap opera

Figure 3.6: The Battle of the Sexes game

The Battle of the Sexes has two pure Nash equilibria and one mixed Nash

equilibrium. The pure Nash equilibria are: (Watch football, Watch football) and

(Watch soap opera, Watch soap opera).
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To find out the mixed Nash equilibrium it is necessary to solve separately the

mixed strategy for each player. Thus, if Wife selects the action Watch football,

she earns 2 with probability ̺ and 0 with probability 1− ̺. This can be written

as expected payoff:

πwife(Watch football) = 2̺+ 0(1− ̺) (3.5)

On the contrary, if she selects the action Watch soap opera, she earns 1 with

probability ̺ and 3 with probability 1− ̺. This can be also written as:

πwife(Watch soap opera) = ̺+ 3(1− ̺) (3.6)

To find the mixed strategy of Husband that makes Wife indifferent, 3.5 must

be equal to 3.6 and solve for ̺:

πwife(Watch football) = πwife(Watch soap opera)

2̺ = 3− 2̺

4̺ = 3

̺ =
3

4

Therefore, in the mixed strategy, Husband prefers the action Watch football

with probability 3/4 and the action Watch soap opera with probability 1/4.

On the other hand, if Husband selects the action Watch football, he earns 3

with probability ̺ and 1 with probability ̺− 1. This can be written as:

πhusband(Watch football) = 3̺+ 1(1− ̺) (3.7)

On the contrary, if he selects the action Watch soap opera, he earns 0 with

probability ̺ and 2 with probability ̺− 1. This can be also expressed as:

πhusband(Watch soap opera) = 0̺+ 2(1− ̺) (3.8)

Finally, to find the mixed strategy of Wife that makes Husband indifferent,

3.7 must be equal to 3.8 and solve for ̺:
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πhusband(Watch football) = πhusband(Watch soap opera)

3̺+ 1(1− ̺) = 0̺+ 2(1− ̺)

3̺+ 1− ̺ = 2− 2̺

̺ =
1

4

Therefore, in this mixed strategy, Wife prefers the action Watch football with

probability 1/4 and the action Watch soap opera with probability 3/4.

As a consequence, the mixed Nash equilibrium (shusband, swife) is:

shusband = (Watch football,Watch soap opera) = (
3

4
,
1

4
)

swife = (Watch football,Watch soap opera) = (
1

4
,
3

4
)

3.1.5 Classification of Games

In the games played in this research work, players do not have conflicting interests

and their sole challenge is to coordinate on actions that are maximally beneficial

to all. These classes of games are called team games. In these games, all players

have the same payoff for every action profile.

Definition 13 (Team Games): A team game is a game in which for all

action profiles a ∈ A1 × . . . × An is the case that π1(a) = . . . = πn(a). Team

games are also known as common-payoff games or pure coordination games.

As an example, suppose that two players must drive in a city having no traffic

rules. In this scenario, players must independently decide whether to drive on the

left or on the right. Players have a low utility (0) if they drive in different side

(left or right), and otherwise they have some high utility (1). Figure 3.7 shows

the matrix payoff game of this example.

Apart from the games used in this research work, game theory provides other

important class of games that are worth to mention. Such games are called two-

person zero-sum games and two-person constant-sum games
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RightLeft

1,1

0,0 1,1

Left

Right

0,0

Figure 3.7: Game team

Formally, zero-sum games were the first type of game to be studied in game

theory. As its name suggests, a zero-sum game is a game in which the sum of

the payoffs to two players is zero. In other words, players have opposite interest

in such games i.e., one only wins what the other loses. Note that the Matching

Pennies game described earlier in this document is a zero sum game.

Definition 14 (Two-person zero-sum games): A two-person zero-sum

game is a game in which for all action profiles a ∈ A1 . . . A2 is the case that

π1(a) = −π2(a).

For example, suppose that one of the two players uses the strategy σ1(p, 1−p),

whereas the other player uses the strategy σ2(q, 1− q), then their payoffs are:

π1(σ1, σ2) = pq − p(1− q) + (1− p)q − (1− p)(1− q)

= (2q − 1)(2p− 1)

= −π2(σ1, σ2)

On the other hand, a two-person zero-sum game is a special class of two-person

constant-sum games in which the value of the constant is zero.

Definition 15 (Two-person constant-sum games): A two-person constant-

sum game is a game in which for all action profiles a ∈ A1 . . . A2 is the case that

π1(a) + π2(a) = c.

Note that team games represent situations of pure coordination, whereas zero-

sum games present situation of pure competition.
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3.2 Learning models of Game Theory

Game theory attempts to explain equilibrium as a result of dynamic processes

which are referred to as learning models. In such learning models, players adjust

their decision-making to reach optimality or equilibrium over time by playing

normal-form games over and over. Every time that such games are played, players

choose strategies that maximize their payoff or expected payoff. To this end,

depending on the learning model, players can form beliefs, attractions or simply

reinforce the strategies selected. After that, players use these beliefs, attractions

or reinforcements to choose their strategies.

This section describes the learning models of Game Theory used in this re-

search project. Firstly, this section deals with Experience-Weighted Attraction

learning model (Camerer, 1999) and its variations such as Reinforcement learn-

ing and Belief-based learning. Finally, subsequent sections discuss learning models

in the spirit of Fictitious Play (Brown, 1951).

3.2.1 Experience-Weighted Attraction Learning Model

In Experience-Weighted Attraction (EWA) learning model, each strategy sjii ∈ Si

has a numerical value called attraction. Such attraction specifies the probability

of choosing that strategy through a logistic response function. Changes in un-

observed attractions based on experiences characterize learning in EWA model.

Each attraction has an initial value which is updated each period of play by means

of two rules that update two variables. The first variable Λjii (t), corresponds to

the level of attraction of player i by strategy sjii ∈ Si after period t. The second

variable ψ(t) represents the amount of experience and indicates the number of

observation-equivalents of past experience.

The variables Λjii (t) and ψ(t) begin with some prior values, namely Λjii (0) and

ψ(0), respectively. Λjii (0) represents initial attractions, whereas ψ(0) represents

the strength of such attractions. The initial attractions can be inferred from,

for instance, an analysis of the game. This analysis may suggest that dominant

strategies will have higher (strongly) initial attractions than dominated strate-

gies. However, such decision depends on the aim of the application in which this

learning model is going to be used.
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The strength of initial attractions Λjii (0) is directly proportional to incremental

changes in attractions caused by actual experience and payoff. Moreover, ψ(0)

can be viewed as a parameter that controls persistence or displacement of initial

attractions. This is because such parameter captures the initial configuration

of attractions, compared to payoffs received each period of play. In this light,

the initial attractions persists when ψ(0) is large, whereas they are displaced by

experience when ψ(0) is small. For instance, if ψ(0) = 1 initial attractions Λjii (0)

are weighed unit for unit every period that attractions are updated.

3.2.1.1 Update Rules in EWA learning model

As aforementioned, two rules update these two variables. The first of these rules

updates the level of attraction according to

Λjii (t) =
φ · ψ(t− 1) · Λjii (t− 1) + [δ + (1− δ) · ξ(Si, s

ji
i (t))] · π(s

ji
i (t), s−i)

ψ(t)
(3.9)

The decay rate φ depreciates previous attraction Λjii (t − 1) and represents a

combination of forgetting and level of knowledge about the adaptation of other

players. If φ is lower, old attractions are decayed more quickly, whereas the most

recent attractions are more important. The numerator in 3.9 is a running total

of depreciated attraction which is updated by actual payoffs. On the other hand,

the indicator function ξ(Si, s
ji
i (t)) is equal to 1 when the strategy selected sjii (t)

at period t is equal to some strategy of the set of strategies Si and 0 otherwise.

This indicator function was used in all the models described in this section.

The parameter δ is the most important parameter in EWA learning model.

This is because such parameter captures two learning principles, namely “the law

of actual effect” and “the law of simulated effect”. The law of actual effect shows

that successfully chosen strategies are chosen more often. The law of actual effect

is also know as “law of effect” (Thorndike (1898) and Herrnstein (1970)). On the

other hand, the law of simulated effect relates to simulated successes that high

payoffs of unchosen strategies would have yielded. Such simulated effects are

based on cognitive constructions such as imagination. Imagination could affect

the probability of choosing new strategies by means of foregone payoffs.
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The term [δ+(1−δ)·ξ(Si, s
ji
i (t))] in 3.9 controls the law of actual effect and the

law of simulated effect. In the law of actual effect, such term implies that a weight

of one is put on the actual payoff received from the chosen strategy (sjii = sjii (t))

at period t. Whereas in the law of simulated effect, δ weights hypothetical or

foregone payoffs that unchosen strategies (sjii 6= sjii (t)) at period t would have

earned. Therefore, δ calibrates the strength of the law of actual and simulated

effect with which can be identified models of learning in games.

Furthermore, actual and foregone payoff are used in error-reduction algorithms

to drive the process of learning. Such error-reduction algorithms measure the dif-

ference between actual or received payoffs and hypothetical or foregone payoffs.

The error-reduction concept is part of the so-called learning direction theory in-

corporated in EWA learning model under the assumption of a causal understand-

ing of the game. Such understanding implies that players must know foregone

payoff and predicts movements toward higher-foregone payoff and away from low

foregone payoffs.

Finally, imitation learning can be captured in EWA learning model by means

of the parameter δ. To this end, the weight of own foregone payoffs must be ap-

plied to actual payoff of other players. There are two situations in which imitation

learning is possible in EWA learning model. Firstly, games must be symmetric

in the sense that own foregone payoffs are the same that payoffs of other players.

Secondly, the selections of other players must differ so that imitation reinforces

several strategies based on foregone payoffs of such players.

The second rule updates the amount of experience or experience weight (the

“EW” part of the model) according to

ψ(t) = (1− ν) · φ · ψ(t− 1) + 1, t ≥ 1 (3.10)

where (1 − ν) · φ measures the impact of previous experience. Specifically, the

parameter ν determines how quickly player i locks to in a strategy and defines

the growth rate of attractions. If ν = 0, attractions are weighted averages of

past attractions and payoffs. Past attractions are weighted by φ·ψ(t−1)
φ·ψ(t−1)+1

, whereas

payoffs are weighted by 1
φ·ψ(t−1)+1

. If ν = 1, attractions cumulate because ψ(t)

becomes one and therefore attractions can end up outside the bounds of game

payoff, i.e., attractions grow as large as possible. The formulation represented by
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3.10 is a running total of depreciated periods of experience-equivalence. By using

this formulation in EWA learning model, attractions grow slower than cumulative

total, but faster than an average. The formulation of 3.10 can be expressed using

only the parameter ρ. Such parameter determines the rate of decay for experience

and is defined as ρ = (1− ν) · φ. However, the ν notation makes clearer the fact

that attractions can either average or cumulate.

3.2.1.2 Response Functions

Players shape a set of attractions that specify preference for a specific strategy

sjii ∈ Si by using the rules defined by equations 3.9 and 3.10. Such preference is

given as a choice probability P ji
i in period t + 1. Usually, P ji

i must increase in

Λjii (t) and decrease in Λkii (t) where j 6= k.

There are two response functions used to perform such probability selection,

namely exponential or logistic stochastic, and power. Each of these functions has

advantages and disadvantages. The logistic stochastic response function has been

used for learning in games and is defined by

P ji
i (t+ 1) =

eλ·Λ
ji
i
(t)

∑k

ji=1 e
λ·Λ

ji
i
(t)

(3.11)

where λ is the response sensitivity of players to attractions which is related to

motivations of players. The term λ · Λjii (t) represents the weighted effect of

the attraction of strategy sjii ∈ Si on the probability of choosing such strategy.

Moreover, in the formulation provided by 3.11, the choice is stochastic if λ = 0,

whereas λ = ∞ is best response. A characteristic of the exponential response

is that negative values of initial attractions are permissible. This is because

the exponential response allows to add a constant to all attractions and update

attractions when payoffs are negative.

On the other hand, power response function is defined by

P ji
i (t+ 1) =

(Λjii (t))
λ

∑k

ji=1(Λ
ji
i (t))

λ
(3.12)

Such formulation allows to multiply a constant to all attractions without in-

fluence over the original meaning of such attractions. As a result, the strength
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of initial attractions and the term (1 − ν) · φ, in equation 3.10, make no differ-

ence under the power response function. The fact that the strength of initial

attractions and the term (1 − ν) · φ can be ignored could be an advantage or a

disadvantage. Certainly, such results depends on the application in which this

learning model is used. For instance, the difference between EWA, reinforcement

and belief-based models cannot be identified because such models impose con-

straints on the strength of initial attractions and ν. In such a case, exponential

response function is better than power response function.

Response functions contribute to control slowdown in learning rate or sharp-

ness of convergence in EWA learning model. However, such control depends

mainly on the parameter φ of equation 3.9 and the term (1 − ν) · φ of equation

3.10. In order to explain slowdown learning rate or sharpness of convergence it

is needed to define steady-state attraction levels. Such levels equal the ratio β

times the steady-state average payoff. Where β is defined by

1− ρ

1− φ
, ρ = (1− ν) · φ (3.13)

According to equation 3.13, EWA learning model is able to choose a value of

ρ that tailors the sharpness of convergence or rate of learning to the data.

3.2.1.3 EWA learning model algorithm

Four steps must be performed in order to implement EWA learning model. Such

steps are described in pseudo-code (algorithm 1). First of all, initial attractions

and their strength must be initialized before a while-loop used to reach equilib-

rium starts (lines 1-2). The first step in the while-loop selects a strategy (line

4). Such selection is performed by using either equation 3.11 or 3.12. The second

step updates the experience of the strategy selected through equation 3.10 (line

5). Finally, the last step updates the level of attractions of the strategy selected

through equation 3.9 (line 6). Clearly, the while-loop (lines 3-7) finishes when

equilibrium is reached.
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Algorithm 1: Steps of EWA learning model algorithm

Data: initialStrengths, initialAttractions
Result: Either pure or mixed strategies

1 ψ(0)← initialStrengths;

2 Λjii (0)← initialAttractions;
3 while Not in equilibrium do
4 Select a strategy;
5 Update experience;
6 Update attractions;

7 end

Beyond the rules of the EWA learning model, specific values of ψ(0), δ and

ρ reduce this general model to other special learning models. Figure 3.8 shows

a cube with axes representing the parameters of the EWA learning model. This

cube helps to understand the relation between the EWA learning model and other

existing theories. The edges and corners of the cube indicates the result obtained

by setting the parameters of the EWA learning model to specific values. In this

case, some combinations give theories or learning models such as cumulative rein-

forcement, average reinforcement, weighted fictitious play, Cournot, or fictitious

play. The following sections describe in detail this learning models.

3.2.1.4 Reinforcement EWA learning model

The field of reinforcement learning explores learning from interaction to learn

what to do so as to maximize a numerical reward signal. Such interaction between

a learner and its environment deals with the problem of achieving a goal. In this

problem, the learner maps situations to actions, whereas the environment provides

a numerical reward signal and new states of the environment. Figure 3.9 shows

the general overview of reinforcement learning. As it can be observed, the learner

performs an action over the environment. As a result, the environment generates

a numerical reward signal rt+1. Moreover, as the actions of the learner modifies

the environment, the latter indicates its new states st+1 to the former. Obviously,

in order to perceive such rewards and states, learners can sense aspects of their

environment.

In contrast with other learning theories, in reinforcement learning learners

are not told which actions to take or which actions are best suited. Conversely,
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Figure 3.8: The cube of the EWA learning model

Learner

Environment

Figure 3.9: General overview of reinforcement learning

learners must be able to discover which actions yield the highest reward. This is

done by exploiting known actions and exploring for better actions. As a result, a
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challenge that arises in this type of learning is the trade-off between exploration

and exploitation.

Beyond the learner and its environment, a reinforcement learning system has

four sub-elements, namely policy, reward function, value function, and model of

the environment. The policy is the core of reinforcement learning and determines

the behavior of learners, which may be stochastic. Such behavior is shaped by

the actions to be taken by learners when they arrive to some perceived state of

the environment.

On the other hand, a reward function maps a perceived state or state-action

pair of the environment to a single number called reward which indicates what

is good in the short run. On the contrary, a value function determines what is

good in the long run. In this light, the total amount of reward that a learner

can expect to accumulate in some state over time is defined as the value of such

state. Values are indeed estimated from the sequences of observations a learner

makes over its entire lifetime. Another way to conceive values is as predictions

of rewards. One difference between values and rewards is that values aims at

achieving more rewards, whereas without rewards there could not be values. It

is worth noting that reinforcement learning seeks actions that bring about states

of highest value instead of highest reward.

Finally, a model of the environment, which is optional in a reinforcement

learning system, mimics the behavior of the environment. Models are used for

planning and decision-making in which possible future situations are considered

even though they have not been experienced. For more details about reinforce-

ment learning see Sutton and Barto (1998).

Three considerations must be taken into account to match reinforcement EWA

learning model with the theory of reinforcement learning. Firstly, the game must

be conceived as the environment with which learners interact. Secondly, the

rewards that such learners receive are the payoff defined in the game. Finally, the

policy that controls the behavior of learners is obtained by the resulted pure or

mixed strategies of the learning process of reinforcement EWA learning model.

In this learning process players perform three steps. In the first step, player

i ∈M selects one strategy. This selection is based on a logistic stochastic response
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function defined by

P ji
i (t+ 1) =

eλ·R
ji
i
(t)

∑k

ji=1 e
λ·R

ji
i
(t)

(3.14)

where λ is the response sensitivity. The choice is stochastic when λ = 0, whereas

the choice is best response when λ = ∞. The response function P ji
i specifies

the selection probability of the strategy sjii . Each strategy is related to a re-

inforcement value Rji
i which is updated every period of time that such value is

reinforced.

In the second step, the strategy selected is reinforced by previous received

payoffs according to

Rji
i (t) = φ · Rji

i (t− 1) + ξ(Si, s
ji
i (t)) · πi(s

ji
i (t), s−i) (3.15)

As it can be observed, the formulation of equation 3.15 is the result of setting δ =

0 and ν = 1 in EWA learning model (equations 3.9 and 3.10). Such formulation

is the simplest form of cumulative reinforcement. Note that ψ(t) is always one

when ν = 1. This fact indicates that reinforcement models do not adjust for

the number of periods of experience-equivalence. Indeed, reinforcement models

only take into account the running total obtained by using equation 3.15. As

a consequence, reinforcements can end up outside the bounds of payoffs levels.

On the other hand, the fact that δ = 0 indicates that reinforcement models only

consider actual effect, whereas simulated effect are disregarded (see section 3.2.1

for more information about actual and simulated effect).

Moreover, beyond the form of cumulative reinforcement, when δ = 0, ν = 0

and ψ(0) = 1
(1−φ)

, EWA learning model becomes a form of averaged reinforcement

governed by

Rji
i (t) = φ ·Rji

i (t− 1) + (1− φ) · ξ(Si, s
ji
i (t)) · πi(s

ji
i (t), s−i) (3.16)

In the formulation of equation 3.16, reinforcements are averages of previous at-

tractions and incremental reinforcement. Either cumulative and averaged rein-

forcement can be observed graphically in the cube of EWA learning model (figure

3.8).
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3.2.1.5 Reinforcement model algorithm

Two steps must be performed in order to implement the reinforcement model

of EWA learning model. Such steps are described in pseudo-code (algorithm 2).

First of all, initial reinforcements must be initialized before starting a while-do

loop used to reach equilibrium starts (line 1). The first step in the while-loop (line

3) selects a strategy. Such selection is performed by using equation 3.14. The

second step (line 4) reinforces the strategy selected through either equation 3.15

or 3.16. Clearly, the while-loop (lines 2-5) finishes when equilibrium is reached.

Algorithm 2: Steps of the reinforcement model algorithm

Data: initialReinforcements
Result: Either pure or mixed strategies

1 Rj(0)← initialReinforcements;
2 while Not in equilibrium do
3 Select a strategy;
4 Reinforce selected strategy;

5 end

3.2.1.6 Belief-Based EWA learning model

Several iterative “belief-based” learning rules are represented by means of belief-

based EWA learning model. All these learning rules are part of the theory of

learning in games in which interactive procedures of adjustment explain equi-

librium. Such interactive procedures start with the premise that each player

identifies two characteristics. Firstly, players are engaged in the repeated play

of a finite game Γ in strategic (normal) form. Secondly, players play such game

with other players.

On the other hand, a belief-based learning rule implies that players form

beliefs about the play or selection of other players. Generally speaking, such

beliefs are the empirical distribution over the available actions of other players.

An important feature about these beliefs is that players behave rational with

respect to them. This means that players infer what all other players will play in

the current period based on their history of past observation about other players

play or selection.
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Players then compute their best response. Such response is based on the as-

sumption that other players decisions follow a probability distribution in agree-

ment with the historical frequency of past play or selection. Another assumption

is that players assumes that other players are using a stationary mixed strategy.

Such stationary nature comes from the fact that such mixed strategy is time

independent. Note that best response must maximize players expected payoff,

i.e., players play for optimality over time. Importantly, players only consider the

short-term effect of best response, whereas long-term effect is not taken into ac-

count. Such consideration is known as myopic best response. As a result of best

response, stage-game strategies converge and the limit of such convergence is a

Nash Equilibrium.

Weighted Fictitious Play (Fudenberg, 1998) is an iterative learning model

to form beliefs widely used in literature. Weighted Fictitious Play includes other

two iterative learning models, namely Cournot Best-Response Dynamics and Fic-

titious Play. Cournot Best-Response Dynamics was introduced by Cournot and

Fisher (1897), whereas Fictitious Play was introduced by Brown (1951) as an

algorithm to resolve the equilibrium of a zero-sum game. The difference between

these two learning models is that Cournot Best-Response Dynamics looks back

only one past observation, whereas Fictitious Play looks back the n most recent

observation.

Because Weighted Fictitious Play is an instance of belief-based learning model,

players select strategies that maximize their expected payoff. Moreover, such se-

lection is based on the prediction about other players distribution over strategies.

For the same reason, in Weighted Fictitious Play players maintain beliefs, denoted

by Bt
i(s−i), about the strategies of other players s−i ∈ S−i. In the prediction of

Weighted Fictitious Play, the initial prior belief that player i assigns to strategies

s−i of other player −i is governed by

B0
i (s−i) =

Υ0
i (s−i)∑

s̃
−i∈S−i

[Υ0
i (s̃−i)]

(3.17)

where the term Υ0
i (s−i) : S−i −→ ℜ+ is an exogenous initial weight function.

This term assigns a real value to each strategy of players other than player i.
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The weight of one strategy is updated every period of time that such strategy is

selected according to

Υt
i(s−i) = φ ·Υt−1

i (s−i) +

{
1 if st−1

−i = s−i
0 if st−1

−i 6= s−i
(3.18)

Thus, the belief that player i assigns to other players −i playing s−i at period

t is given by

Bt
i(s−i) =

Υt
i(s−i)∑

s̃
−i∈S−i

[Υt
i(s̃−i)]

(3.19)

The updating rule formulated by 3.19 can be defined in terms of previous-period

beliefs by

Bt
i(s−i) =

φ ·
∑

s̃
−i∈S−i

[Υt
i(s̃−i)] ·B

t−1
i (s−i) +

{
1 if st−1

−i = s−i
0 if st−1

−i 6= s−i

φ ·
∑

s̃
−i∈S−i

[Υt
i(s̃−i)] + 1

(3.20)

In 3.20, Bt
i(s−i) is expressed in terms of previous-period beliefs, similar to EWA

learning model with previous-period attractions and reinforcement EWA learning

model with previous-period reinforcements.

Following this updating rule, most recent and previous-period beliefs are

updated φ times. If φ = 0, Weighted Fictitious Play becomes Cournot Best-

Response Dynamics, whereas if φ = 1 Weighted Fictitious Play becomes Ficti-

tious Play. This Weighted Fictitious Play feature can be observed graphically in

the cube of EWA learning model (figure 3.8).

Clearly, equation 3.20 shows that belief-based learning models keep track of

the total belief divided by the total number of periods of experience-equivalence.

Moreover, due to the fact that both beliefs and experience-equivalence are depre-

ciated at the same rate φ, expected payoffs are bounded by the payoffs defined

in the game.

After updating beliefs, expected payoff of player i in period t, Et
i (s

ji
i ) is defined

according to

Eti(s
ji
i ) =

∑

s̃
−i∈S−i

π(sjii (t), s̃−i) ·B
t
i(s−i) (3.21)

As in the case of beliefs, expected payoffs can be expressed as a function of

previous-period expected payoffs which yields

Eti(s
ji
i ) =

φ ·
∑

s̃
−i∈S−i

[Υt−1
i (s̃−i)] · E

t−1
i (sjii ) + π(sjii (t), s−i)

φ ·
∑

s̃
−i∈S−i

[Υt−1
i (s̃−i)] + 1

(3.22)
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Note that if δ = 1 the term [δ+(1−δ)·ξ(Si, s
ji
i (t))]·π(s

ji
i (t), s−i) in 3.9 becomes

only π(sjii (t), s−i), which is part of the numerator of equation 3.22. This result

indicates that belief-based models consider that both actual effect and simulated

effect are equally important (see section 3.2.1 for more information about actual

and simulated effect).

Finally, the best response of player i in Weighted Fictitious Play is given by

BRt
i = argmax

ji

Eti(s
ji
i ) (3.23)

3.2.1.7 Numerical example of Weighted Fictitious Play

Weighted Fictitious Play works as follows. Suppose that two players, i = 0, 1, are

engaged in the repeated play the game Γ of figure 3.10 at periods t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , T .

As can be observed in figure 3.10, the set of actions for both players is A0,1 =

{L,R}. The utility of both players must be 4 in the case that player0 plays action

L and player1 plays action R. In the opposite case, player0 receives a payoff of 4,

whereas player1 receives a payoff of 3. The payoff received for each player in the

other two cases can be inferred from the matrix playoff of figure 3.10. Note that

this game has a pure Nash Equilibrium which is the action profile a = {L,R}.

This means that the equilibrium of this game requires that both players select

different actions, .i.e., player0 must select L, whereas player1 must select R.

RL

4,4

0,1

5,2

4,3R

L

Figure 3.10: Matrix payoff of the numerical example of Weighted Fictitious Play

As described earlier, to obtain the Nash Equilibrium of this game using

Weighted Fictitious Play first step consist on assigning an initial weight to each

action. Suppose that all initial weights are 1, i.e., Υ0
0(L) = Υ0

0(R) = Υ0
1(L) =

Υ0
1(R) = 1. As a consequence, all the initial beliefs are 0.5, that is, B0

0(L) =

B0
0(R) = B0

1(L) = B0
1(R) = 0.5.
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In the first period of the repeated play of this game, if player0 plays L its

expected payoff is

E0
0(L) = B0

0(R) · π0(L,R) + B0
0(L) · π0(L,L)

= 0.5 · 4 + 0.5 · 5 = 4.5
(3.24)

Whereas if players0 plays R its expected payoff is

E0
0(R) = B0

0(R) · π0(R,R) + B0
0(L) · π0(R,L)

= 0.5 · 0 + 0.5 · 4 = 2
(3.25)

At the same period, if player1 plays R its expected payoff is

E0
1(R) = B0

0(L) · π1(R,L) + B0
0(R) · π1(R,R)

= 0.5 · 4 + 0.5 · 1 = 2.5
(3.26)

Whereas if players1 plays L its expected payoff is

E0
1(L) = B0

0(L) · π1(L,L) + B0
0(R) · π1(L,R)

= 0.5 · 3 + 0.5 · 2 = 2.5
(3.27)

Clearly, best response of player0 to player1 is

BR0
0 = L

whereas player1 can select either L or R because both of them have the same

expected payoff. Suppose that player1 plays L. In such case, table 3.1 shows

weights and beliefs updating behavior for both player0 and player2 during the

first 20 periods of repeated play of the game. The results of table 3.1 are obtained

by using the calculations performed in equations 3.24, 3.25, 3.26, and 3.27 with

the respective values of the corresponding plays and weights. In this table, the

second and third columns contain the action selected by each player at each

period. The fourth and fifth columns contain the payoff received by each player.

The sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth columns show the behavior of weights.

Finally, the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth columns show the behavior

of beliefs. As expected, the process of Weighted Fictitious Play converges to the

pure Nash Equilibrium point stated by the action profile a = {L,R}.
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Table 3.1: Behavior of plays, weights, and beliefs in the
first 20 periods of the repeated play of two players of the
game of figure 3.10

Period player0 player1 π0 π1 Υ0(R) Υ0(L) Υ1(L) Υ1(R) B0(R) B0(L) B1(L) B1(R)
0 L L 5 2 1 1 1 1 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
1 L R 4 4 1 2 2 1 0.33 0.67 0.67 0.33
2 L R 4 4 2 2 3 1 0.50 0.50 0.75 0.25
3 L R 4 4 3 2 4 1 0.60 0.40 0.80 0.20
4 L R 4 4 4 2 5 1 0.67 0.33 0.83 0.17
5 L R 4 4 5 2 6 1 0.71 0.28 0.85 0.15
6 L R 4 4 6 2 7 1 0.75 0.25 0.87 0.13
7 L R 4 4 7 2 8 1 0.77 0.22 0.88 0.12
8 L R 4 4 8 2 9 1 0.80 0.02 0.90 0.10
9 L R 4 4 9 2 10 1 0.82 0.18 0.90 0.10
10 L R 4 4 10 2 11 1 0.83 0.17 0.91 0.09
11 L R 4 4 11 2 12 1 0.84 0.16 0.92 0.08
12 L R 4 4 12 2 13 1 0.85 0.15 0.92 0.08
13 L R 4 4 13 2 14 1 0.86 0.14 0.93 0.07
14 L R 4 4 14 2 15 1 0.87 0.13 0.93 0.07
15 L R 4 4 15 2 16 1 0.88 0.12 0.94 0.06
16 L R 4 4 16 2 17 1 0.88 0.12 0.94 0.06
17 L R 4 4 17 2 18 1 0.89 0.11 0.94 0.06
18 L R 4 4 18 2 19 1 0.90 0.10 0.95 0.05
19 L R 4 4 19 2 20 1 0.90 0.10 0.95 0.05
20 L R 4 4 20 2 21 1 0.90 0.10 0.95 0.05

Note that in belief-based learning models players do not need to know anything

at all about other players payoff. All they need to do is form beliefs about how

other players will play in the future based on past observations. Columns number

four and five are included just for informational purpose because players do not

use this information for their best response.

3.2.1.8 Belief-based EWA learning model algorithm

Four steps must be performed in order to implement belief-based EWA learn-

ing model. Such steps are described in pseudo-code (algorithm 3). First of all,

initial weights must be initialized before starting a while-loop used for reaching
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equilibrium. Based on these initial weights, initial beliefs must be also initial-

ized. The first step in the while-loop (line 4) updates the weight of the strategy

selected. Such update is performed by using equation 3.18. The second step

(line 5) updates beliefs through equation 3.20. The third step (line 6) calculates

the expected payoff according to equation 3.21. Finally, the fourth step (line 7)

performs best response to all other players based on equation 3.23. Clearly, the

while-loop (lines 3-8) finishes when pure Nash Equilibrium is reached.

Algorithm 3: Steps of belief-based EWA learning model algorithm

Data: initialWeights
Result: Pure Nash Equilibrium

1 Υ0 ← initialWeights;
2 Initialize beliefs B0;
3 while Not in equilibrium do
4 Update the weight of the strategy selected;
5 Update beliefs;
6 Calculate expected payoff;
7 Perform response;

8 end

3.2.2 Smooth Fictitious Play

Smooth Fictitious Play is a belief-based learning model in the spirit of Weighted

Fictitious Play. The first analysis of this learning model was done by Fudenberg

and Kreps (1993) The key feature of Smooth Fictitious Play relies on the fact that

players randomize when they are nearly indifferent between several choices. An

example in which player are nearly indifferent between several choices is observed

in the Matching Pennies game (see section 3.1.4). The mixed equilibrium of such

game suggests a selection probability of 1
2
for both actions of the game.

As opposed to Weighted Fictitious Play which is deterministic, Smooth Fic-

titious Play is stochastic. There are two motivations for looking at stochastic

learning models. Firstly, a stochastic formulation avoids the discontinuity inher-

ent in other traditional belief-based learning models such as Weighed Fictitious

Play. Such discontinuity is not suitable because it causes abrupt changes in be-

havior with a small change in data. Clearly, such discontinuity problem is caused
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by the deterministic feature of Weighted Fictitious Play, which can lead to poor

long-run performance. Secondly, random behavior can prevent players from be-

ing manipulated by a clever opponent. This means that security solutions based

on stochastic processes are less susceptible to be attacked by intruders. This is

mainly because it is more difficult for intruders to find out behavior patterns of

robots. Certainly, such feature is suitable for security purpose.

Smooth Fictitious Play is asymptotically like Weighted Fictitious Play and,

therefore, is locally stable. However, Smooth Fictitious Play converges to a mixed

strategy equilibrium instead of a pure Nash Equilibrium such as Weighted Ficti-

tious Play. Note that the only way that such mixed equilibrium can be reached is

through a mixed distribution of player plays at each period of time. Ordinarily,

such distribution is obtained only if players use some type of explicit randomiza-

tion.

The result of randomizing between actions is that players play smooth best re-

sponse to reach mixed equilibrium. The purification theorem by Harsanyi (1973)

is useful to explain the randomization and smooth best response presented in

Smooth Fictitious Play. Roughly speaking, in such purification theorem unob-

served payoff perturbations produce changes in players preferences by specific

actions of the game. Such unobserved payoff perturbations are private informa-

tion of each player. By this reason, such games are called Bayesian games of

incomplete information.

In Smooth Fictitious Play, players randomize their response to avoid mistakes

in case of an incorrect model of other players play. This fact provides a security

level to Smooth Fictitious Play. This means that players obtain at least their

minimax payoff as their average utility. It is worth noting that players do not

take into account other players play to obtain such security level. Another feature

that does not take into account other players play is called universal consistency.

Roughly speaking, universal consistency suggests that players must obtain at

least the same utility obtained if they know the frequency of choices. However,

universal consistency does not require to know the order of such choices a priori.

Smooth Fictitious Play carries out the same number of steps described in

Weighted Fictitious Play. Namely, players initialize their beliefs, which are up-

dated every period of time. Based on these beliefs, players calculate the expected
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payoff and perform best response to their beliefs. The difference between Smooth

Fictitious Play and Weighted Fictitious Play relies on the best response step. In

Smooth Fictitious Play, players take an smooth function BR
i
at each period of

time instead of using the exact best response BRi as in Weighted Fictitious Play.

To this end, the formulation of Smooth Fictitious Play produces a distribution

over the set of action of player i following the smooth best response BRi defined

by

BR
i
(σ−i)[s

j
i ] =

exp(πi(s
j
i , σ−i)/λ)∑

γ exp(πi(s
j
i , σ−i)/λ)

(3.28)

where λ is termed the randomization parameter. Values of λ close to zero allow

playing best response strategies, whereas large values of λ enable complete ran-

domization. It is interesting to observe that the smooth best response obtained

by using equation 3.28 is both continuous and close to the actual best response

function. Using the formulation of Equation 3.28 players play each strategy in

proportion to an exponential function of the utility that such strategy has histor-

ically yield. Such formulation corresponds to the logic decision model that has

been widely used in the literature.

3.2.2.1 Smooth Fictitious Play algorithm

Four steps must be performed in order to implement the Smooth Fictitious Play

learning model. Such steps are described in pseudo-code (algorithm 4). First of

all, initial weights must be initialized before starting a while loop used for reach-

ing equilibrium. Initial beliefs must be initialized by using these initial weights.

The first step in the while-loop (line 4) updates the weight of the strategy se-

lected. Such update is performed by using equation 3.18. The second step (line

5) updates beliefs through equation 3.20. The third step (line 6) calculates the

expected payoff according to equation 3.21. Finally, the fourth step (line 7) per-

forms smooth best response to all other players based equation 3.28. Clearly, the

while-loop (lines 3-8) finishes when mixed equilibrium is reached.
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Algorithm 4: Steps of Smooth Fictitious Play algorithm

Data: initialWeights
Result: Mixed Equilibrium

1 Υ0 ← initialWeights;
2 Initialize beliefs B0;
3 while Not in equilibrium do
4 Update the weight of the strategy selected;
5 Update beliefs;
6 Calculate expected payoff;
7 Perform response;

8 end

3.2.3 Selective Smooth Fictitious Play

Next chapter deals with the connection between the concepts of game theory

described in this chapter and the multi-robot patrolling context. However, to

explain how Selective Smooth Fictitious Play works, two assumptions have to

be considered. Firstly, each player plays the game in a different period of time.

Secondly, players could stop playing the game at any time or the frequency of

play could vary significantly per player.

The way in which Selective Smooth Fictitious Play works may perhaps be

better understood by using an example. Consider the following three-players

constant-sum coordination game

RL

0,0,0

R

L

C

C

RL

0,0,0

C RL C

L R C

0,0,0

2,3,2 2,3,2

3,2,2 2,2,3 3,3,3

3,2,2 3,3,3 2,2,3

2,2,3

2,3,2

3,3,3

3,2,2

3,2,2

3,3,3

2,3,2

2,2,3

2,2,3

3,3,3

2,3,2

3,3,3

2,2,3

2,3,2

3,2,2

3,2,2

Figure 3.11: Three-players constant-sum coordination game used to explain how

Selective Smooth Fictitious Play behaves

The action space for each player is A0,1,2 = {L,R,C}. In such action space,

actions L,R, and C stand for Left, Right, and Center, respectively. Players of
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this coordination game aim at selecting different actions, however such objective

is not relevant for this example. Clearly, this coordination game has six pure

Nash Equilibrium points, which are indicated by the bold typeface (Figure 3.11).

Such points are: a = {L,C,R}, a = {L,R,C}, a = {R,C, L}, a = {R,L,C},

a = {C,R, L}, and a = {C,L,R}.

Suppose that players have played this game 20 periods of time. Suppose also

that players have selected the sequence of actions showed in table 3.2. This table

shows that Player2 selected action C in the first period of time. Player0 selected

action R in the second period of time. Player1 selected action L in the third

period of time and so forth.

Table 3.2: Selections of three players in the first 20 peri-
ods of the repeated play of the game of figure 3.11

Period Player0 Player1 Player2
0 C
1 R
2 L
3 L
4 R
5 R
6 L
7 R
8 L
9 L
10 L
11 R
12 R
13 R
14 R
15 R
16 R
17 R L
18 R L
19 R
20 R

As aforementioned, Player2 selected action C the first period of time, however
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such player never got back to play the game and selected such action again. This

situation could take place by two reasons. In the first, Player2 could return to

play the game at period 21 or later. In the second, Player2 could decide not to

play the game anymore due to player failure. Frequently, the latter possibility is

presented in the patrolling context. Next chapter will explain the reasons of this

behavior.

In the situation presented in table 3.2, players based on the learning models

presented in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 will consider Player2 all the time. However,

considering Player2 all the time does not have sense because, as aforementioned,

possibly Player2 is not going to play the game anymore. Such consideration is

taken into account in Selective Smooth Fictitious Play. Players based on Selective

Smooth Fictitious Play play only with other players that are actually playing in

the game and ignore the players with low frequency of play.

To this end, players play a game with other players that fulfill the condition

defined by

P (i, Γ ) ≥ (1/NR(Γ )) ∗ χ (3.29)

where P (i, Γ ) is the probability that player i plays the game Γ and NR(Γ )

represents the number of players that have played the game. This condition is

used when at least one of the other players has played the game, i.e., NR(Γ ) ≥ 1.

The parameter χ specifies the selective criterion, i.e., this parameter indicates the

selective part of this learning model. Large values of χ avoid to consider in the

game the players that have played a few times the game, whereas small values of

χ allow to include almost all players in the game.
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The key elements in the art of

working together are how to deal

with change, how to deal with

conflict, and how to reach our

potential...the needs of the team

are best met when we meet the

needs of individuals persons.

Max DePreeChapter 4

Multi-robot Patrolling Models

Chapter 3 provides with basic concepts, terminology, and learning models of

Game Theory. All this information is used in this research work to solve the

multi-robot patrolling task. To this end, this chapter aims at describing the

integration of such concepts of Game theory within the multi-robot patrolling

context. Unfortunately, such integration is not as direct as in many contexts in

which concepts and learning models of Game theory are used. As a consequence,

several mechanisms to fit both Game Theory concepts and the multi-robot pa-

trolling context arise throughout the whole chapter.

The information provided in this chapter is divided into two parts. The first

part defines the multi-robot patrolling problem by itself as well as some concepts

that arise with such definition. Finally, the second part describes multi-robot

patrolling models in the spirit of the learning models of Game Theory described

in last chapter.
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4.1 Problem Definition

As noted by Bondy, J.A. and Murty (2000, pg. 1): “Many real-world situations

can conveniently be described by means of a diagram consisting of a set of points

together with lines joining certain of these points”. One of these real-world situ-

ations is the patrolling task. In this task, someone or something must go around

a given infrastructure to check that there are no problems. In this research work,

the someone or something part of this task is represented by means of a group of

robots. As a consequence, the patrolling task becomes the Multi-Robot patrolling

task. On the other hand, Game theory uses the term player to refer to intelligent

rational decision-maker who plays a game. In this chapter, in contrast, the term

robot is used instead of player to refer to the same decision-maker, however, both

terms can be used interchangeably.

In order to perform the multi-robot patrolling task, the points of the diagram

could represent places of interest. In the security context, such places of interest

need to be inspected in search of intruders. Finally, the physical paths among

these places are represented by means of the lines of the diagram.

Representations using these types of diagrams have been widely used in the

literature to represent infrastructures such as airports; nuclear, biological, and

chemical facilities; and so forth. This is mainly because, as Almeida et al. (2004)

states: “The main advantage of adopting this abstract representation is that

it can be easily mapped to many different domains, from terrains to computer

networks.”

Based on these adaptability features, this research work adopts the abstract

representation of an infrastructure as a weighted graph G(V,E). Such a weighted

graph is an ordered pair (V (G), E(G)) consisting of a set V (G) = 1, . . . , n of

vertices and a set E(G) ⊆ V 2 of edges. Each of these edges is associated with an

unordered pair of vertices by means of an incident function ψG (Bondy, J.A. and

Murty, 2000, pg. 2). The graph is weighted because each edge has a weight ce

that represents the distance between vertices. This distance indicates the time

required to move across the edge.

Moreover, in graph theory, a graph is associated with two matrices used to

apply mathematical methods and study the properties of such methods. Such
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matrices are called incidence and adjacency matrix. The incidence matrix of G is

a n ×m matrix MG = (mve), where mve is the number of times (0,1, or 2) that

vertex v and edge e are incident. On the other hand, the adjacency matrix of G

is a n × n matrix AG = (auv), where auv is the number of edges joining vertices

u and v, each loop counting as two edges (Bondy, J.A. and Murty, 2000, pg. 6).

At this point, a group of robots as well as the given abstract representation

of the infrastructure define the so-called multi-robot patrolling problem. Figure

4.1 shows an example of a patrolling environment that represent such problem. A

patrolling environment is composed of the infrastructure to protect represented

by using a 2d map (figure 4.1(a)) and the abstract representation as a graph of

such infrastructure (figure 4.1(b)). Figure 4.1(c) shows the integration of both

the infrastructure and the graph as well as a group of eleven robots carrying out

patrolling tasks. In figure 4.1(c), big black circles stand for robots patrolling the

environment, small white circles represent points of interest to be inspected, and

lines represent paths. The number inside big circles indicates the identifier of

each robot, whereas the number near each small circle represents the identifier of

each vertex. The patrolling environment depicted in figure 4.1 along with other

three patrolling environments are used in this research work to analyse multi-

robot patrolling models. Next chapter provides the selection criteria taken into

account to select all these patrolling environments.

4.2 Robot Speed

In this research work, the multi-robot patrolling task is performed using both

simulated and real-world scenarios such as the ones depicted in figures 4.1 and 6.4,

respectively. Certainly, simulated scenarios are used to obtain an optimal version

of the learning models spending less time and effort. This is mainly because

simulations do not experiment issues related to real-world problems such as low

battery of robots, robot failures, and so forth. On the other hand, real-world

scenarios are important because they permit to validate that learning models can

be implemented using real robots which is, in fact, the aim of this research work.

Robots carry out their actions in discrete periods of time t in multi-robot

patrolling simulations. These periods of time are controlled by means of the robot
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Figure 4.1: Strongly connected patrolling environment used to carry out multi-

robot patrolling task

speed. Generally speaking, such robot speed indicates how fast a robot traverses

an edge of the graph that links a pair of vertices. As examples of robot speed,

consider the situation in which a robot must go from vertex number 22 (v22) to

vertex number 30 (v30) (figure 4.2). Note that both of these vertices belong to

the patrolling environment of figure 4.1. In this example are used two values to

identify the effect of the robot speed on the multi-robot patrolling context. Such

values are 4 milliseconds and 11 milliseconds (ms).

As it can be observed in figure 4.2, the robot must pass through several
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intermediate points in the process of traversing an edge to go from one vertex to

another. In this figure, big circles represent vertices, whereas squares represent

intermediate points. In the first period of time of this process (t0), the robot

starts at vertex v22 which is the starting vertex. The robot then moves to the

first intermediate point in the second period of time (t1). In this period of time,

the values of the simulation time are 4ms and 11ms. In the third period of

time (t2), in which the values of the simulation time are 8ms and 22ms, the

robot moves to the second intermediate point. Finally, the robot reaches the end

vertex in 33ms with a robot speed of 11ms, whereas this time is only 12ms with

a robot speed of 4ms. Clearly, the higher the robot speed, the lower the time

needed by the robot to go from one vertex to another. On the other hand, note

that the simulation time is directly related to the cost of each edge.

Figure 4.2: Steps performed by a robot to traverse an edge of the graph that

links a pair of vertices.

4.3 Patrolling process

In the multi-robot patrolling domain, a group of robots must visit the vertices in

such a manner that the time between two visits to the same vertex is reduced.

This is because it is generally accepted that a good strategy should minimize
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the time lag between visits in strategic places of the infrastructure (Portugal

and Rocha, 2011b). To this end, robots must disperse in the infrastructure so

as to avoid getting stuck in small regions. This is because points of interest

in such regions could be visited many times, whereas other points of interest

of the environment outside these regions do not. Clearly, this nature produces

vulnerabilities and security threats.

In many security applications, robots need time to perform security tasks to

determine anomalies at every point of interest of the environment. Examples of

such tasks include, but are not limited to, search for intruders, detection and

tracking of mobile objects, and so forth. For example, Rodŕıguez-Canosa et al.

(2014) propose four algorithms to detect and track mobile objects which are

used in security and surveillance applications. In the same vein, Fotiadis et al.

(2013) present a human detection system to be used in autonomous surveillance

of large outdoor infrastructures. Finally, Garzón and Fotiadis (2014) develop

an approach to intercept mobile object using UGVs for autonomous surveillance

of critical infrastructures. Note that an interception task actually also includes

object detection. As opposed to all these works, in this research work there are

no security tasks performed in points of interest and a continuous surveillance

capability is considered.

Assumption 1 Robots visit every point of interest of the environment in-

stantaneously and, therefore, they do not need time to perform any security task

at these points. However, if such time is required, the patrolling model is not

affected.

1

In simulated as well as real-world scenarios, each robot is positioned at one

specific vertex of the graph G at period of time 0, or simply t0. There are several

possibilities that can be considered to assign the initial position to each robot.

For example, all these positions can be selected randomly or maybe all robots

can start at the same vertex in different periods of time. Certainly, this issue

depends on some factors of the application such as the storage place of the robot,

the initial deployment and so forth.
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In this research work, the starting position of each robot is selected randomly.

The rationale for this assignation is provided in next chapter.

Once all initial positions are assigned, robots move from these positions around

the vertices and edges of the graph according to a patrol strategy with the aim

of protecting the infrastructure.

Definition 1 (Patrol Strategy). A robot patrol strategy is defined as a

vector s such that s(j) is the jth vertex visited by the robot. A multi-robot

patrol strategy profile,
∏

= {s1 . . . sm} is simply defined as a set of m single-

robot strategies. These patrol strategies define the behavior that robots follow in

an infrastructure.

A robot patrol strategy can be defined off-line by a centralized approach and

then arrange robots on the same path as made in (Elmaliach et al., 2007) and

(Portugal and Rocha, 2010). Clearly, robots do not interact in these types of

approaches because they only follow the same path over and over. The opposite

is true in distributed approaches such as the ones presented in this research work.

In these types of approaches, robots define their patrol strategies by interacting

with other robots. Note that such interaction among robots takes place every

period of time that a vertex of the graph or point of interest of the environment

is reached.

Therefore, each vertex of the graph G is not only a point of interest to be in-

spected, but also a point where interaction among robots arises. As a result of this

interaction, robots select an action in order to visit another vertex of the graph

from the vertex in which such selection takes place. Moreover, in this interaction

process, robots select their actions taking into account the actions previously se-

lected by other robots of the group. In order to perform such selection, the most

elemental concept of game theory called normal-form game (see section 3.1) was

used at each vertex of the graph. As mentioned in section 3.1, each normal-form

game has an individual set of actions. In this research work, each action of this

set is related to an edge of the graph to be patrolled. For example, vertex v22

of the graph of figure 4.3 has a set of actions A = {e0, e1, e2, e3}. Note that this

example uses labels such as e0 to identify each edges, however, for computational

purpose, all actions are treated as an array of numbers. Therefore, in the same
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example, the set of actions becomes A = {0, 1, 2, 3} where 0 represents e0, and so

forth. Note also that the graph of figure 4.3 shows the connections of vertex v22

in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.3: Graph of five vertices and four edges

As mentioned in section 3.2.3, every normal-form game used in this research

work is played in different periods of time. Thus, for example, a robot can play

a game defined in vertex v22 (figure 4.3) several times before another robot plays

such a game. This is an important difference between the manner in which the

concepts of Game Theory are applied in this research work and how they have

been used in the literature works. Usually in literature works games are played

simultaneously. For example, suppose that a game is played by two players,

namely player0 and player1. In this case, the play of the game consists of two

steps which are repeated over and over. In the first step player0 or player1 plays

the game, whereas in the second step player1 or player0 plays the game. Clearly,

this is not the case tackled in this research work. Note that using normal-form

game in this manner entails that the first robot that plays the games defined

in the graph determines a selection criterion. This is because the rationale that

robots use to select the actions is nearly as follows: if robori has been selected

action aj, then I must select actionk.
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4.4 Normal-form games definition

At first glance, the number of normal-form games defined at each vertex of the

graph should be one. Unfortunately, this solution presents several problems that

may perhaps be best explained in an example. Suppose that a group of four robots

is patrolling the graph of figure 4.4, namely robot0, robot1, robot2, and robot3. In

this graph, vertices v22 and v30 have defined only one normal-form game each.

The game of vertex v22 has a set of actions A = {e0, e1, e2, e3}, whereas the set of

actions of vertex v30 is A = {e2, e4, e5}. On the other hand, suppose that robot0,

robot1, robot2, and robot3 select, respectively, actions e0, e1, e3, and e2 when they

visit vertex v22. Finally, consider the situation in which robot3 reaches vertex v30

using edge e4 and that robot3 selects action e2 in vertex v30. The result of this

situation is that robot3 cycles between vertices v22 and v30. A possible solution

to solve this problem is to remove e2 from the set of actions of robot3. However,

this solution only works in this situation, i.e., it is not a general solution.

Figure 4.4: Graph of seven vertices and six edges

The last example shows one of the reasons why it is not appropriate to define

only one normal-form game per vertex. Conversely, defining only one normal-form

game causes numerous problems, including cycles, lower dispersion of robots, and

so forth. In order to solve these types of problems, several normal-form games
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were defined at each vertex of the graph in this research work. The number of

games defined at each vertex depends on the edges connected to the corresponding

vertex. Each of these games has a set of actions A = {1, 2, . . . ,#E(n)−1} where

#E(n) represents the number of edges of the corresponding vertex. The number

of actions is #E(n) − 1 because the action related to the edge with which the

vertex is reached is removed. Figure 4.5 shows an example to clarify this idea.

Once again, this example uses the vertex 22 (v22) of the graph of figure 4.1. In

this figure, the size of the vertex v22 is used only for illustrative purposes. As

mentioned in previous examples, vertex v22 has four edges, namely e0, e1, e2, and

e3. By this reason, this vertex has defined four games, namely v22e0, v22e1, v22e2,

and v22e3. Such games are represented by using small circles inside vertex v22.

Certainly, game v22e0 is used when vertex v22 is reached from vertex v13

through the use of edge e0. In this case, the set of available actions of this

game are e1, e2, and e3 to go to vertices v21, v30, and v23, respectively. Clearly,

this manner of defining games is used at each vertex of the graph. Note that using

this definition, robots are not allowed to return back to the last visited vertex

and, therefore, they always go forward. However, the opposite is true when the

vertex has only one edge. In such vertices, the only option is to return back to

the last visited vertex. The term “end vertex” is widely used in literature to refer

to these types of vertices. In figure 4.5 by itself, vertices v13, v21, v23, and v30 are

considered end vertices.

4.5 Robot Perspective

The games defined at each vertex of the graph are linked to a concept called

robot perspective. The robot perspective indicates the manner in which robots

perceive the set of available actions at each vertex. There are two types of robot

perspectives, namely, global or vertex perspective and local or vertex-edge perspec-

tive. In vertex perspective, robots can select one of all the available actions at

such a vertex regardless which edge was used to reach the vertex. On the con-

trary, vertex-edge perspective, which was used in this research project, does not

consider the edge used to reach the vertex in the set of available actions.
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Figure 4.5: Games defined in the vertex v22 which has four edges e0, e1, e2 and

e3. The four games are v22e0, v22e1, v22e2, and v22e3.

Figure 4.6 shows examples of this concept. These examples are again based

on vertex 22 (v22) of the graph of figure 4.1. In these examples, figure 4.6(a)

shows the global perspective in which robots always have the same set of actions

to select, namely, e0, e1, e2, and e3. On the other hand, figures 4.6(b)-4.6(e)

show examples of vertex-edge perspective which are obtained from the global

perspective of figure 4.6(a). In all of these examples, arrows indicate the manner

in which robots reach each vertex. For instance, in figure 4.6(b) robot reaches

vertex v22 using edge e0. In this case, such robot has only a set of three options

to select instead of four, namely, e1, e2, and e3.

4.6 Recording past information

In this research work, robots use vertex-edge perspective to record the historical

frequency of actions selected by all other robots during a simulation or real-world

run. Note that robots interact with all other robots by means of the information

of this record. This is mainly because robots choose their actions based on this

information. In other words, through the information of this record, robots take
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(a) Global Perspective at vertex v22

(b) Perspective v22e0 (c) Perspective v22e1

(d) Perspective v22e2 (e) Perspective v22e3

Figure 4.6: Example of a strongly connected infrastructure used to carry out

multi-robot patrolling task

into account the actions previously selected by other robots into their decisions

making. The information of the historical frequency of actions selected answers

the following question: what did robots do when they visited this vertex in the

past?

On the other hand, robot perspective determines the manner in which the his-

torical frequency of actions selected by other robots is recorded. Table 4.1 shows
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an example using both vertex as well as vertex-edge perspectives. This example

is useful to identify differences between the results obtained using both perspec-

tives. In this example, vertex 22 (v22) of the graph of figure 4.1 has been visited

100 times. From the vertex perspective point of view, edges e0, e1, e2, and e3 have

been selected 31, 18, 42, and 9 times, respectively. Clearly, vertex perspective

only provides information about what robots select when they reach vertex v22,

however, this perspective does not specify how vertex is reached. The vertex-

edge perspective point of view, in contrast, gives both information about what

robots select when they visit vertex v22 and how such vertex is reached by robots.

For instance, robots selected 6, 5, and 3 times edges e1, e2, and e3, respectively,

when they reached vertex v22 using edge e0 (table 4.1). Clearly, the information

of this table about the other three edges (e1, e2, and e3) can be inferred using

last example. In the last four columns of table 4.1, the symbol “-” indicates that

the corresponding action is not included in the set of available actions to select

in such vertex-edge perspective. As aforementioned, the information about how

vertices are reached by robots is very important in the implementations of this

research work.

Table 4.1: Example of the manner in which the historical
frequency of actions selected by other robots is recorded

Vertex perspective Vertex-edge perspective
Times Selected

Vertex Edge v22 v22e0 v22e1 v22e2 v22e3

v22

e0 31 - 2 23 6
e1 18 6 - 4 8
e2 42 5 15 - 22
e3 9 3 4 2 -

Depending on the aim of the task, storing the historical frequency of actions

selected with either vertex or vertex-edge perspective has a high impact in the

decision-making of robots. For instance, suppose that robots must select the edges

that have been selected few times previously. In this case, for instance, vertex

perspective indicates that robots could select edge e3 because such vertex has the

lowest number of selections. On the contrary, using the vertex-edge perspective

robots could select actions e3, e1, e3, and e1 when vertex v22 is reached by means
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of edges e0, e1, e2, and e3, respectively. Note that vertex-edge perspective gives

more options to select than vertex perspective. As a result, robots are more

susceptible to explore the protected infrastructure and avoid to concentrate in

small regions of the infrastructure. Obviously, this is one of the reasons why

vertex-edge perspective was used in this research work. However, this is not the

only reason. As aforementioned, vertex-edge perspective is useful to avoid infinite

loops in which robots keep visiting the same two vertices over and over.

4.7 Multi-robot patrolling algorithm

Each robot plays a normal-form game Γ every period of time that it reaches the

corresponding vertex of the graph of such a game. Note that even though more

than one robot can reach the same vertex at the same period of time, generally,

different robots reach different vertices at different periods of time. This is mainly

because robots spend time to go from one vertex to another and, therefore, they

rarely coincide in one vertex at the same period of time. As aforementioned, the

time needed to traverse an edge is directly proportional to the length of such an

edge.

The game played at each vertex of the graph gives as a result an individual

strategy which can be pure or mixed. Such strategy belongs to the robot that

reaches the vertex of the graph and, therefore, plays the corresponding game.

Recall that a strategy is the criterion taken into account to determine the action

to be selected. Recall also that the decision-making process to select such strategy

takes into account the strategies selected by all other robots in the past.

Note that the action related to the chosen strategy leads the corresponding

robot to another vertex of the graph, which is called next vertex. Note also that

the process is repeated again when the new vertex is reached. Clearly, these

steps will be executed over and over until the simulation or real-world run is

finished. Next chapter describes criteria taken into account to finish simulation

or real-world runs.
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4.7.1 Cooperation among robots

In the multi-robot patrolling context tackled in this research work, cooperation

among robots arises when each robot sends a message to all other robots. Such

message is a string containing information such as the number of the robot that

sends the message, the visited vertex and the action selected at such vertex. In

order to exchange this information, robots need a communication scheme which,

in turn, needs rules and conventions to work properly. Such rules and conventions

are known as protocols. Protocols are important mainly because as Popovic

(2010, pg. 13) states: “Today, in the context of computer networks, the term

protocol is interpreted as a set of rules governing the format of messages that

are exchanged between computers. Sometimes, especially if we want to be more

specific, we use the term communication protocol instead”. The protocol used in

this research work specifies next rule to the messages shared by robots

VertexSelected@CurrentVertex@FromVertex@RobotId@ActionSelected

where “VertexSeleted” is a reserved word that indicates that the message received

contains information about a new selection performed by the sender (other robot).

By this reason this message is called VertexSeleted message. “CurrentVertex”

is an integer indicating the number of vertex where the selection process of a

new action took place. “FromVertex” is an integer indicating from which vertex

the sender reaches the vertex indicated by “CurrentVertex”. On the other hand,

“RobotId”is an integer which indicates the number of robot that sent the message

and, therefore, carried out the selection process. Finally, “ActionSelected” is an

integer indicating the action selected. It is worthwhile bearing in mind that the

VertexSeleted message represents the only information shared by robots.

Note that robots can receive VertexSeleted messages at any period of time.

Therefore, a robot can receive a VertexSeleted message when it is in a vertex or

in a intermediate point, i.e., traversing an edge. Note also that the only action

performed by robots when they receive a VertexSeleted message is to store the

information of such message and update their record of historical frequency of

actions selected.
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On the other hand, in this research work, robots use direct communication

to exchange information. However, the communication schemed used allows to

easily use indirect communication. In this sense, future work should concentrate

on using the environment as a communication channel. An enhanced environ-

ment must include devices at each vertex to record and retrieve the information

of the historical frequency of actions selected. This is possible mainly because

vertices are the only points of the graph where robots play games and exchange

information with other robots. This communication scheme has several advan-

tages. For instance, robots added later in the patrolling task can retrieve the

whole historical information of previous selections.

4.7.2 Algorithm

The steps performed by each robot in the multi-robot patrolling task are de-

scribed in pseudo-code in algorithm 5. It is interesting to observe that each robot

executes these steps independently. Information such as the initial position of

the robot and the coordinates of the vertex of the graph are required to execute

this algorithm.

First at all, each robot needs to go to its initial position within the environment

(line 1). This initial position is indicated through the coordinates of one of the

points of interest of the environment. The multi-robot patrolling task starts once

each robot is at its corresponding point and the steps performed in this task are

repeated over and over (while loop at lines 2-10).

In the first step of the multi-robot patrolling task (line 3), the robot has to

move to the next point which can be a vertex or an intermediate point. If the

next point is a vertex, the robot performs three steps. In the first of these three

steps (line 5), the robot plays a normal-form game. As a result of the played

game, the robot selects an strategy (line 6) which indicates the action to be per-

formed. Finally, the robot communicates the action selected to other robots (line

7). In the last step of the multi-robot patrolling task (line 9) the robot updates

its current position related with the next point visited. Clearly, all these steps

are performed while the multi-robot patrolling task is active.
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Algorithm 5: Steps of the multi-robot patrolling algorithm

Data: Initial Position
Data: Vertex Coordinates
Result: Patrol Strategy

1 Go to Initial Position;
2 while patrolling do
3 Go to next point;
4 if robot at vertex then
5 Play normal-form game;
6 Select strategy;
7 Communicate the selected action to other robots;

8 end
9 Update current position;

10 end

4.8 Payoffs

Up to this point, two elements of a normal-form game have been defined within

the multi-robot patrolling context. The first element is the finite setM of players

that play the game, which in this case are the members of a group of robots.

The second element is the finite set of the individual action space for each robot,

which is directly related to the edges connected to each vertex of the graph.

Apart from these two definitions, this section describes the third element

of the normal-form game, namely the payoff function. Conceivably, the payoff

function is the most complicated element of the game to be defined. This is

mainly because such payoff function depends on the task purpose. For example,

as aforementioned, in this research work robots must disperse throughout the

whole graph to visit as many vertices as possible. A payoff function that fulfills

this requirement is totally different to a payoff function required to, for example,

concentrate robots in some parts of the patrolling environment.

On the other hand, recall that the vertex-edge perspective used in this research

work is useful to disperse robots throughout the whole graph. However, the payoff

function described in this section reinforces this feature.

Robots dispersion aims at reducing the time at which each vertex is visited
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and, therefore, the idleness of vertices and the graph as a whole. In order to

achieve dispersion, robots must select different actions at each vertex of the graph.

Based on this requirement, the payoff function used in this research work was

defined as follow: let τi(s
j
−i) be the times that robots other than the robot i

select the strategy j ∈ {1, . . . , ki}. Considering this concept, the payoff function

for robot i ∈M playing the strategy j ∈ {1, . . . , k} is defined as

πi(s
j
i , s

j
−i) = |M | − τi(s

j
−i). (4.1)

where |M | represents the cardinality of the set of robots M .

Obviously, according to the formulation expressed by equation 4.1, robots

obtain low payoff if the same action is chosen by several robots. On the contrary,

robots obtain high payoff if they select different actions. Figure 4.7 shows a

numerical example based on the formulation expressed by equation 4.1. Such

example is presented by means of a matrix payoff of a normal-form game of four

robots, namely Robot0, Robot1, Robot2, and Robot3. Therefore, the cardinality of

the set of robots M is 4. Moreover, the set of available actions for all robots is

A = [a0, a1, a2, a3].

In all the cells of this matrix payoff, the first value indicates the payoff of the

Robot0, the second value points out the payoff of the Robot1, and so forth. On

the other hand, the shaded cells indicate the twenty-four Nash Equilibriums of

the game in which all robots get their highest payoff. In all these cases, all robots

receive the highest payoff because all of them select a different action. There

exist twenty-four Nash Equilibriums in the game because robots can select their

respective actions in different order. For instance, robots can select the action

profiles a = {a0, a1, a2, a3}, a = {a1, a2, a3, a0}, a = {a2, a3, a0, a1}, and so forth.

In this example, the cell in blue is used to clarify how all these values are

obtained. In this cell, Robot0, Robot1, Robot2, and Robot3 select actions a
1, a2, a0,

and a0, respectively. The first value of this cell is the result of π0(a
1, {a2, a0, a0}) =

4 − 1, where 4 is the cardinality of M and 1 represents the number of robots

selecting action a1. In this case, the only robot selecting action a1 is Robot0. The

second, third, and fourth values of this cell are the result of π1(a
2, {a1, a0, a0}) =

4−1, π2(a
0, {a1, a2, a0}) = 4−2, and π2(a

0, {a1, a2, a0}) = 4−2, respectively. Note

that if robots select the action profiles a = {a0, a0, a0, a0}, a = {a1, a1, a1, a1},
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a = {a2, a2, a2, a2}, or a = {a3, a3, a3, a3} they do not obtain any payoff or they

receive a payoff of zero.
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Figure 4.7: Numerical example of a 4-robot normal-form game based on the

formulation expressed by equation 4.1

4.9 Patrolling Models

Chapter 3 describes the learning models of Game Theory used in this research

work from a general point of view (see section 3.2). Such models required ad-

ditional features in order to fit within the multi-robot patrolling context. This

section describes such additional features as well as the final algorithm of each

model from the multi-robot patrolling context point of view.

4.9.1 EWA Patrolling Model

Recall that in EWA learning model, each strategy sjii ∈ Si has a numerical value

called attraction (see section 3.2.1). Recall also that such attraction has an initial

value which is updated each period of time. In order to update attractions it is

needed to update the number of observation-equivalents as well. In the multi-

robot patrolling context, the initial attraction level of each strategy sjii ∈ Si is

denoted by Λjii (0) =
1

|Si|
, ∀ji = 1, . . . , ki, whereas the initial value of the number

of observation-equivalents is ψ(0) = 1.
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4.9.1.1 EWA patrolling model algorithm

The steps needed to implement EWA patrolling model within the multi-robot

patrolling context are described in pseudo-code in algorithm 6. Note that this

algorithm and the ones described afterwards are implemented by each robot in-

dependently. Therefore, a group of, for example, four robots has four instances

of this algorithm.

First of all, initial attractions and their strength must be defined (lines 3-4).

This definition is performed at each vertex of the graph and with every action

available at each vertex. Once such definition has been performed, robots start

to patrol the environment and they perform four steps every period of time that

a vertex of the graph is reached (lines 9-12). To this end, robot needs to know

the positions of each vertex.

In the first of these four steps, the robot executing this algorithm selects a

strategy taking into account all the robots of the group (line 9). Such selection is

performed by using either equation 3.11 or 3.12. In the second and third steps,

experiences and attractions of the strategy selected are updated through equa-

tions 3.10 and 3.9 (lines 10 and 11). Finally, the action selected is sent to all

other robots using the communication scheme described in section 4.7.1 (line 12).
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Algorithm 6: Steps of EWA patrolling model algorithm

Data: Vertices
Result: Patrolling strategy

1 forall the v ∈ V (G) do
2 forall the j ∈ 1, . . . , ki do
3 Aj(0)← 1

|S|

4 ψj(0)← 1

5 end

6 end
7 while patrolling do
8 if robot at vertex then
9 Select a strategy;

10 Update experience;
11 Update attractions;
12 Communicate strategy selected to other robots;

13 end

14 end

4.9.2 Reinforcement EWA Patrolling Model

Recall that in Reinforcement EWA learning model, each strategy is related to a

reinforcement value Rji
i which is updated every period of time that such strategy

is reinforced. Within the multi-robot patrolling context, the initial reinforcement

value of strategies available at each vertex of the graph is defined by

Rji
i (0) =

1

|Si|
, ∀ji = 1, . . . , k (4.2)

where |S−i| represents the cardinality of the set S−i (other robots strategies).

4.9.2.1 Reinforcement EWA patrolling model algorithm

The steps needed to implement Reinforcement EWA patrolling model within the

multi-robot patrolling context are described in pseudo-code in algorithm 7.

First of all, initial reinforcement must be defined (lines 3). Similar to attrac-

tions, this definition is performed at each vertex of the graph and with every

action available at each vertex. Once such definition has been performed, robots

start to patrol the environment and they perform three steps every period of time
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that a vertex of the graph is reached (lines 8-10). To this end, robot needs to

know the positions of each vertex.

In the first of these three steps, the robot executing this algorithm selects a

strategy taking into account all robots of the group (line 8). Such selection is

performed using equation 3.14. The second step (line 9) reinforces the strategy

selected through either equation 3.15 or 3.16. Finally, the action selected is sent

to all other robots using the communication scheme described in section 4.7.1

(line 10).

Algorithm 7: Steps of Reinforcement EWA patrolling model algorithm

Data: Vertices
Result: Patrolling strategy

1 forall the v ∈ V (G) do
2 forall the j ∈ 1, . . . , ki do
3 Rj(0)← 1

|S|

4 end

5 end
6 while patrolling do
7 if robot at vertex then
8 Select a strategy;
9 Reinforce such strategy;

10 Communicate strategy selected to other robots;

11 end

12 end

4.9.3 Belief-based EWA patrolling model

In Belief-based EWA learning model, as expressed in section 3.2.1.8, robots main-

tain beliefs about the strategies of other robots, which are denoted by Bt
i(s−i).

Such beliefs have initial prior values assigned using the exogenous initial weight

function Υ0
i (s−i) considered in equation 3.17.

Within the multi-robot patrolling context, the criterion taken into account to

assign these values is applying by

Υ0
i (s−i) =

|S−i| − (ji − 1)

|S−i|
, ∀ji = 1, · · · , k (4.3)
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where |S−i| represents the cardinality of the set S−i (other robots strategies). The

initial weight assigned is different for each strategy. This assignation allows that

updates performed by 3.18 do not lead to weights with the same value, which

avoids selection problems.

4.9.3.1 Belief-based EWA patrolling model algorithm

The steps required to implement Belief-based EWA learning model within the

multi-robot patrolling context are described in pseudo-code in algorithm 8.

First of all, initial weights have to be defined by using equation 4.3 (lines 3).

Similar to attractions and reinforcements, this definition is performed at each

vertex of the graph and with every action available at each vertex. Once such

definition has been performed, robots start to patrol the environment and they

perform five steps every period of time that a vertex of the graph is reached (lines

8-12). To this end, robot needs to know the positions of each vertex.

In the first of these five steps, the robot executing this algorithm updates the

weight of the strategy selected (line 8). Such update is performed using equation

3.18. In the second step (line 9), beliefs are updated through equation 3.20. In

the third step (line 10), expected payoff is calculated according to equation 3.21.

In the fourth step (line 11), best response to all other robots of the group is

performed based on equation 3.23. Finally, the action selected is sent to all other

robots using the communication scheme described in section 4.7.1 (line 12).
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Algorithm 8: Steps of Reinforcement EWA patrolling model algorithm

Data: Vertices
Result: Patrolling strategy

1 forall the v ∈ V (G) do
2 forall the j ∈ 1, . . . , ki do

3 Υ0
i (s−i)←

|S
−i|−(ji−1)
|S

−i|

4 end

5 end
6 while patrolling do
7 if robot at vertex then
8 Update the weight of the strategy selected;
9 Update beliefs;

10 Calculate expected payoff;
11 Perform response;
12 Communicate strategy selected to other robots;

13 end

14 end

4.9.4 Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling Model

As mentioned in section 3.2.2, Smooth Fictitious Play is a belief-based learn-

ing model in the spirit of Weighted Fictitious Play. By this reason, the steps

performed in Weighted Fictitious Play are the same that the ones performed in

Smooth Fictitious Play.

However, there are two differences between Smooth Fictitious Play andWeighted

Fictitious Play learning models. The first difference relies on the number of robots

that robots take into account at the time of playing the game related to the ver-

tex reached. In this light, in Weighted Fictitious Play learning model robots play

games with all other robots of the group all the time. On the contrary, in Smooth

Fictitious Play learning model robots play games only with the robots that have

visited the vertex related to the game. In case of Smooth Fictitious Play learning

model such robots are called “included robots of the game”. The second dif-

ference is related to the response function. This is because Weighted Fictitious

Play learning model uses best response, whereas Smooth Fictitious Play learning

model uses an smooth best response to select its strategies.
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4.9.4.1 Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model algorithm

The steps needed to implement Smooth Fictitious Play learning model within the

multi-robot patrolling context are described in pseudo-code in algorithm 9.

First at all, initial weights must be defined based on equation 4.3 (lines 3).

This definition is performed at each vertex of the graph and with every action

available at each vertex. Once such definition has been performed, robots start

to patrol the environment and they perform five steps every period of time that

a vertex of the graph is reached (lines 8-12). To this end, robot needs to know

the positions of each vertex.

In the first of these five steps, the robot executing this algorithm updates the

weight of the strategy selected (line 8). Such update is performed using equation

3.18. In the second step (line 9), beliefs are updated through equation 3.20. In

the third step (line 10), expected payoff is calculated according to equation 3.21.

In the fourth step (line 11), smooth best response to all included robots of the

game is performed based on equation 3.28. Finally, the action selected is sent to

all other robots using the communication scheme described in section 4.7.1 (line

12).

Algorithm 9: Steps of Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model algorithm

Data: Vertices
Result: Patrolling strategy

1 forall the v ∈ V (G) do
2 forall the j ∈ 1, . . . , ki do

3 Υ0
i (s−i)←

|S
−i|−(ji−1)
|S

−i|

4 end

5 end
6 while patrolling do
7 if robot at vertex then
8 Update the weight of the strategy selected;
9 Update beliefs;

10 Calculate expected payoff;
11 Perform response;
12 Communicate strategy selected to other robots;

13 end

14 end
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4.9.5 Selective Smooth Fictitious Play Patrolling Model

In EWA, reinforcement EWA, and belief-based EWA learning models, robots play

games all the time with all robots of the group. Note that in these models it does

not matter if players have visited the vertex in which the play is performed because

all robots are taken into account all the time. Clearly, this is a disadvantage of

these models which can be tackled in future work.

In Smooth Fictitious Play, by contrast, robots play games with other robots

that have been before in the vertex where the play is carried out. Taking this

consideration into account, robots that visited such vertex only once will be con-

sidered for all future decisions taken in such vertex. However, this consideration

is not appropriate because such robot could never come back to that node. This

situations was described in section 3.2.3 with an example from a general point

of view. The assumptions considered in that example could be best fit in the

multi-robot patrolling context. In a patrolling task, as aforementioned, robots

play the game every period of time that a vertex of the graph is reached. Con-

ceivably, more than one robot could reach the vertex at the same period of time

and, therefore, play the game together. However, such situations rarely arise dur-

ing a patrolling task. Certainly, the most common situation that arises during a

patrolling task is the one in which only one robot reaches a vertex of the graph

and plays the corresponding game. Obviously, such robot does not play the game

alone, but with other robots. This notion is related to the first assumption of

section 3.2.3.

On the other hand, the second assumption of section 3.2.3 may perhaps be

best understood by using an example Suppose that four robots are patrolling the

graph of figure 4.8, namely robot0, robot1, robot2, and robot3. Suppose also that

robot0 starts to patrol in the area of the environment indicated by the geometric

shape in blue color. Specifically, in this example robot0 has visited vertices 1, 3, 4,

10, 13, 22, 23, 14, and so forth. Following this vertices, robot0 arrives to the area

of the environment indicated by the geometric shape in red color. There exist two

possibilities in this case. Firstly, robot0 can return to the first area (geometric

shape in blue color). Secondly, from now on robot0 can continue patrolling the

area of the environment indicated by the geometric shape in red color. The first
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case does not present any problem. However, Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling

model does not handle properly the second case. This is because in this model,

robot1, robot2, and robot3 will consider robot0 in all future decisions, which is not

appropriate. Clearly, this consideration is due to the fact that robot0 visits only

once the vertices of the area of the environment indicated by the geometric shape

in blue color
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Figure 4.8: Example in which one of four robots, namely robot0, patrols into two

areas of the environment indicated by geometric shapes in blue and red

Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model solves these types of prob-

lems. To this end, in this model robots play a game with other robots that fulfill

the condition defined by

P (i, n) ≥ (1/NR(n)) ∗ χ (4.4)

where P (i, n) is the probability that the roboti visits the vertex v and NR(n)

represents the number of robots that have visited vertex v. Robots that fulfill

this condition are called “selected robots”.

This condition is used when at least one of the other robots has visited such

vertex, i.e., NR(n) ≥ 1. The parameter χ specify the selective criterion. Large
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values of χ avoid to consider in the game the robots that have been a few times

in that node, whereas small values of χ allows to include almost all robots in the

game.

Clearly, the selective feature of Selective Smooth Fictitious learning model

Play can be implemented in the other learning models presented in this research

project as future work.

4.9.5.1 Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model algorithm

The steps needed to implement Selective Smooth Fictitious Play learning model

within the multi-robot patrolling context are described in pseudo-code in algo-

rithm 10.

First of all, initial weights must be defined based on equation 4.3 (lines 3).

This definition is performed at each vertex of the graph and with every action

available at each vertex. Once such definition has been performed, robots start

to patrol the environment and they perform five steps every period of time that

a vertex of the graph is reached (lines 8-12). To this end, robot needs to know

the positions of each vertex.

In the first of these five steps, the robot executing this algorithm updates the

weight of the strategy selected (line 8). Such update is performed using equation

3.18. In the second step (line 9), beliefs are updated through equation 3.20. In

the third step (line 10), expected payoff is calculated according to equation 3.21.

In the fourth step (line 11), smooth best response to all selected robots of the

game is performed based on equation 3.28. Finally, the action selected is sent to

all other robots using the communication scheme described in section 4.7.1 (line

12).
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Algorithm 10: Steps of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model

algorithm

Data: Vertices
Result: Patrolling strategy

1 forall the v ∈ V (G) do
2 forall the j ∈ 1, . . . , ki do

3 Υ0
i (s−i)←

|S
−i|−(ji−1)
|S

−i|

4 end

5 end
6 while patrolling do
7 if robot at vertex then
8 Update the weight of the strategy selected;
9 Update beliefs;

10 Calculate expected payoff;
11 Perform response;
12 Communicate strategy selected to other robots;

13 end

14 end
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Great discoveries and

improvements invariably involve

the cooperation of many minds. I

may be given credit for having

blazed the trail, but when I look

at the subsequent developments I

feel the credit is due to others

rather than to myself.

Alexander Graham Bell
Chapter 5

Patrolling Simulator

The last chapter described five multi-robot patrolling models based on concepts

as well as learning models of Game Theory. All these patrolling models have sev-

eral parameters that determine their nature within the multi-robot patrolling

context. Suitable values for these parameters provide good patrolling behavior,

whereas the opposite is true when such values are not appropriate. Several ex-

periments have been performed using a patrolling simulator to determine these

values. The results of such experiments are described in next chapter, whereas

this chapter describes the patrolling simulator used to perform such experiments.

Since the patrolling simulator is divided into three layers, the description of

this chapter is focused on such layers. The first layer represents the patrolling

simulator by itself. The second layer provides with the communication capabilities

required by each multi-robot patrolling model. Finally, the third layer contains

the multi-robot patrolling models.
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5.1 Simulation Environment

Experimentally, the nature as well as the performance of the multi-robot pa-

trolling models described in last chapter were tested using a patrolling simulator.

Such simulator is based on a tool implemented by David Portugal for study-

ing and simulating multi-robot patrolling models. Some references can be found

in the literature to learn more about how this patrolling simulator works (see

(Portugal and Rocha, 2010)).

The source code of this initial patrolling simulator is available to be down-

loaded in the personal web page of the author. Initially, such simulator includes

two embedded multi-robot patrolling models, namely MSP and Single Cycle. A

detailed description of these algorithms was provided in section 2.1.

The problem with the original version of the patrolling simulator is twofold.

Firstly, new multi-robot patrolling models have to be written in C/C++. Even

though, this is not a big disadvantage, more flexibility to implement solutions in

other programing languages will be worthwhile. Secondly, the patrolling simulator

requires to develop centralized multi-robot patrolling models such MSP and Single

Cycle. Therefore, distributed multi-robot patrolling models as the ones developed

in this research work are not supported by the original version of the patrolling

simulator.

In order to solve these problems, the original version of the patrolling simulator

was divided conceptually into three Layers (figure 5.1). This modification aims at

including the distributed multi-robot patrolling models developed in this research

work as well as providing more flexibility to the simulator. This is because these

layers allow to develop algorithms in different programing languages such as Java,

Python, and so on. However, more importantly, new centralized or distributed

multi-robot patrolling models can be incorporated into the patrolling simulator.

A detailed description of the characteristics of these three layers are described

below. The source code of the patrolling simulator with these changes is available

on demand.
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Layer 0: Patrolling Simulator

Single Cycle

MSP

Layer 1: Communication

Server

Client

Client

Server

Layer 0: Algorithms

Experience Weighted Attraction

Belief-Based Experience Weighted Attraction

Reinforcement Experience Weighted Attraction

Stochastic Fictitious Play

Selective Smooth Fictitious Play

Figure 5.1: Three conceptual layers in which the multi-robot patrolling simulator

used in this work was divided

5.1.1 Layer 0: Patrolling Simulator

This layer is the patrolling simulator by itself. Figure 5.2 shows the graphical

user interface (GUI) of such simulator with the environment used up to this point,

namely the Strongly Connected Map. The graphical user interface menu items

of the simulator allows to opening different types of files, performing operations

of conversion between these types of files, configuring and running a simulation

and so forth. The items of this graphical user interface menu are: File, View,

Convert, Run, and Help.

The files that can be opened in the patrolling simulator via the File option

of its menu are: maps, skeletons of maps and graphs. A map is a raw PPM

or PGM image which is handled as an occupancy grid map. Figure 5.3 shows

the occupancy grid map of the region at the upper left corner of the Strongly

Connected map (figure 4.1). The Voronoi Diagram of such an image is calculated

using an open source tool named EVG-THIN developed by Beeson et al. (2005).

Such Diagram represents the skeleton of the map, which provides information
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about the paths of such map. Finally, a graph has the information of the paths

(skeleton) as well as the points of interest (vertices) of the map.

In the occupancy grid map, the graph of the map has four types of pixels,

namely red, blue, black, and white (figure 5.3). Red pixels stand for the paths

that robots take in order to go from one vertex (point of interest) to another

one. Blue pixels indicate points of interest of the environment that robots must

visit. Black pixels represent obstacles for robots. Finally, free space of the map

is represented by means of white pixels. Note that robots can only move through

red and blue pixels.

The effect of movement of robots within the patrolling simulator is achieved

by performing two actions at each red or blue pixel. Such actions are performed

for each robot. In the first action, the patrolling simulator calculates the next

pixel (red or blue) towards which the corresponding robot must move. In the

second action, the patrolling simulator draws a big black circle which represents

a robot. There is a third action performed in blue pixels related to communication

between the patrolling simulator and robots, however, such action is described

below in section 5.1.2.1.

File View Convert Run Help

Patrolling Simulator
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Figure 5.2: Screenshot from the simulator graphical user interface using Strongly

Connected patrolling environment

The Convert option of the menu of the patrolling simulator allows to perform

operations such as convert maps to skeletons of maps and skeletons of maps to
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graphs. All these operations are useful due to the fact that in order to run a

simulation only a graph needs to be opened.

5.1.1.1 Table of vertices

The information of the skeleton of a map is used by the simulator to build up

a table called table of vertices. A table of vertices stores information about the

vertices of the graph. The information of a table of vertices includes, but is not

limited to, the identifiers of vertices, the positions (x,y) of vertices, and so forth.

The table of vertices for figure 5.3 has the information of eight vertices (table

5.1). In this table, the vertex at the position (5,4) has the identifier 1, the vertex

at the position (8,34) has the identifier 3, and so on.

10px 20px 30px 40px 50px

10px

20px

30px

40px

50px

Figure 5.3: Example of an occupancy grid map used by the patrolling simulator

Table 5.1: Table of vertices of figure 5.3

Item Identifier X Position Y Position
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0 1 5 4
1 3 8 34
2 4 8 46
3 5 24 4
4 6 24 27
5 10 43 51
6 11 43 34
7 12 45 4

The Run option of the patrolling simulator menu permits to configure and

execute a simulation. This configuration allows to specify three parameters for

the simulation. Firstly, the number of robots as well as the speed and size of

such robots. Secondly, the multi-robot patrolling model to be used along with

the parameters of such model. Finally, the maximum number of times that each

vertex of the graph must be visited. The purpose of this parameter is described

below in section 5.1.1.4.

5.1.1.2 Robot Speed

In a simulation process, each robot goes from one vertex to another through an

edge. In this journey, robots must pass through several intermediate points (red

pixels) before reaching the final vertex (blue pixel). To this end, every robot

has a timer that executes a block of code at regular intervals of time. Such

intervals of time are called periods of time. The block of code of each timer

determines the next pixel (red or blue) to be visited by the robot owner of such

timer. The interval of time in which the timer of each robot triggers is specified

by an integer value called Robot Speed. This integer value is a parameter of the

patrolling simulator called speed. Note that the robot speed indicates how fast a

robot traverses an edge of the graph that links a pair of vertices. Note also that

the lower the robot speed, the faster the robots. This concept of robot speed

was described in section 4.2 from a multi-robot patrolling model point of view.

However, it is worthwhile noting that both robot speed are exactly the same

concept from different points of view.
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Three steps have to be performed in order to start a simulation using the

patrolling simulator. Firstly, the graph of the map to be patrolled must be

opened. Secondly, the number of robots of the group along with the speed and

size of each robot have to be defined. Finally, the multi-robot patrolling model

which controls the nature of each robot as well as the parameters of such model

must be indicated. Once on the simulation process, robots start to patrol the

environment by traversing edges (red pixels) and visiting vertices (blue pixels).

5.1.1.3 Frequency table

The patrolling simulator allows to show information about each vertex of the

graph by using a table called Frequency Table (figure 5.4). The frequency table

includes information such as time since last passage, average passing time, times

visited and progress. Time since last passage indicates the elapsed time since the

last passage to the corresponding vertex or point of interest. Times visited is an

integer value that indicates the number of visits to the corresponding vertex. The

cumulative value of time since last passage divided by the number of times visited

provides average passing time value. Finally, progress indicates the number of

times that a vertex has been visited divided by the number of times that such

vertex must be visited para terminar la simulaciçon.

An idleness value is defined for each vertex, which is used to obtain part of

this information. Such idleness value increases if the vertex is not visited by any

robot, whereas it drops to zero when the vertex is visited by some robot. In

table 5.4, all values related to idleness are measures of time and are indicated

in seconds. In the example of figure 5.4, all vertices must be visited 512 times,

i.e., MAX TIMES = 512. Vertex 0 was visited 6.919 seconds ago. The average

passing time of vertex 1 is 15.938. Vertex 5 has been visited 334 times. Finally,

the progress of vertex 10 is almost completed.

5.1.1.4 Terminating condition

The original version of the simulator does not take into account a condition

to terminate a simulation. In order to perform this action, the Run item of

the patrolling simulator menu provides an option. In other words, a user must
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Filename:

Frequency Table

test TXT file Export Table

Vertex Time Since Last Passage Average Passing Time Times Visited Progress

0.083

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7.974

11

12

13

336

14

15

16

17

18

19

6.919 15.939 168

6.553 15.938 168

14.967 32.131 83

10.195 15.949 168

0.067 15.969 167

0.022 7.983 334

0.074 5.312 504

0.103 5.312 504

9.263 15.947 168

6.421 15.938 168

0.032 5.312 504

11.647 8.000 335

0.225 15.969 167

0.496 7.969 336

6.705 15.939 168

11.690 5.338 502

0.135 5.322 501

0.064 7.972 336

0.223 7.973 336

Figure 5.4: Example of the information provided by the patrolling simulator by

means of a Frequency Table

terminate the simulation. Clearly, robots continue patrolling forever if no user

executes the command to terminate the simulation.

The original version of the patrolling simulator was modified to incorporate

a condition to terminate a simulation. In such condition, all vertices of the

graph must be visited the number of times indicated in the configuration of the

simulation by means of the parameter MAX TIMES. Note that robots do not

have knowledge about the number of times that each vertex of the graph has been

visited. As a consequence, based on this condition, one vertex could be visited

more times than the ones indicated by the parameter MAX TIMES.

This condition seems to fit perfectly to terminate a simulation. However, to

check for a certain number of visits to each vertex of the graph looks counter-

intuitive. Indeed, in real patrolling scenarios, the patrolling tasks often happen

for a limited amount of time, for instance, during the night. In such case, a

simulation should terminate after a certain amount of (virtual) time has passed.

At this point, the idleness along with the number of visits for each vertex must

be recorded.

On the other hand, terminating a simulation after a certain amount of time

has a disadvantage which may perhaps be best seen in an example. Suppose that
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a group of robots must perform patrolling tasks in a graph composed by three

vertices (A, B, and C) during the whole night. Suppose also that at the end of

these tasks the idleness of the graph is, for example, 6 minutes. Obviously, this

idleness is suitable for security purpose. Besides that, the patrolling tasks were

accomplished without any problem until next day.

However, the good performance of the patrolling tasks in the example above

can be obtained by several combinations of individual idleness. For example, an

idleness of 16 minutes for vertex C and 1 minute for vertices A and B gives an

idleness of the graph of 6 minutes. In this combination, vertices A and B were

visited permanently the whole night by the group of robots, whereas vertex C

was not. Therefore, in spite of the fact that the value of the idleness of the graph

is suitable for security purpose, the distribution of individual idleness is deficient.

On the other hand, note that individual idleness shows hidden information of the

idleness of the graph.

The example above shows a good situation to consider for convergence pur-

pose the terminating condition presented in this section. In this light, it can be

expressed that a multi-robot patrolling model converges if robots visit each vertex

of the graph the number of times defined by the parameter MAX TIMES.

A final remark about the original version of the patrolling simulator is that

the graphical user interface was developed using a widget toolkit called Qt.

5.1.2 Layer 1: Communication

New multi-robot patrolling models can be added to the original version of the

patrolling simulator. Every new multi-robot patrolling model must be embedded

within the simulator and must be written in C/C++. This method to add new

models is useful for centralized multi-robot patrolling models such as MSP and

Single Cycle. Recall that these two models are included in the original version

of the patrolling simulator. Recall also that in these types of models the whole

tasks are preformed within the patrolling simulator. However, such scheme is not

suitable for distributed multi-robot patrolling models such as the ones developed

in this research work. In distributed models, every robot is a single process which
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needs to communicate with other processes (robots) to accomplish patrolling

tasks.

The communication layer aims at providing the patrolling simulator with fea-

tures to handle distributed models. In this light, there are two features to high-

light. Firstly, the communication layer provides mechanisms for inter-processes

communication by means of the use of network sockets. Secondly, it allows to

develop multi-robot patrolling models in different programming languages such

as C/C++, Java, Python, and so forth. Note that the second feature removes

the restriction of developing multi-robot patrolling models only in C/C++.

As noted by Donahoo and Calvert (2009, pg. 7): “A socket is an abstraction

through which an application may send and receive data, in much the same way

as an open file allows an application to read and write data to stable storage.

A socket allows an application to “plug in” to the network and communicate

with other applications that are also plugged in to the same network. Informa-

tion written to the socket by an application on one machine can be read by an

application on a different machine, and vice versa”.

In this research work, the applications that need communication capabilities

are UNIX processes. Such processes represent the patrolling simulator as well as

the robots that patrol within such simulator.

The communication layer provides two types of communication schemes. The

first scheme includes mechanism for communication between robots and patrolling

simulator (Figure 5.5). Whereas the second scheme provides mechanism for inter-

robots communication (Figure 5.6).

5.1.2.1 Communication between the patrolling simulator and robots

From a communication point of view, a simulation comprises the following phases:

• Configuration

• Execution

in both of these phases, the patrolling simulator and robots share information

between them.
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In the configuration phase, the patrolling simulator waits for incoming connec-

tions from robots. To this end, the patrolling simulator uses the input network

socket SSin (Figure 5.5) with which acts as a server within this communication

scheme. In this phase, on the other hand, a UNIX shell script creates several

UNIX processes that represent the robots of a simulation. Every time that a

process (robot) is created, it sends several messages to the patrolling simulator.

The aim of these messages is fourfold: (1) to indicate the identifier of the robot;

(2) to ask for the number of robots of the group; (3) to ask for the number of

vertices of the graph; and (4) to obtain the whole information of the table of

vertices described in section 5.1.1. To perform these actions, the new robot uses

its corresponding output network socket, i.e., robot 0 uses output network socket

S0
out, robot 1 uses output network socket S1

out ,and so forth (Figure 5.5). The

patrolling simulator replies to the messages of the new robot with other messages

that include the required information. The last message shared in this phase

goes from the new robot to the patrolling simulator. Such message indicates the

current vertex of the new robot as well as the next vertex that such robot must

visit.

Once the patrolling simulator and the new robot have shared this information,

the new robot is marked as configured and the simulator continues waiting for

incoming messages from other robots. The patrolling simulator waits until the

number of robots configured is equal to the number of robots specified in the

parameters of the simulation. When such condition is satisfied, the simulation

starts and the communication phase changes from configuration to execution

phase.

Message exchange between the patrolling simulator and robots in the execu-

tion phase takes place in the blue pixels of the skeleton of the map. Recall that

two actions are performed in blue and red pixels. Recall also that in blue pixels

is performed an additional action. In this action, the patrolling simulator sends

a message to the corresponding robot to request the next vertex to visit. This

message is sent using the corresponding output network socket of the patrolling

simulator, i.e., SSout0 for robot 0, SSout1 for robot 1 and so forth (Figure 5.5). Each

robot receives this message through its corresponding input network socket, for

example, robot 0 receives at S0
in, robot 1 receives at S1

in, and so forth (Figure
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5.5). The request of the patrolling simulator takes place when the pixel is blue

because such pixel is a vertex of the graph. The robot replies to this request with

the number of the next vertex to visit. This reply is sent using the corresponding

output network socket of each robot, for example, S0
out for robot 0, S

1
out for robot

1, and so forth (Figure 5.5). Finally, the patrolling simulator calculates the next

pixel and draws a big black circle after receiving the reply from the corresponding

robot.
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Figure 5.5: Communication channels defined for the communication between

simulator and robots using input and output network sockets

5.1.2.2 Inter-robot communication

Inter-robot communication occurs only in the execution phase. At this phase,

the information shared by robots is the number of next vertex to visit. Recall

that this is the only information shared by robots.

As aforementioned, the patrolling simulator requests to the corresponding

robot the number of the next vertex to visit. The robot replies to the patrolling

simulator with a message that contains such number. After that, the correspond-

ing robot sends the same information to other robots. To this end, the robot uses
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its corresponding output network socket, whereas each of the other robots uses

its corresponding input network socket.

Next example is useful to clarify the complete communication process within

this phase. Suppose that a group of four robots are patrolling an arbitrary map,

namely robot0, robot1, robot2, and robot3. Suppose also that the patrolling sim-

ulator analyses the pixel of robot0 and the pixel analysed is a blue one. At this

point, the patrolling simulator sends a request to robot0 to obtain the number of

the next vertex to visit using the network socket SSout0 (Figure 5.5). In this case,

robot0 replies to the patrolling simulator through its output network socket S0
out

(Figure 5.5). Finally, robot0 sends a message to robot1, robot2, and robot3 using

S0
out (figure 5.6). Such message is received by robots1, robot2, and robot3 through

the input network sockets S1
in, S

2
in, and S

3
in, respectively (figure 5.6).

Communication Layer

0 1 2 3

Figure 5.6: Communication channels defined for the communication among

robots using input and output network sockets

Information exchange between the patrolling simulator and robots must be

governed by a set of rules. These rules aim at giving meaning to the messages sent

by the patrolling simulator to robots as well as the messages shared among robots.

Note that the format provided by these rules gives meaning to each message. Next

section describes the rules defined in both phases of the communication scheme

used in this research work.

5.1.2.3 Communication protocol

The protocol used in the communication scheme aforementioned comprises ten

rules. Seven of these rules, which are described next, belong to the configuration
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phase. The other three rules belong to the execution phase and are described in

detail after describing the seven rules of the configuration phase.

The first rule of the configuration phase is called GetNumberOfRobots. This

rule formats a message using the reserved word GetNumberOfRobots followed

by the $ symbol. In all the rules defined in this communication protocol, the

$ symbol is used to indicate the end of a message. An example of a message

following this rules is: GetNumberOfRobots$. Note that this is the first message

sent by a robot to the simulator when such robot is created. Recall that a UNIX

process represents robots.

The second rule of the configuration phase is called NumberOfRobots. To

define a message based on this rule is used the reserved word NumberOfRobot

followed by the @ symbol, an integer value, and, finally, the $ symbol. Such integer

value specifies the number of robots defined in a simulation. An example of a

message based in this rule could be NumberOfRobots@30$. With this message, the

simulator indicates to each robot that 30 robots are going to perform patrolling

tasks. The simulator uses this rule to provide the requested information by each

robot through the use of a message based on the rule NumberOfRobots.

The third rule of the configuration phase is called GetNumberOfVertices.

This rule formats a message using the reserved word GetNumberOfVertices

followed by the $ symbol. An example of a message based on this rules is

GetNumberOfVertices$. This message is used by each robot to request to the

patrolling simulator the number of vertices of the map in which the patrolling

tasks take place.

The fourth rule of the configuration phase is called NumberOfVertices. A

message based on this rule contains the reserved word NumberOfVertices fol-

lowed by the @ symbol, an integer value, and, finally, the $ symbol. The integer

value of this rule indicates the number of vertices of the map in which the pa-

trolling tasks take place. An example of a message based on this rule could be

NumberOfVertices@45$. With such message, the patrolling simulator indicates

that the map in which the patrolling tasks take place contains 45 vertices. Clearly,

such indication is only sent to the robot that requests such information through

the use of a message based on the rule GetNumberOfVertices.
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The fifth rule of the configuration phase is called GetInformationOfVertex.

This rule formats a message using the reserved word GetInformationOfVertex

followed by the @ symbol, an integer value, and, finally, the $ symbol. The

identifier of the vertex of the information required is specified by the integer

value of this message. An example of a message based on this rule could be

GetInformationOfVertex@10$. These types of messages are used by robots to

request to the patrolling simulator the information of a specific vertex. The

information requested in the above example is related to the vertex with identifier

10. Note that robots must know the identifier of each vertex of the map in which

the patrolling tasks take place before using these types of messages. Note also

that robots loop until the information of the whole vertices of the map is obtained.

The sixth rule of the configuration phase is called InformationOfVertex. A

message based on this rule contains the reserved word InformationOfVertex

followed by the @ symbol, three arrays of integers separated by the @ symbols,

an integer value, and, finally, the $ symbol. The first of these three arrays is

a set of three integers, which specifies the identifier as well as the position x,

y of the vertex. The second array contains a set of integers that represents

the cost of each edge connected to the corresponding vertex. The last array

contains a set of integers that represents the identifiers of the neighbors of the

corresponding vertex. Recall that two nodes are neighbors if they are connected

through an edge. The values within all these three arrays are separated by one

space. Moreover, the size of the second and third arrays depends on the number

of edges connected to the corresponding vertex and the number of neighbors of

such vertex, respectively. Note that in both cases such size is the same. On the

other hand, the last integer of the message indicates if the vertex has been visited

(true) or not (false) before. An example of a message based on this rule could

be InformationOfVertex@5 65 23@15 8@7 3@false$. This example shows the

information of vertex number 5, which is at the position 65, 23. On the other

hand, the cost to go from vertex number 5 to its neighbors with identifiers 7 and

3 is 15 and 8 pixels, respectively. Finally, this example indicates that such vertex

has not been visited before. These types of messages are used by the patrolling

simulator to provide to robots the information about a specific vertex.
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The last rule of the configuration phase is called robotReady. This rule formats

a message using the reserved word robotReady followed by the $ symbol. A mes-

sage based on this rules is robotReady$. Each robot uses this message to inform

to the patrolling simulator about its complete configuration. As aforementioned,

a simulation starts after all robots have sent to the patrolling simulator a message

based on this rule.

The first rule of the execution phase is called GetNextVertex. A message based

on this rule contains the reserved word GetNextVertex followed by the $ symbol.

A message based on this rule is GetNextVertex$. Such message is used by the

patrolling simulator to request for the next vertex to be visited by a specific

robot. Note that this request is performed at each blue pixels (vertices or points

of interest) of the map in which the patrolling tasks take place.

A message with the reply to the request performed using the rule GetNextVer-

tex is based on the second rule of the execution phase, which is called NewVertex.

Such rule formats a message using the reserved word NewVertex followed by the @

symbol, two integer values separated by the @ symbol, and, finally, the $ symbol.

The first of these two integers represents the number of the actual vertex, whereas

the second integer represents the number of the vertex to be visited. Note that

both vertices of such message belong to the robot that receives a message from

the patrolling simulator based on the rule GetNextVertex$. An example of a

message based on this rule could be NewVertex@5@7$. In this example, the pa-

trolling simulator is informed that the requested robot is going to go from vertex

number 5 to vertex number 7.

Finally, the last rule of the execution phase is called VertexSelected. This rule

is used to format messages shared only among robots. A message based on this

rule contains the reserved word VertexSelected followed by the @ symbol, three

integers separated by the @ symbols, and, finally, the $ symbol. The first of these

three integers represents the identifier of the robot that sends the message. The

second integer indicates the number of the actual vertex of such robot. Lastly,

the third integer indicates the number of the next vertex to be visited by such

robot. A message based on this rule could be VertexSelected@5@3@8$. With

this message, robot 5 indicates to other robots that it is at vertex 3 and that its
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next vertex is the vertex number 8. This action takes place after robot 5 replies

to the message from the patrolling simulator based on the rule GetNextVertex.

5.1.3 Layer 2: Patrolling models

This layer aims at clustering the whole available multi-robot patrolling models

within the patrolling simulator. One of the multi-robot patrolling models included

in this layer could handle the nature of robots during periods of patrolling tasks.

As aforementioned, every multi-robot patrolling model can be developed using

different programing languages such as Java, C/C++, Python, and so forth.

Clearly, the programing language selected must support socket implementation in

order to work properly with the patrolling simulator. However, such requirement

is not a disadvantage due to the fact that all high level programming languages

support such implementation.

As stated previously, every robot is represented by using UNIX process. Such

process is an instance of a UNIX program based on the source code representing

a patrolling model. As shown in figure 5.1, every patrolling model interacts with

the original version of the patrolling simulator by means of the communication

layer. To perform this interaction, every patrolling model must implement a

client as well as a server socket. The client socket is used to request information

to the patrolling simulator. On the other hand, the server socket is used to handle

incoming client requests from both the patrolling simulator and robots. More-

over, the server socket is always running as in every client-server communication

scheme. The client in turn is executed in specific points of the simulation. Clearly,

every patrolling model implemented must follow the protocol scheme described

in this chapter to work with the original version of the patrolling simulator.
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Strange is our situation here upon

earth. Each of us comes for a

short visit, not knowing why, yet

sometimes seeming to a divine

purpose. From the standpoint of

daily life, however, there is one

thing we do know: That we are

here for the sake of others...for the

countless unknown souls with

whose fate we are connected by a

bond of sympathy.

Albert Einstein

Chapter 6

Experimental Stage

The last chapter described five multi-robot patrolling models based on con-

cepts as well as learning models of Game Theory. All these patrolling models have

several parameters that determine their nature within the multi-robot patrolling

context. Suitable values for these parameters provide good patrolling behavior,

whereas the opposite is true when such values are not appropriate.

This chapter describes the methodology used to analyse the performance of

each multi-robot patrolling model described in last chapter. This methodology

comprises three stages. The first stage, entitled experimental, estimates the best

values for the parameters of each patrolling model.

The second stage, entitled comparison, compares each patrolling model im-

plemented in this research work with other solutions available in the literature.

Finally, the last stage, entitled real-world, describes the implementation of the

best multi-robot patrolling model using real robots. However, before describing

this methodology, this chapter reviews the patrolling simulation as well as the

patrolling environments used to carry out the whole experimentation described

in this chapter.
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6.1 Patrolling Environments

Up to this point, the so-called Strongly Connected environment (figure 4.1) is

the only patrolling environment used to explain multi-robot patrolling issues.

This environment as well as other three environments were used to evaluate ev-

ery multi-robot patrolling model described in chapter 4. This evaluation was

performed using only simulations. However, another environment was used to

perform experiments with real robots. This section gives some details of these

five environments as well as the reasons by which they were selected to evaluate

the multi-robot patrolling models.

6.1.1 Strongly Connected Patrolling Environment

The strongly connected environment was selected mainly because it was used as

a benchmark since pioneer research articles. For example, Machado et al. (2002)

used this environment to test seven multi-agent system architectures. In that

work, the authors named this environment “Map B” (figure 4.1). On the other

hand, Chevaleyre (2004) called this environment “Regular with Bottlenecks”. In

spite of these names, the original version of the patrolling simulator names this

environment as strongly connected. There is another version of this environment

named “Map A” in Machado et al. (2002) and “Map Regular” in Chevaleyre

(2004). Basically, the difference between both environments relies on the fact

that “Map A” lacks of some walls. Because of this, Map A can be named “Fully

connected environment”. Clearly, adding walls to Map A introduces more com-

plexity into an already difficult environment. In other words, Map B is more

complex than Map A. This complexity makes Map B more suitable to analyse

multi-robot patrolling models. As can be observed in figure 4.1, the strongly

connected environment divides the map into four areas. The starting point of

each of these areas is the vertex number 22.

Several situations could arise in this environment, for example, robots could

get stuck in one of the four areas defined within the map. Certainly, the multi-

robot patrolling model does not work properly if such situation arise. On the other

hand, it seems that the best solution to this environment is to assign one robot

per area. However, this solution only satisfies situations in which the number of
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robots is multiple of four, which is not always the case. Furthermore, even in

these situations this is not the best solution because the number of vertices and

space in these four areas do not represent a uniform distribution. These are some

challenges that robots will face in this environment and some reasons by which

this environment was used to adjust the parameter of each patrolling model.

6.1.2 Grid Patrolling Environment

Figure 6.1 shows another example of a patrolling environment, which is called

grid patrolling environment. This environment is composed of the infrastructure

to protect (figure 6.1(a)) and the abstract representation as a graph of such infras-

tructure (figure 6.1(b)). Figure 6.1(c) shows the integration of both infrastructure

and graph as well as a group of ten robots carrying out patrolling tasks. Big black

circles in figure 6.1(c) stand for robots patrolling the environment, small white

circles represent vertices or points of interest to be inspected, and lines represent

paths or edges. The number inside big circles indicates the identifier of each

robot, whereas the number near each small circle represents the identifier of each

vertex.

The patrolling environment shown in figure 6.1 has several features to high-

light. One of these features relates to the length of each edge. As can be observed

in figure 6.1, all edges in this environment have the same length or cost. Testing

patrolling models using environments in which all edges have the same length is

important because some models use the cost of edges for decision-making. For

example, one patrolling model could select the shortest edges. Note that such is

not the case of the patrolling models developed in this research work.

Another important feature of this environment is the fact that almost all

vertices have four available actions to select. Clearly, the higher the number of

actions to select, the higher the decision-making complexity. In this light, the

grid patrolling environment is an example of an environment with many decision

points. The opposite is true in environments with many end vertices. Recall that

in end vertices the only option available to select permits only to return back to

the last visited vertex. Obviously, the graph of figure 6.1 does not have any end

vertex.
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There are several real infrastructures that can be represented by means of

the environment of figure 6.1. For instance, this environment could represent

a city in which black squares stand for buildings and edges exemplify streets.

Another example that can be represented with this environment is a solar-power

generating infrastructure in which black squares symbolize solar panels and edges

represent space among such panels.

(a) Infrastructure
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(b) Graph
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Edges or Paths ID x 10 Robots x 44 Vertices or Points of Interest

(c) Patrolling Environment

Figure 6.1: Grid patrolling environment used to carry out multi-robot patrolling

task
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6.1.3 Maze Patrolling Environment

Figure 6.2 shows the third patrolling environment used in this research work

which is called maze patrolling environment. As in previous cases, this environ-

ment is composed of the infrastructure to protect (figure 6.2(a)) and the abstract

representation as a graph of such infrastructure (figure 6.2(b)). Figure 6.2(c)

shows the integration of both infrastructure and graph as well as a group of ten

robots carrying out patrolling tasks. To avoid repeating information, note that

circles, lines, and numbers represent the same elements as in previous patrolling

environments.

As can be observed in figure 6.2, the maze patrolling environment is the

opposite case of the grid patrolling environment. This is mainly because more

than a half of the vertices of the maze patrolling environment are “end vertices”.

Indeed, this environment has only nine vertices which have three available actions

to select, namely vertices 0, 1, 2, 7, 8, 11, 13, 16, 15. All other vertices of this

environment are “end vertices”, in total eleven. As will be described in next

sections, “end vertices” are a major problem for robots performing patrolling

tasks. Indeed, patrolling environments such as the Maze patrolling environment

represent a big challenge for decision-making among robots.

Roughly speaking, “end vertices” represent vulnerability points of the envi-

ronment. Therefore, bad decisions at such points have a serious impact on the

overall success of the patrolling task. Such impact increases substantially when

the length of the edges connected to “end vertices” is long. As can be observed

in figure 6.2, the length of almost all edges connected to “end vertices” has this

feature. In other words, the Maze patrolling environment is highly complex. This

complexity makes this environment a good example to test multi-robot patrolling

models. An underground mine infrastructure is an example in which the structure

of this patrolling environment can be observed.

6.1.4 Cumberland Second Floor Patrolling Environment

The Cumberland Public Library located at 1464 Diamond Hill Road in Cum-

berland, RI., is used in the last patrolling environment utilized in this research

project. Specifically, the area of the second floor of such library is shown in figure
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(c) Patrolling Environment

Figure 6.2: Maze patrolling environment used to carry out multi-robot patrolling

task

6.3(a). As in previous patrolling environments, figure 6.3(b) represents the ab-

stract representation as a graph of the second floor of the library. Finally, figure

6.3(c) shows the integration of both infrastructure and graph as well as a group

of ten robots carrying out patrolling tasks. Newly, circles, lines, and numbers

represent the same elements as in previous patrolling environments.

The Cumberland second floor patrolling environment has several features to

highlight which was taken into account to select it for testing purpose. Firstly, this

environment represents a real case of study which is in fact the public library by
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itself. Secondly, the number of vertices of this environment is higher in comparison

with the three previous environments. Clearly, the higher the graph density the

higher the complexity of the environment. Finally, the Cumberland second floor

patrolling environment contains almost all features of previous environments. For

example, it incorporates several “end vertices”. On the other hand, several areas

can be defined within the environment. Lastly, almost all vertices have three

available actions to select which increase the decision-making complexity.
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Figure 6.3: Cumberland second floor patrolling environment used to carry out

multi-robot patrolling task
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6.1.5 CAR Patrolling Environment

Figure 6.4 shows the patrolling environment used to perform experiments with

real robots, which is called CAR patrolling environment. As in previous cases, this

environment is composed of the infrastructure to protect (figure 6.4(a)) and the

abstract representation as a graph of such infrastructure (figure 6.4(b)). Figure

6.4(c) shows the integration of both infrastructure and graph. In this figure,

circles, lines, and numbers represent the same elements as in previous patrolling

environments.

Arganda patrolling environment is located in the municipality of Arganda del

Rey, in the autonomous community of Madrid, Spain. Figure 6.4(d) shows the

aerial or satellite image of the map provided by Google Maps. In this map, for

instance, the geographical coordinates in latitude and longitude of vertex number

0 are 40◦18′44.6′′N 3◦29′00.9′′W.

This environment is part of the facilities of the Center for Automation and

Robotics (CAR), which, in turn, belongs to the Spanish National Research Coun-

cil (CSIC). This environment provides enough space to work with middle-size

robots as the ones used in this experiments. Moreover, the complexity of the

graph that can be configured using this environment is suitable to perform pa-

trolling tasks. This is mainly due to the number of vertices and the number of

action at each vertex.

6.2 Experimental Setup and Procedure

As aforementioned, the five multi-robot patrolling models described in previous

chapters have several parameters. Note that the values of such parameters must

be defined before using these models for comparison purpose. Clearly, such defini-

tion restricts the sequence in which experiments were performed in this research

work. In order to perform these experiments in an appropriate sequence, the

experimental setup was divided into three main stages.

In the first stage, called definition stage, several experiments were performed

to determine the best value of each parameter of each multi-robot patrolling

model. The aim at this stage is that robots perform patrolling tasks several
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Figure 6.4: Arganda patrolling environment used to carry out multi-robot pa-

trolling task using real robots
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times using the same conditions. By this reason, only the Strongly Connected

patrolling environment (figure 4.1) was used in this stage. For the same reason,

on the other hand, the number of robots utilized at each experiment of this stage

was always the same, namely 30 robots. Finally, all robots start to carry out

patrolling tasks from the same vertex of the patrolling environment. At each

case of study, the initial vertex will be indicated. Clearly, this action corresponds

to a real situation in which a group of robots deploys from a base station.

In the second stage, called comparison stage, several experiment were per-

formed to compare the multi-robot patrolling models developed in this research

work with other patrolling models available in the literature. This stage aims

at analysing the performance of each patrolling model using different conditions.

As a consequence, in this stage were used the Strongly Connected, Grid, Maze,

and Cumberland Second Floor patrolling environments (figures 4.1, 6.1, 6.2, and

6.3). Moreover, the number of robots carrying out patrolling tasks differs from

experiment to experiment at this stage. Finally, all robots used at each experi-

ment of this stage start from different vertices which are assigned randomly. The

results of the comparison performed in the comparison stage determine which

patrolling model performs better into the multi-robot patrolling context. The

analysis of such results is important because the patrolling model best suited

into the multi-robot patrolling context was tested in a real world scenario using

real robots.

In the last stage, called real-world stage, several experiments were performed

to test the best multi-robot patrolling model obtained in the last stage in real-

world conditions. By this reason, in this stage was used the Real-World patrolling

environment (figure 6.4). Moreover, two types of real robots were used in this

real-world experiments, namely Summit XL and Pioneer 3-at. The initial vertex

of each robot within this patrolling environment is always the same.

Next section shows the results of all experiments performed in this research

project following the sequence in which the three stages previously described were

carried out. Before showing these results, however, it is important to be concise

in the details about an experiment.
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6.2.1 Details of an Experiment

Within the multi-robot patrolling context, an experiment consists of visiting every

vertex or point of interest of the environment a determined number of times. The

number of times that every vertex of the environment must be visited is indicated

by means of the parameters of the simulation. In all experiments performed in

this research work, every robot needs an initial position to start the patrolling

task. Such position is related to the position of a vertex of the environment. In

other words, every robot starts a patrolling task from a vertex of the environment.

Note that while robots are patrolling the environment, the value of the idleness

of each vertex of the environment is changing continuously and independently.

Recall that this value has been treated in previous chapters as “individual idle-

ness”. The value of the idleness of each vertex is a floating point number which

is time dependent. This means that if vertex v has not been visited 1 hour by

any robot, the idleness of such vertex is 1 hour.

There are two situations that affect the idleness of vertex v. The first situation

occurs when such vertex is not visited by any robot during a period of time, in

which case the idleness of such vertex increases. The second situation arises when

at least one robot visits such vertex. In this situation two actions are performed.

Firstly, the idleness of such vertex is used to calculate the average idleness over

the whole simulation. Secondly, the idleness of such vertex is set to zero and

continues increasing until next visit. The value of the average idleness is used as

the final idleness of vertex v. However, despite this average nature of idleness,

such value continues being treated as “individual idleness”.

An experiment finishes when the terminating condition described in section

5.1.1.4 is satisfied. When this occurs, the individual idleness of all vertices are

averaged to produce a value called “idleness of the graph” or simply “idleness”.

The idleness value is used to determine whether an experiment is of a good quality

or not.

In some cases, an experiment is performed N times with the same parameters,

namely number of robots, initial position of each robot, and patrolling environ-

ment. This is due to the random nature of the patrolling models developed in
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this research work. Clearly, such nature produces different results for experi-

ments with the same parameters. In such cases, the values shown in the results

presented below are the average of the idleness value over the N experiments

performed.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Simulated Experiments

6.3.1.1 EWA-Based Patrolling Models

6.3.1.1.1 EWA Patrolling Model

The experiments presented in this section aim at analyzing the performance

of EWA Patrolling model with different values of its parameters, namely ν, δ, and

φ. These experiments were performed using the Strongly Connected patrolling

environment shown in figure 4.1. In all the cases of study of this analysis, the

simulation was configured as follows:

1. The number of robots was set to twenty robots

2. The starting vertex of each robot was the vertex number twenty-two (figure

4.1)

3. The terminating condition was satisfied when each vertex of the environ-

ment was visited 256 times

Figure 6.5 shows the results of the performance of EWA patrolling model.

These results are presented by means of six slice planes (also known as cut planes)

along the ν-axis. These slice planes allow to obtain a cross-section of a volumetric

data created with values of 0.0 ≤ ν, φ, δ ≤ 1.0. The color intensity of each point

of the plot in figure 6.5 represents the idleness of one experiment. The value of

the color intensity is indicated by means of a color map (right side of figure 6.5).

In these results, the lower the value of the idleness, the better the performance

of EWA patrolling model.
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As can be observed in figure 6.5, the slice at ν = 0.2 shows the best perfor-

mance of EWA patrolling model. At this slice, the volumetric data shows that

the idleness is approximately 2.5. This value represents the lowest idleness of the

whole simulation and, therefore, the best performance of the model. Within this

slice, the region around the points δ = 0.7 and φ = 0.9, in turn, presents the

lowest idleness. Moreover, the idleness hardly ever reaches values over 2.55 in

this slice.

On the contrary, EWA patrolling model obtains the worst results when ν =

0.4. This is mainly because this slice has two regions with large values of idleness.

Indeed, the region around the points δ = 1.0 and φ = 0.0 presents the worst

idleness of the whole simulation.

Without exception, every slice of figure 6.5 presents regions with large or

small values of idleness. Clearly, this change in behavior provides evidence of

the Smooth nature of EWA patrolling model. Note that a deterministic model

produces slices of almost the same idleness.

These results indicate that EWA patrolling model handles attractions as

weighted averages of past attractions and payoffs. Moreover, old attractions

are decayed more slowly and the most recent attractions are less important. For

more information about how past attractions and payoffs are weighted see section

3.2.1.1.

Based on this information, the parameters ν, φ, and δ of EWA patrolling

model were set to the values 0.2, 0.9, and 0.7, respectively, to be compared with

other patrolling models.

6.3.1.1.2 Reinforcement EWA Patrolling Model

Figure 6.6 shows a surface plot expressing the performance of reinforcement

EWA patrolling model. This surface plot is defined by the z-coordinates of points

which are obtained by evaluating the model with values for its parameters ν and

φ in the range [0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1.0]. The values of the z-coordinates of points

represent the idleness of each experiment. The lower the value of each point, the

better the performance of the model.
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Figure 6.5: Performance of EWA patrolling model using the Strongly Connected

patrolling environment (figure 4.1).

The results represented by this surface plot show that the bigger the value

of ν and the lower the value of φ, the better the performance of reinforcement

EWA patrolling model. As can be observed in figure 6.6, the surface plot has a

minimum value at coordinate (ν = 0.9, φ = 0.3). Indeed, reinforcement EWA pa-

trolling model achieves the best performance when ν = 0.9. This result indicates

that the form of cumulative reinforcement performs better than the average rein-

forcement. In the form of cumulative reinforcement, each strategy has a level of

reinforcement, which is incremented cumulatively by received payoffs. For more

information about how reinforcement EWA patrolling model handles cumulative

reinforcement see section 3.2.1.4.

As in the previous patrolling model (figure 6.5), the irregular shape of the

surface plot of figure 3.2.1.4 gives evidence of the Smooth nature of reinforcement

EWA patrolling model. The surface plot is irregular because it presents several
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local peaks (local maxima) or valleys (local minima). Clearly, a deterministic

patrolling model will generate a flat surface.

Based on this information, the parameters ν and φ of Reinforcement EWA

patrolling model were set to the values 0.9 and 0.3, respectively, to be compared

with other patrolling models.
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Figure 6.6: Performance of Reinforcement EWA patrolling model using the

Strongly Connected patrolling environment (figure 4.1).

6.3.1.1.3 Belief-Based EWA Patrolling Model

Figure 6.7 shows the results of the performance of belief-based EWA patrolling

model for values of the parameter φ in the range [0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1.0]. These re-

sults are presented by means of box plots. The size of each box plot represents

the spread of data, which explains standard deviation as a measure of varia-

tion in such data. Some important elements of these box plots are the symbols
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“+”, which are called outliers. Outliers stand for values distant from the rest

of data. Certainly, for security purpose, several outliers represent vulnerabilities

of the security solution system. This is because outliers correspond to vertices

of the graph with high idleness. Clearly, these vertices indicates single points of

weakness along the protected infrastructure.

As can be observed in figure 6.7, the performance of belief-based EWA pa-

trolling model is almost the same in all cases of study. This is because robots

following this model select their actions based on best response. The best response

nature steers the model to select always the same action, which is the best options

to each robot. Once such action is selected, the model rarely changes to another

action because there is no other better option.

Specifically, when φ = 0.1 the median of the data, which is of 2.29, is the

smallest idleness of all experiments. Even though, smallest median does not

mean better performance, the size of the box in the case of study of φ = 0.1 is

lower than the other cases of study. The size of the box in this case of study

indicates similarity in the idleness of all vertices of the graph. This similarity is

important because it reveals that the idleness of all vertices is almost the same.

Moreover, there are only two outliers in this case of study, which are at vertices

28 and 40 with idleness value of 5.22 and 5.61, respectively. Although there are

other cases of study with two or less outliers, the medians of such cases of study

are bigger than the case of study in which φ = 0.1.

Based on this information, the parameter φ of Belief-Based EWA patrolling

model was set to the value of φ = 0.1 to be compared with other patrolling

models.

6.3.1.1.4 Comparison of EWA-Based Patrolling Models with Single

Cycle and MSP Patrolling Models

After determining all parameters of EWA patrolling models, next experiments

aimed at evaluating these models in comparison to other patrolling models avail-

able in the literature. The patrolling models available in the literature are called

Single Cycle and MSP, they have been described in chapter 2. Recall that such
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Figure 6.7: Performance of Belief-Based EWA patrolling model using the Strongly

Connected patrolling environment (figure 4.1).

patrolling models are included in the Patrolling Simulator used in this research

work and described in chapter 2.

These experiments were performed using the Strongly Connected, Grid, and

Maze patrolling environments (figures 4.1, 6.1, and 6.2). Moreover, in all the

cases of study of this comparison, the simulation was configured as follows:

1. Seven separated sets of robots of size: 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 were used

2. The starting vertex of each robot was a vertex of the corresponding pa-

trolling environment selected randomly

3. The terminating condition was satisfied when each vertex of the correspond-

ing patrolling environment was visited 256 times

This configuration was used with each patrolling environment. As a result, a
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total of 21 cases of study (3 environments × 7 sets of robots) were conducted

during these experiments.

Tables 6.1, 6.3, and 6.2 show the results of the comparison performed in these

experiments. In all these tables, the lower the size of µ, the better the performance

of the patrolling model. On the other hand, σ stands for the variance of idleness

among vertices of the graph. Moreover, note that in an appreciable amount

of cases, MSP patrolling model does not work due to partitioning problems.

Portugal and Rocha (2010) provide a detailed description of these problems as

well as the reasons by which such problems arise. It is worth noting that any

patrolling model developed in this research work experiments such problems.

Notably, in a great deal of cases (6 over 7) one of the patrolling models devel-

oped in this research work improves both Single Cycle and MSP patrolling models

in Strongly Connected patrolling environment (table 6.1). To be more precise,

in 3 cases Reinforcement EWA patrolling model obtains the best result. On the

other hand, in 2 cases Belief-Based EWA patrolling model obtains the best result.

Finally, in 1 case both Single Cycle and EWA patrolling models obtain the best

result.

Table 6.1: Results of the comparison of EWA, Belief-
Based EWA, Reinforcement EWA, MSP, and Single Cy-
cle using the Strongly Connected patrolling environment
(figure 4.1) and seven separated sets of robots of different
size

Number Idleness (seconds)
of Single Cycle MSP Belief-Based Reinforcement EWA

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ
6 8.139 10.81 6.783 6.689 8.474 9.503 8.078 10.47 6.746 6.477
8 4.225 3.662 5.889 5.287 4.912 4.095 4.443 4.714 5.130 4.714
10 5.119 6.534 3.941 5.090 3.148 2.640 5.587 5.165
15 2.981 3.805 3.066 2.672 2.372 2.923 3.598 4.981
20 2.471 1.195 2.445 1.151 2.460 1.173 2.453 1.101
25 2.006 0.974 1.904 0.655 2.086 1.109 1.979 0.876
30 1.711 0.829 00.00 0.000 1.663 0.649 1.647 0.614 1.674 0.673
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Remarkably, without exception, one of the patrolling models presented in

this research work performs better than both Single Cycle and MSP patrolling

models in Maze patrolling environment (table 6.2). In more detail, in as many

as 6 cases, Belief-Based EWA patrolling model outperforms all other patrolling

models. Furthermore, in the other case, EWA patrolling model obtains the best

result.

Table 6.2: Results of the comparison of EWA, Belief-
Based EWA, Reinforcement EWA, MSP, and Single Cy-
cle using the Maze patrolling environment (figure 6.2)
and seven separated sets of robots of different size

Number Idleness (seconds)
of Single Cycle MSP Belief-Based Reinforcement EWA

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ
6 13.58 11.56 00.00 0.000 10.30 7.604 19.72 19.53 18.64 27.91
8 9.963 8.524 5.909 6.165 9.437 9.746 9.926 10.24
10 7.674 7.737 8.203 7.404 6.865 5.571 6.008 9.869
15 4.844 4.101 4.259 4.270 7.153 7.168 6.896 7.019
20 4.877 2.361 4.477 2.251 4.689 2.446 4.931 2.489
25 3.904 1.895 3.605 1.760 3.884 2.055 3.940 1.996
30 3.304 1.604 00.00 0.000 3.114 1.490 3.240 1.720 3.264 1.639

Very similar to the last results, on every occasion, one of the patrolling models

described in this research work outperforms both Single Cycle and MSP patrolling

models in Grid patrolling environment (table 6.3). More precisely, a number of

3 cases both Belief-Based EWA and EWA patrolling models perform better than

the other patrolling models.
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Table 6.3: Results of the comparison of EWA, Belief-
Based EWA, Reinforcement EWA, MSP, and Single Cy-
cle using the Grid patrolling environment (figure 6.1) and
seven separated sets of robots of different size

Number Idleness (seconds)
of Single Cycle MSP Belief-Based Reinforcement EWA

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ µ σ
6 2.883 5.238 2.947 2.513 1.843 1.471 3.517 2.479 2.852 2.397
8 2.514 1.826 2.110 1.936 2.020 2.087 2.604 1.743 2.015 1.998
10 2.080 3.326 2.027 1.967 1.753 1.705 1.989 1.682
15 1.279 3.114 1.649 1.335 1.892 1.312 1.242 0.961
20 1.319 0.594 1.218 0.252 1.235 0.299 1.226 0.290
25 1.064 0.478 1.034 0.286 1.016 0.231 1.000 0.234
30 0.921 0.415 00.00 0.000 0.881 0.155 0.919 0.274 0.900 0.230

As can be observed in tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, the performance of all pa-

trolling models improves as the size of the set of robots increases. Although this

improvement seems obvious, the coordination among robots is very important to

obtain such improvement. If such coordination is not appropriate, groups with

many robots do not lead to better performance of the group as a whole. In other

words, the effects of a good performance of the group as the size of group in-

creases depends on a suitable coordination scheme. Clearly, such coordination is

mainly provided by the characteristics of the patrolling model utilized.

On the other hand, the results shown in tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 demonstrate

that, for security purposes, EWA, Belief-Based EWA, and Reinforcement EWA

patrolling models are more suitable than Single Cycle and MSP patrolling models.

Specifically, in as many as 95% of 21 cases one of the patrolling models presented

in this research work improves Single Cycle patrolling model. Clearly, the case of

study of eight robots in Strongly Connected patrolling environment was the only

case in which Single Cycle performs better than all other patrolling models. Most

notably, regardless of the patrolling environment used, in all cases of study, at

least one of the patrolling models presented in this research work improves MSP

patrolling model.
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This improvement in performance is significant taking into account that both

Single Cycle and MSP patrolling models use a centralized and explicit coordinator

scheme. Furthermore, both Single Cycle and MSP patrolling models need to

know the whole information of the patrolling environment. As a consequence,

these models are less robust to changes in the environment.

6.3.1.2 Smooth Fictitious Play Patrolling Model

This section presents experimental results obtained by executing Smooth Ficti-

tious Play patrolling model in the multi-robot patrolling context. The order in

which the experiments of this experimental phase were carried out is the same

that the one utilized on previous section. Thus, first experiments aim at study-

ing the performance of Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model choosing different

values for its parameters, namely λ and α. These experiments were performed

using the Strongly Connected patrolling environment shown in figure 4.1.

In all the cases of study, the simulation was configured as follows:

1. The number of robots was set to twenty robots.

2. The starting vertex of each robot was the vertex number twenty-two of the

patrolling environment of figure 4.1. There was no special reason to use

this vertex as the starting point. Therefore, any other vertex can be used

to this end.

3. The terminating condition was satisfied when each vertex of the patrolling

environment of figure 4.1 was visited 256 times.

As many as 1900 experiments were performed in this study. Such experiments

are obtained by combining values for 0.1 ≤ λ ≤ 1.0 and 0.1 ≤ α ≤ 1.0. Moreover,

every combination (λ, α) is executed ten times.

The surface of figure 6.8 shows the results of these experiments. Each co-

ordinate of this surface represents the mean value over ten experiments of the

idleness of all vertices of the patrolling environment of figure 4.1. As can be seen

in figure 6.8, the better performance of Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model

is achieved when λ = 0.5 and α = 0.4.
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Figure 6.8: Performance of Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model using the

Strongly Connected patrolling environment (figure 4.1) with different values of

its parameters λ and α.

Recall that small values of λ allow playing best response strategies, whereas

large values enable playing totally random strategies. Therefore, these results

show that Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model made a trade-off between

playing best response and random strategies. On the other hand, these results

show that Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model looks back only some past

observations. This means that Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model does not

behave neither as Cournot Best-Response Dynamics nor as Fictitious Play, but

as a mixed version of both of them.

Based on this information, the parameters λ and α of Smooth Fictitious Play

patrolling model were set to the values 0.5 and 0.4, respectively, to be compared

with other patrolling models.
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6.3.1.2.1 Comparison of Smooth Fictitious Play Patrolling Model with

Single Cycle and MSP Patrolling Models

Once Smooth Fictitious Play parameters patrolling have been defined, next

experiments aim at comparing this patrolling model with Single Cycle and MSP

patrolling models. These experiments were performed using the Strongly Con-

nected, Grid, Maze, and Cumberland Second Floor patrolling environments (fig-

ures 4.1, 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3). In all the cases of study of this comparison, the

simulation was configured as follows:

1. Seven separated sets of robots of size: 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 were used

2. The starting vertex of each robot was a vertex of the corresponding pa-

trolling environment selected randomly

3. The terminating condition was satisfied when each vertex of the patrolling

environment was visited 256 times

this configuration was used with each patrolling environment. As a result, a total

of 28 cases of study (4 environments × 7 sets of robots) were conducted during

these experiments.

Tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 show the results of the comparison performed in

these experiments. Each value of µ and σ shown in these tables are averages over

the ten runs that every case of study is executed. Moreover, similar to previous

sections, the lower the size of µ, the better the performance of the patrolling

model. On the other hand, σ is the variance of the distribution of the idleness

among vertices of the graph.

As can be observed in table 6.4, Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model

improves both Single Cycle and MSP in at least two cases. On the other hand,

MSP obtains the result only in the case of study in which the Strongly Connected

patrolling environment was protected by 6 robots. Finally, Single Cycle obtains

the best performance in Strongly Connected patrolling environment. This is

because such model improves both MSP and Smooth Fictitious Play in four cases

of study. Such cases of study are the ones in which the patrolling environment

was protected by 8, 15, 20 and 30 robots. As in previous sections, in the columns
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that indicates results of MSP the empty spaces represent cases of study in which

such model does not work. Moreover, as aforementioned, MSP does not work in

these cases of study due to partition problems. Note that empty spaces in all the

tables below indicate the same problems.

Table 6.4: Results of the comparison of Smooth Fic-
titious Play, MSP, and Single Cycle using the Strongly
Connected patrolling environment (figure 4.1) and seven
separated sets of robots of different size. Each value of
µ indicates the mean of the idleness of the graph over
ten experiments, whereas σ represents the standard de-
viation. Best values are indicated in bold.

Number Idleness (seconds)
Of Single Cycle MPS SFP

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ
6 8.1398 8.2e-4 6.7832 3.4e-4 7.2865 2.6276
8 4.2241 9.2e-4 5.8892 4.1e-4 5.7522 0.9048
10 5.1172 0.0012 4.8979 0.9342
15 2.9810 0.0020 3.2133 0.6004
20 1.9963 0.0087 2.4534 0.3463
25 2.0264 0.0152 1.9660 0.3676
30 1.7523 0.0147 1.7845 0.2075

Almost the same results are obtained in Grid patrolling environment (table

6.5). This is because in this environment Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model

improves both Single Cycle and MSP in at least two cases. Furthermore, the cases

of study in which this improvement takes place are the same than in previous

experiments, namely 10 and 25 robot. On the other hand, MSP obtains the

result only in the case of study of 8 robots. Finally, one more time, Single Cycle

obtains the best performance. In this respect, Single Cycle improves both MSP

and Smooth Fictitious Play in four cases of study. Such cases of study are the

ones of 6, 15, 20 and 30 robots.
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Table 6.5: Results of the comparison of Smooth Fic-
titious Play, MSP, and Single Cycle using the Grid pa-
trolling environment (figure 6.1) and seven separated sets
of robots of different size. Each value of µ indicates the
mean of the idleness of the graph over ten experiments,
whereas σ represents the standard deviation. Best values
are indicated in bold.

Number Idleness (seconds)
Of Single Cycle MPS SFP

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ
6 2.8826 7.2e-4 2.9468 2.8e-4 3.6829 0.7493
8 2.5144 8.1e-4 2.1102 3.4e-4 2.5128 0.4765
10 2.0800 0.0019 1.8983 0.2548
15 1.2786 0.0035 1.3986 0.1705
20 0.9127 0.0098 1.0782 0.2418
25 1.1001 0.0165 0.9651 0.1722
30 0.5828 0.0132 0.8163 0.1358

Without exception Single Cycle patrolling model outperforms both MSP and

Smooth Fictitious play patrolling models in the Maze patrolling environment

(table 6.6). On the other hand, in all these cases of study Smooth Fictitious play

patrolling model works properly. However, as aforementioned, in any case this

model performs better than Single Cycle patrolling model. Lastly, on no occasion

MSP works due to the partition problems aforementioned.

Table 6.6: Results of the comparison of Smooth Fic-
titious Play, MSP, and Single Cycle using the Maze pa-
trolling environment (figure 6.2) and seven separated sets
of robots of different size. Each value of µ indicates the
mean of the idleness of the graph over ten experiments,
whereas σ represents the standard deviation. Best values
are indicated in bold.

Number Idleness (seconds)
Of Single Cycle MPS SFP

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ

Continued on next page . . .
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Table 6.6 – . . . Continued from previous page
Number Idleness (seconds)

Of Single Cycle MPS SFP
Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ

6 13.5823 5.5e-3 00.0000 0.0e-0 13.6187 3.6061
8 9.9626 6.1e-3 11.5974 1.0099
10 7.6736 0.0088 9.1049 2.7449
15 4.8437 0.0153 6.3578 1.3322
20 2.0315 0.0189 4.5175 1.4628
25 3.0206 0.0297 3.7175 1.3558
30 2.3883 0.0148 00.0000 0.0e-0 2.6535 0.7425

Finally, the same result obtained in the Maze patrolling environment was

got in the Cumberland Second Floor patrolling environment (table 6.7). This is

because without exception Single Cycle patrolling model outperforms both MSP

and Smooth Fictitious play patrolling models in all cases of study. Moreover, in

all these cases of study Smooth Fictitious play patrolling model works properly

but never improves Single Cycle patrolling model. Lastly, MSP patrolling model

does not work in any case of study.

Table 6.7: Results of the comparison of Smooth Fic-
titious Play, Single Cycle, and MSP using the Cumber-
land Second Floor patrolling environment (figure 6.3) and
seven separated sets of robots of different size. Each value
of µ indicates the mean of the idleness of the graph over
ten experiments, whereas σ represents the standard de-
viation. Best values are indicated in bold.

Number Idleness (seconds)
Of Single Cycle MPS SFP

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ
6 6.3457 8.5e-4 9.8233 2.1e-4 7.8459 2.5272
8 5.9730 8.9e-4 7.0855 4.5e-4 6.4726 0.9805
10 4.8296 0.0019 5.7239 1.4036
15 3.2657 0.0035 3.9500 0.6294
20 2.3802 0.0077 2.9906 0.5305
25 1.6918 0.0163 2.5706 0.5851
30 1.6522 0.0134 2.1979 0.3649
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6.3.1.3 Selective Smooth Fictitious Play Patrolling Model

This section presents the results obtained by executing Selective Smooth Fic-

titious Play patrolling model within the multi-robot patrolling context. The

methodology applied to perform all these experiments is the same used in pre-

vious sections. Therefore, first experiments aim at studying the performance of

Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model. This study allows to choice the

best values for the two parameters of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling

model, namely λ and α. As in previous sections, this study was performed using

the Strongly Connected patrolling environment shown in figure 4.1.

In all the cases of study of this study, the simulation was configured as follows:

1. The number of robots was set to thirty robots

2. As in previous experiments, all the robots start at the same vertex. How-

ever, in this case, this initial position changes from experiment to experi-

ment. To this end, four separated vertices of the patrolling environment of

figure 4.1 were selected as the initial position of each robot. These positions

were the vertices number 0, 22, 28, and 40.

3. The terminating condition was satisfied when each vertex of the patrolling

environment of figure 4.1 was visited 256 times

Up to this point, every patrolling model has been evaluated following the

same configuration in each simulation, i.e., same number of robots, initial posi-

tion, terminating condition and patrolling environment. However, the parameter

that specifies the initial vertex of each robot was modified in the study of the

performance of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model. This modifi-

cations allows to study this patrolling model using four different values for the

initial position of each robot. This is done in this way in order to evaluate that

the values of α and λ do not depend on the initial position of each robot. Recall

that in previous studies, the initial position of each robot was only vertex number

22 of the patrolling environment of figure 4.1.

Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model was studied using ten different values

for each parameter α and λ. Such values were selected from the set of numbers
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{0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9, 1.0}. Moreover, each experiment using a pair (α, λ) was exe-

cuted ten times. As a result, this patrolling model was studied carrying out as

many as four thousand experiments. All these experiments are obtained from 4

initial positions × 10 values for α × 10 values for λ × 10 experiments for each

pair (α, λ).

Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 show surface plots expressing the performance

of Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model. The z-coordinates points of all these

surface plots are obtained by evaluating the patrolling model using the defined

values for its parameters. Each of these points represents the average value of the

idleness over ten experiments executed using each pair (α, λ). In all these surface

plots, the lower the value of each point, the better the performance of the model.
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Figure 6.9: Patrolling performance of Smooth Fictitious Play in the graph of

the patrolling environment of 4.1 using 30 robots. Each coordinate (α, λ) of this

surface depicts the mean value of the idleness of the graph over ten experiments.

The initial position of all the robots was vertex number 0 of the graph of the

patrolling environment.
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6.3 Results and Discussion

Without exception, the results presented using all these surface plots show

that the lower the value of α and λ, the better the performance of Selective

Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model. Indeed, the best performance of Smooth

Fictitious Play was obtained when α = 0.2 and λ = 0.1 (Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11,

and 6.12). This result indicates that Smooth Fictitious Play takes into account

almost only the last decision taken and plays best response strategies.
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Figure 6.10: Patrolling performance of Smooth Fictitious Play in the graph of

the patrolling environment of 4.1 using 30 robots. Each coordinate (α, λ) of this

surface depicts the mean value of the idleness of the graph over ten experiments.

The initial position of all the robots was vertex number 22 of the graph of the

patrolling environment.

It is worthwhile bearing in mind that the irregularity of the surface plots

depicted in figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 gives evidence of the randomness
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of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model. It is important also to

highlight that the shape of all these surface plots differs. This difference occurs

even though the best result of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model is

obtained with the same pair (α, λ) at each surface plot. Obviously, this difference

is due to the initial position assigned to each robot.
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Figure 6.11: Patrolling performance of Smooth Fictitious Play in the graph of

the patrolling environment of 4.1 using 30 robots. Each coordinate (α, λ) of this

surface depicts the mean value of the idleness of the graph over ten experiments.

The initial position of all the robots was vertex number 28 of the graph of the

patrolling environment.

It is important to highlight that the best performance of Selective Smooth

Fictitious Play patrolling model is not affected by the initial position of the

robots. Thus, the best performance was obtained in the same point in all the

cases, namely α = 0.2 and λ = 0.1. Despite of this fact, the study of the

performance of a patrolling model must include several cases of study in which
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the initial position of each robot changes. Moreover, future work will be devoted

to investigate the nature of initial positions with different patrolling environments

to enhance such study.
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Figure 6.12: Patrolling performance of Smooth Fictitious Play in the graph of

the patrolling environment of 4.1 using 30 robots. Each coordinate (α, λ) of this

surface depicts the mean value of the idleness of the graph over ten experiments.

The initial position of all the robots was vertex number 40 of the graph of the

patrolling environment.

The values obtained for both parameters α and λ were used to evaluate the

selective parameter of Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model, namely χ. In

these experiments, the performance of the model was studied with values of χ

from the set {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 2.9, 3.0}. A total of one hundred experiments were

carried out for each value of χ. As a result, as many as three thousand experiment

were performed in this study. As previously, this study was performed using the

Strongly Connected patrolling environment shown in figure 4.1. Moreover, in all
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the cases of study of this study, the simulation was configured as follows:

1. The number of robots was set to thirty robots

2. The starting vertex of each robot was the vertex number twenty-two (figure

4.1)

3. The terminating condition was satisfied when each vertex of the patrolling

environment was visited 256 times

As can be observed in figure 6.13, the best result of Selective Smooth Fictitious

Play patrolling model was obtained when χ = 1.2. This result suggests that the

selective part of Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model is restrictive at the time

of selecting the robots to play with. On the other hand, the poor performance

presented by this patrolling model in the intervals [0.1, . . . , 1.1] and [1.3, . . . , 3.0]

of figure 6.13 are caused by two reasons. In the first interval, almost all robots that

can participate in the game were considered, whereas in the second interval almost

any robot was taken into account. The former is the case of Smooth Fictitious

Play, whereas the latter is the case of random selection. This randomness explains

the abnormal change in performance when χ = 2.1.

6.3.1.3.1 Comparison of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play Patrolling

Model with Single Cycle and MSP Patrolling Models

Up to this point, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model has been

defined. This is because all its parameters have their corresponding values. Us-

ing this definition, next experiments aim at comparing this model with other

patrolling models available in the literature. Such patrolling models are the same

used in previous sections, namely Single Cycle and MSP. Moreover, this compar-

ison was performed using the Strongly Connected, Grid, Maze, and Cumberland

Second Floor patrolling environments (figures 4.1, 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3).

In all the cases of study of this comparison, the simulation was configured as

follows:

1. Thirty separated sets of robots were used. The size of these sets ate selected

from the range [1, . . . , 30].
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Figure 6.13: Patrolling performance of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play pa-

trolling model using the graph of the patrolling environment of figure 4.1 using

thirty robots. Each point of this plot represents the mean value of the idleness

of the graph over one hundred experiments. The initial position of all robots was

vertex number twenty-two of the graph representing the patrolling environment.

2. The starting vertex of each robot was a vertex of the corresponding pa-

trolling environment selected randomly

3. The terminating condition was satisfied when each vertex of the patrolling

environment was visited 256 times

this configuration was used with each patrolling environment. As a result, a total

of two hundred cases of study (four environments × thirty sets of robots) were

conducted during this comparison. At each of these cases of study were performed

ten experiment. Consequently, as many as two thousand experiment were carried

out in this comparison.
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Tables 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 show the results of the comparison performed in

these experiments. Each value of µ and σ shown in these tables are averages over

the ten runs that every case of study is executed. Moreover, similar to previous

sections, the lower the size of µ, the better the performance of the patrolling

model. On the other hand, the lower the value of σ, the lower the variance of

idleness among vertices of the graph.

Note that the performance of Single Cycle and MSP is identical in the case

of study in which only one robot is used. In such case of study, Selective Smooth

Fictitious Play selects its actions totally random. However, such randomness

disappears as the number of robots increases.

6.3.1.3.1.1 Strongly Connected patrolling environment

As can be observed in table 6.8, without exception, Selective Smooth Fictitious

play improves both Single Cycle and MSP in the Strongly Connected patrolling

environment (Figure 4.1).

Table 6.8: Results of the comparison of Selective Smooth
Fictitious Play, Single Cycle, and MSP using the Strongly
Connected patrolling environment (figure 4.1) and thirty
separated sets of robots of different size. Each value of
µ indicates the mean of the idleness of the graph over
ten experiments, whereas σ represents the standard de-
viation. Best values are indicated in bold.

Number Idleness (seconds)
Of Single Cycle MPS SFP

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ
1 20.4352 5.3e-4 20.4356 9.2e-4 20.0042 0.2401
2 10.2188 3.7e-4 11.5869 3.2e-4 10.0480 0.1537
3 6.8132 1.2e-4 9.6376 4.7e-4 6.6253 0.0689
4 5.1089 1.9e-4 6.2005 3.0e-4 4.9361 0.0608
5 4.0888 1.6e-4 7.0795 1.6e-4 3.9164 0.0391
6 3.4072 9.6e-5 4.1596 2.2e-4 3.2937 0.0746
7 2.9212 6.8e-5 3.4541 1.0e-4 2.7937 0.0352
8 2.5554 7.8e-5 3.1536 1.3e-4 2.4498 0.0278

Continued on next page . . .
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Table 6.8 – . . . Continued from previous page
Number Idleness (seconds)

Of Single Cycle MPS SFP
Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ

9 2.2738 1.0e-4 2.1843 0.0271
10 2.0444 4.9e-5 1.9466 0.0206
11 1.8620 6.3e-5 2.5594 1.1e-4 1.7859 0.0182
12 1.7021 3.9e-5 1.6326 0.0208
13 1.5713 3.4e-5 1.5043 0.0079
14 1.4599 4.8e-5 1.3966 0.0153
15 1.3636 4.4e-5 1.3122 0.0267
16 1.2767 2.7e-5 1.2275 0.0163
17 1.2039 2.5e-5 1.1536 0.0141
18 1.1351 3.4e-5 1.0908 0.0102
19 1.0784 2.4e-5 1.0288 0.0105
20 1.0216 1.5e-5 0.9901 0.0112
21 0.9732 2.0e-5 0.9355 0.0116
22 0.9305 1.5e-5 0.8900 0.0056
23 0.8902 2.0e-5 0.8571 0.0120
24 0.8512 1.2e-5 0.8201 0.0077
25 0.8183 1.0e-5 0.7935 0.0115
26 0.7852 1.0e-5 0.7633 0.0069
27 0.7582 1.0e-5 0.7388 0.0090
28 0.7294 2.6e-5 0.7122 0.0067
29 0.7042 9.0e-6 0.6926 0.0085
30 0.6817 8.5e-6 0.6687 0.0085

6.3.1.3.1.2 Grid patrolling environment

Table 6.9 shows that in as many as 87% of occasions, Selective Smooth Ficti-

tious Play improves Single Cycle and without exception it improves MSP in the

Grid patrolling environment (Figure 6.1). Note that the maximum number of

robots used in patrolling environment was twenty-three because the maximum

number of vertices is twenty-four.
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Table 6.9: Results of the comparison of Smooth Fic-
titious Play, Single Cycle, and MSP using the Grid pa-
trolling environment (figure 6.1) and thirty separated sets
of robots of different size. Each value of µ indicates the
mean of the idleness of the graph over ten experiments,
whereas σ represents the standard deviation. Best values
are indicated in bold.

Number Idleness (seconds)
Of Single Cycle MPS SFP

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ
1 10.8654 5.2e-4 10.8652 2.2e-4 10.0367 0.0330
2 5.4342 1.4e-4 5.4583 1.7e-4 5.0202 0.0119
3 3.6198 1.5e-4 3.9312 1.4e-4 3.3502 0.0130
4 2.7176 1.3e-4 2.5510 1.4e-4 2.5126 0.0093
5 2.1729 1.0e-4 2.1030 8.7e-5 2.0093 0.0092
6 1.8106 6.9e-5 1.8512 8.4e-5 1.6765 0.0058
7 1.5509 7.0e-5 1.6560 7.7e-5 1.4369 0.0071
8 1.3591 3.1e-5 1.3552 3.8e-5 1.2568 0.0052
9 1.2058 7.8e-5 1.2076 8.2e-5 1.1241 0.0063
10 1.0863 6.4e-5 1.0135 0.0055
11 0.9867 6.9e-5 0.9254 0.0057
12 0.9056 5.6e-5 0.8584 0.0027
13 0.8352 6.1e-5 0.7911 0.0046
14 0.7768 5.3e-5 0.7416 0.0044
15 0.7247 4.3e-5 0.6965 0.0051
16 0.6798 3.6e-5 0.6580 0.0018
17 0.6391 1.6e-5 0.6250 0.0034
18 0.6037 3.8e-5 0.5925 0.0025
19 0.5714 2.5e-5 0.5683 0.0030
20 0.5438 3.0e-5 0.5427 0.0021
21 0.5178 1.8e-5 0.5221 0.0017
22 0.4943 2.4e-5 0.5020 0.0030
23 0.4727 2.4e-5 0.4860 0.0019

6.3.1.3.1.3 Maze patrolling environment

In the maze patrolling environment (Figure 6.2), Selective Smooth Fictitious
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Play improves Single Cycle in as many as 77% of the cases of study, and without

exception it improves MSP (Table 6.10). The maximum number of robots used

in this patrolling environment was eighteen because the maximum number of

vertices is nineteen.

Table 6.10: Results of the comparison of Smooth Fic-
titious Play, Single Cycle, and MSP using the Maze pa-
trolling environment (figure 6.2) and thirty separated sets
of robots of different size. Each value of µ indicates the
mean of the idleness of the graph over ten experiments,
whereas σ represents the standard deviation. Best values
are indicated in bold.

Number Idleness (seconds)
Of Single Cycle MPS SFP

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ
1 39.5468 0.0011 39.5471 0.0014 40.5006 0.4540
2 19.7806 0.0012 19.8146 6.1e-4 20.2798 0.1823
3 13.1588 6.6e-4 14.2696 5.0e-4 13.3958 0.1700
4 9.8907 5.1e-4 9.9711 0.0698
5 7.9042 3.6e-4 7.8653 0.1272
6 6.5867 1.7e-4 6.5635 0.0699
7 5.6396 2.5e-04 5.5731 0.0703
8 4.9416 1.9e-4 4.8321 0.0600
9 4.3901 2.1e-4 4.3009 0.0777
10 3.9528 2.0e-4 3.8792 0.0696
11 3.5866 1.4e-4 3.4905 0.0541
12 3.2934 1.8e-4 3.2046 0.0471
13 3.0452 1.2e-4 2.9392 0.0417
14 2.8194 9.5e-5 2.7104 0.0317
15 2.6383 1.2e-4 2.5304 0.0333
16 2.4733 7.8e-5 2.3922 0.0346
17 2.3286 1.0e-4 2.2273 0.0174
18 2.1942 1.1e-4 2.0949 0.0116
19 2.0827 6.1e-5 1.9910 0.0247
20 1.9686 7.1e-5 1.8929 0.0223
21 1.8798 6.3e-5 1.7978 0.0197
22 1.7902 8.7e-5 1.7119 0.0192
23 1.7189 4.9e-5 1.6449 0.0145

Continued on next page . . .
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Table 6.10 – . . . Continued from previous page
Number Idleness (seconds)

Of Single Cycle MPS SFP
Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ

24 1.6400 6.2e-5 1.5894 0.0166
25 1.5830 8.0e-5 1.5111 0.0179
26 1.5204 6.0e-5 1.4593 0.0147
27 1.4618 4.4e-5 1.4106 0.0133
28 1.4075 3.9e-5 1.3628 0.0178
29 1.3619 3.0e-5 1.3110 0.0121
30 1.3124 4.0e-5 1.2662 0.0117

6.3.1.3.1.4 Cumberland Second Floor patrolling environment

Finally, in the Cumberland second floor map (Figure 6.3), Selective Smooth

Fictitious Play improves Single Cycle in as many as 83% of the cases of study.

Moreover, without exception it improves MSP (Table 6.11).

Table 6.11: Results of the comparison of Smooth Fic-
titious Play, Single Cycle, and MSP using the Cumber-
land Second Floor patrolling environment (figure 6.3) and
thirty separated sets of robots of different size. Each
value of µ indicates the mean of the idleness of the graph
over ten experiments, whereas σ represents the standard
deviation. Best values are indicated in bold.

Number Idleness (seconds)
Of Cycle MPS SFP

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ
1 23.2874 8.5e-4 23.2877 9.9e-4 24.8349 0.3358
2 11.6416 2.4e-4 12.2427 5.7e-4 12.3850 0.1229
3 7.7504 2.3e-4 9.3256 3.0e-4 8.0046 0.1010
4 5.8224 2.3e-4 6.1444 2.5e-4 5.8417 0.0848
5 4.6543 1.5e-4 5.3857 2.6e-4 4.5889 0.0561
6 3.8765 1.6e-4 4.8437 3.1e-4 3.7926 0.0395
7 3.3176 1.4e-4 3.5325 1.7e-4 3.2567 0.0425
8 2.9116 8.1e-5 3.2136 1.4e-4 2.8627 0.0885
9 2.5790 6.9e-5 2.7812 1.1e-4 2.5347 0.0332

Continued on next page . . .
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Table 6.11 – . . . Continued from previous page
Number Idleness (seconds)

Of Cycle MPS SFP
Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ

10 2.3292 1.2e-4 2.6308 1.3e-4 2.2789 0.0350
11 2.1134 1.1e-4 2.3948 9.3e-5 2.0577 0.0244
12 1.9411 6.1e-5 2.1876 1.0e-4 1.8911 0.0176
13 1.7873 6.6e-5 1.9948 7.0e-5 1.7492 0.0232
14 1.6642 6.6e-5 1.6121 0.0186
15 1.5506 2.4e-5 1.5026 0.0251
16 1.4553 4.7e-5 1.4120 0.0187
17 1.3703 3.6e-5 1.3367 0.0154
18 1.2955 4.2e-5 1.2594 0.0204
19 1.2214 2.3e-5 1.1931 0.0147
20 1.1639 2.9e-5 1.1357 0.0219
21 1.1086 2.3e-5 1.0865 0.0204
22 1.0587 3.5e-5 1.0348 0.0169
23 1.0119 3.5e-5 0.9909 0.0165
24 0.9698 2.3e-5 0.9525 0.0107
25 0.9301 2.1e-5 0.9238 0.0036
26 0.8952 8.4e-6 0.8818 0.0085
27 0.8591 2.2e-5 0.8549 0.0095
28 0.8309 1.4e-5 0.8266 0.0076
29 0.8013 1.6e-5 0.7990 0.0074
30 0.7769 5.4e-5 0.0000 0.0e-0 0.7826 0.0097

Surprisingly, the comparison presented in this section shows that Selective

Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model performs better than both Single Cy-

cle and MSP patrolling models. Even more surprisingly, this fact is true even

when only one robot is used. Recall that in such case of study, Selective Smooth

Fictitious Play patrolling model selects its actions totally random. These results

contradict the ones obtained in the literature by Machado et al. (2002), where

random patrolling models presented the worst performance. Certainly, this un-

expected nature can be explained by two reasons. Firstly, as aforementioned, the

games defined at each vertex of the graph allow the robots to select the actions

only to go forward. Evidently, such behavior occurs even when selections are to-

tally random. As a consequence, robots do not visit the same vertices of the graph

several times in small intervals of time. As a result, robots disperse throughout
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the graph and, therefore, the idleness of such graph decreases. Secondly, both Sin-

gle Cycle and MSP define a path throughout the patrolling environment. Robots

are then distributed along this path and they follow the same trajectory over and

over. This path forces robots to visit many times a vertex with several edges.

Consequently, the idleness of other vertices increases and, therefore, the idleness

of the graph increases too. Based on this information can be claimed that the

random case of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model improves Single

Cycle and MSP in Strongly Connected patrolling environments.

As can be observed in tables 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11, some cells that indicate

results of MSP are empty. This is because of problems experimented by that

patrolling model, which are described by Portugal and Rocha (2010). Moreover,

note that the small values of σ in both Single Cycle and MSP indicate that these

patrolling models are deterministic. The opposite is true in Selective Smooth

Fictitious Play patrolling model, in which the highest the value of σ, the most

the action selected randomly. On the other hand, the values of µ are very similar

in the results of each case of study shown in these tables. For example, Selective

Smooth Fictitious Play differs from Single Cycle in only 0.0761 seconds in the

case of study of 11 robots (Table 6.8). In the same case of study, Selective Smooth

Fictitious Play differs from MSP in only 0.7735 seconds. This similarity is caused

by the robot speed used in these experiments, which is of 4 ms and was described

in detail in section 5.1.1.2. However, the values of µ are noticeably different when

the same case of study is performed with a robot speed of 11 ms (Table 6.12).
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Table 6.12: Results of the comparison of Selective
Smooth Fictitious Play, Single Cycle, and MSP using
the Strongly Connected patrolling environment (figure
4.1) and thirty separated sets of robots of different size.
A simulation time of 11 ms was used in this experiment.
Each value of µ indicates the mean of the idleness of
the graph over ten experiments, whereas σ represents the
standard deviation. Best values are indicated in bold.

Number Idleness (seconds)
Of Single Cycle MPS SFP

Robots µ σ µ σ µ σ
11 4.0931 8.2e-5 5.6259 1.4e-4 3.8820 0.0339

In the case of study of table 6.12, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling

model differs from Single Cycle in 0.2111 seconds and fromMSP in 1.7439 seconds.

Therefore, the robot speed indicates how fast a robot traverse an edge of the graph

that links a pair of vertices of the graph. Certainly, the lower the robot speed,

the faster the experiment and the smaller the difference between results.

The Grid patrolling environment is another example of a strongly connected

patrolling environment where some vertices have more than three edges. This is

the reason why Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model improves both

Single Cycle and MSP in the cases of study where the number of robots is small.

On the other hand, the results of this comparison show that the nature in

the Maze patrolling environment was as expected. This is because both Single

Cycle and MSP perform better than Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling

model when the number of robots is small. This is due to the fact that in these

cases of study, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model selects its action

almost totally random. Furthermore, the vertices of this patrolling environment

do not have more than three edges and, therefore, it is not strongly connected.

However, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model improves both Single

Cycle and MSP as the number of robots increases.

Finally, the Cumberland second floor patrolling environment is not strongly

connected. The consequence is that Single Cycle and MSP improve Selective

Smooth Fictitious Play when the number of robots is small.
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6.3.1.3.2 Idleness of each vertex

As the results obtained in previous sections show, the performance of the

patrolling models developed in this research work has evolved and improved.

Such improvement aims at obtaining better results than the best suited patrolling

models in the multi-robot patrolling context, namely Single Cycle and MSP.

Clearly, this objective has been accomplished with Selective Smooth Fictitious

Play patrolling model. This is because such patrolling model improves both Single

Cycle and MSP patrolling models in as many as 88% of 101 cases of study.

This result allows to study the nature of each patrolling model from a vertex

point of view. To this end, the idleness of each vertex is taken into account instead

of the idleness of the whole graph as has been done up to this point. Note that the

idleness of the graph represents only the final state of the patrolling environment

as a whole. Unfortunately, such value does not show the contribution of each

vertex to the final state of the graph representing such patrolling environment.

Note also that the value of the idleness of each vertex is proportional to the

number of times that such vertex has been visited.

The importance of the idleness of each vertex relies on the vulnerability that

can be detected with this value. The higher the value of the idleness of each

vertex, the lower the number of visits and the higher its vulnerability. This

vulnerability reflects how easy it would be for an intelligent intruder to slip past

the patrolling robots. To identify this vulnerability, the cases of study of small

groups of robots are most challenging and, therefore, most interesting. This is

because it is more difficult to perform patrolling tasks in such conditions. Because

of this, the case of study of one robot was analyzed in each patrolling environment.

Other cases of study analyzed depend on two major factors. Firstly, the maximum

number of robots with which the three patrolling models work in each patrolling

environment. Secondly, the maximum number of robots used in each patrolling

environment. For example, in the Strongly Connected patrolling environment,

eleven is the maximum number of robots with which the three patrolling models

work. In the same patrolling environment, the maximum number of robots used

are thirty. Therefore, in this patrolling environment the three patrolling models

are analysed in the cases of study of one, eleven, twenty, and thirty robots. The
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case of study of the maximum number of robots used less ten was included to

obtain more information about the nature of the idleness of each vertex. The

considerations aforementioned were used to select the cases of study of the other

patrolling environments.

Next figures show the final value of the idleness of each vertex using Strongly

Connected, Maze, Grid, and Cumberland Second Floor patrolling environments.

The cases of study used to show these results are different for each patrolling

environment. Despite of this fact, all of them are used in four cases of study.

The three patrolling models work in two of these cases, whereas in the other two

cases only Single Cycle and Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling models

work. In all next figures, color represents the idleness of each vertex, which

is the mean value over ten experiments. Moreover, the lower the intensity of

color, the lower the idleness of the vertex of the graph representing the patrolling

environment. Furthermore, the lower the number of points of weakness, the

better the performance of the patrolling model. On the other hand, the axis x

and y indicate the coordinates X and Y of the patrolling environment. Therefore,

coordinate (X, Y ) will have a different color if in such coordinate there is a vertex

with high idleness. It is worthwhile mentioning that such vertex is defined as a

point of weakness of the patrolling environment. Clearly, such point is considered

as a point of weakness because it represents a vulnerability.

6.3.1.3.2.1 Strongly Connected patrolling environment

Clearly, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model improves both Sin-

gle Cycle and MSP in the Strongly Connected patrolling environment in the case

of study of one robot (figures 6.14(a), 6.15(a), and 6.16(a)). Such improvement is

related to the number of points of weakness that has every patrolling model. For

example, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model only has four points

of weakness. Such points are at vertices number 28, 39, 40, and 41. On the

other hand, both Single Cycle and MSP have seven points of weakness at vertices

number 15, 27, 28, 39, 40, 41, and 43.

In the case of study of eleven robots, MSP patrolling model improves both

Single Cycle and Selective Smooth Fictitious Play. This is because such patrolling
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model only has three points of weakness at vertices number 27, 39, and 41 (figure

6.16(b)). In spite of this fact, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model

improves Single Cycle in this case of study. This is because the former only has

four points of weakness at vertices number 28, 39, 40, and 41 (figure 6.14(b)).

Whereas the latter has seven points of weakness at vertices number 15, 27, 28,

39, 40, 41, and 43 (figure 6.15(b)).
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Figure 6.14: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Strongly Connected

patrolling environment (figure 4.1) obtained by using Selective Smooth Fictitious

Play patrolling model. Color intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex

over ten runs.

Moreover, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model improves Single

Cycle in the case of study of twenty robots. This is because it only has four points

of weakness at vertices number 28, 39, 40, and 41 (figure 6.17(b)). Whereas Single

Cycle has seven points of weakness at vertices number 15, 27, 28, 39, 40, 41, and

43 (figure 6.17(a)). Finally, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model

improves Single Cycle in the case of study of thirty robots (figures 6.18(b) and

6.18(a)). As can be observed in these two figures, the points of weakness of both

patrolling models keep in the same vertices of the previous case study. Note that

these two cases of study do not take into account the results of MSP. This is
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Figure 6.15: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Strongly Con-

nected patrolling environment (figure 4.1) obtained by using Single Cycle pa-

trolling model. Color intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten

runs.

because this patrolling model does not work in such cases due to the partitioning

problems aforementioned.

The idleness of each vertex is a parameter to determine the quality of a se-

curity solution. However, there are other characteristics that must be taken into

account such as the requirements of the security application. Such requirements

include few points of weakness, low maximum idleness and so on. Taken these re-

quirements into account in the Strongly Connected patrolling environment, MSP

patrolling model is the best option for a security application that required few

points of weakness. Nevertheless, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling

model is the best option for a security application in which it is important few

points of weakness and low maximum idleness.

As can be observed in this patrolling environment, both MSP and Selective

Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling models improve as the number of robots in-

creases. This fact can be observed in the nature related to the idleness of each

vertex. This is because the number of points of weakness is reduced or the idleness

of such points is lower. This improvement indicates that Selective Smooth Fic-
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Figure 6.16: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Strongly Con-

nected patrolling environment (figure 4.1) obtained by using MSP patrolling

model. Color intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.17: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Strongly Connected

patrolling environment (figure 4.1) obtained by using twenty robots. Color inten-

sity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.18: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Strongly Con-

nected patrolling environment (figure 4.1) obtained by using thirty robots. Color

intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.

titious Play patrolling model has suitable coordination mechanism. Nonetheless,

this is not the case of MSP patrolling model because the robots do not cooper-

ate. In MSP patrolling model each robot is assigned to a separate region of the

patrolling environment with the aim of avoid interference. Taking into account

all aforementioned considerations, Single Cycle obtains the worst performance in

this patrolling environment.

6.3.1.3.2.2 Grid patrolling environment

In the Grid patrolling environment (figure 6.1), Selective Smooth Fictitious

Play patrolling model improves both Single Cycle and MSP in the case of study

of one robot. This is because in the results of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play

patrolling model (figure 6.19(a)), the distribution of the idleness over vertices

is nearly homogeneous. This means that the idleness of each vertex is similar

to each other and, therefore, some points could not be perceived as points of

weakness. Moreover, the maximum idleness of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play
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patrolling model (14 seconds) is lower than the maximum idleness of the other two

patrolling models (20 seconds) (figures 6.19(a), 6.20(a), and 6.21(a)). The same

nature about the idleness arises in the case of study of nine robots (figures 6.19(b),

6.20(b), and 6.21(b)). In such case, the four points of weakness of Selective

Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model could be considered as normal points.
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Figure 6.19: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Grid patrolling

environment (figure 6.1) obtained by using Selective Smooth Fictitious Play pa-

trolling model. Color intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten

runs.

In the case of study of thirteen robots, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play

patrolling model improves Single Cycle patrolling model (figures 6.22(b) and

6.22(a)). This is because the maximum idleness of the former is lower than the

maximum idleness of the latter. Similar to previous cases, Selective Smooth Fic-

titious Play patrolling model presents a nearly homogeneous distributions of the

idleness over vertices (figure 6.22(b)). A similar result is obtained in the case of

study of twenty-three robots (figures 6.23(b) and 6.23(a)). As a consequence, Se-

lective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling improves Single Cycle patrolling model

in such case of study.

As can be observed in all these cases of study, MSP is the only patrolling

model that improves as the number of robots increases. In the case of study of
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Figure 6.20: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Grid patrolling

environment (figure 6.1) obtained by using Single Cycle patrolling model. Color

intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.21: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Grid patrolling

environment (figure 6.1) obtained by using MSP patrolling model. Color intensity

indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.22: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Grid patrolling envi-

ronment (figure 6.1) obtained by using thirteen robots. Color intensity indicates

levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.23: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Grid patrolling

environment (figure 6.1) obtained by using twenty-three robots. Color intensity

indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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one robot, this patrolling model has three points of weakness. However, in the case

of study of nine robots such points were reduced to only two points. By contrast,

both Single Cycle and Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling models do not

reduce neither the number of points of weakness nor the idleness of such points.

The improvement of MSP patrolling model indicates that the assignment of this

model is better than the coordination scheme of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play

patrolling model.

Nonetheless, the uniform distribution of idleness over vertices produced by

Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model suggests that some points of

weakness could not be considered as vulnerabilities. In this light, note that the

best result related to the idleness of each vertex is a patrolling environment in

which all the vertices of the graph have the same idleness. Considering this fea-

ture, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model obtained the best result

in the Grid patrolling environment. Moreover, such uniform distribution contin-

ues as the number of robots increases. This fact highlight the proper coordination

scheme of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model.

6.3.1.3.2.3 Maze patrolling environment

In the Maze patrolling environment (figure 6.2), the three patrolling models

have the same eleven points of weakness in the cases of study of one and three

robots. These points are at vertices number 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19

(figures 6.24(a), 6.24(b), 6.25(a), 6.25(b), 6.26(a), and 6.26(b)). In the case of

study of one robot, both Single Cycle and MSP patrolling models improve Se-

lective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model. This is because the maximum

idleness of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model is higher than the

maximum idleness of the other two patrolling models (figure 6.26(a)). The max-

imum idleness is indicated by the color bar at the top of each figure. Note that

result is obvious due to the fact that both Single Cycle and MSP work identically

in the case of study of one robot. However, this fact changes in the case of study

of three robots. In this case, the maximum idleness of MSP patrolling model

is higher than the maximum idleness of the other two patrolling models (figure

6.24(b)).
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Figure 6.24: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Maze patrolling

environment (figure 6.2) obtained by using MSP patrolling model. Color intensity

indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.25: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Maze patrolling

environment (figure 6.2) obtained by using Single Cycle patrolling model. Color

intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.26: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Maze patrolling

environment (figure 6.2) obtained by using Selective Smooth Fictitious Play pa-

trolling model. Color intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten

runs.

On the other hand, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model per-

forms better than Single Cycle in the case of study of eight robots (figures 6.27(a)

and 6.27(b)). This performance improvement is due to the fact that the maximum

idleness of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model is lower than the

maximum idleness of Single Cycle. The maximum idleness is the only parameter

that can be used to determine the best patrolling model. This is because both

patrolling models have the same number of points of weakness, namely eleven.

Finally, in the case of study of eighteen robots, the best patrolling model

cannot be defined taking only into account the number of points of weakness of the

patrolling environment. As can be observed in figures 6.28(b) and 6.28(a), such

number has the same value in both patrolling models, namely eleven. Therefore,

the idleness of each one of these eleven points is the characteristic that must be

analysed to determine the best model. Clearly, the points of weakness at vertices

3, 5, 6, 10, 12, and 14 are the ones to be analysed. The value of such points

in figure 6.28(b) is lower than the idleness of the points at the same vertices

in figure 6.28(a). As a consequence, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling
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Figure 6.27: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Maze patrolling

environment (figure 6.2) obtained by using eight robots. Color intensity indicates

levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.

model improves Single Cycle patrolling model in this case of study.

The nature of the idleness of each vertex in the Maze patrolling environment

shows that this is a challenging case of study. This is because MSP was the only

patrolling model that enhances as the number of robot increases. This can be

observed from figure 6.24(a) to figure 6.24(b). Clearly, in figure 6.24(b) vertices

number 18 and 19 cannot be considered as points of weakness. In the other cases

of study, any of the three patrolling models reduces neither the number of points

of weakness nor the idleness of such points. This can be caused by the small

difference in the number of robots used in each case of study which is only of two

robots. In spite of this fact, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play improves in the

cases of study of eight and eighteen robots, whereas Single Cycle does not. This

improvement arises in vertices number 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, and 14 (figures 6.27(b) and

6.28(b)).

6.3.1.3.2.4 Cumberland second floor patrolling environment
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Figure 6.28: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Maze patrolling envi-

ronment (figure 6.2) obtained by using eighteen robots. Color intensity indicates

levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.

In the Cumberland second floor patrolling environment, the three patrolling

models have several points of weakness, about twenty-six, in the case of study of

one robot (figures 6.29(a), 6.30(a), and 6.31(a)). Clearly, the maximum idleness of

these points is lower in Single Cycle and MSP patrolling models than in Selective

Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model. As a consequence, Single Cycle and

MSP patrolling models improve Selective Smooth Fictitious Play in this case

of study. However, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model improves

Single and MSP patrolling models in the case of study of thirteen robots. In

this case of study, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model reduces its

points of weakness to about nine (figure 6.31(b)). By contrast, Single Cycle

patrolling model does not reduce its points of weakness (figure 6.30(b)), whereas

MSP patrolling model reduces its points only to about nineteen (figure 6.29(b)).

In the case of study of twenty robots, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play pa-

trolling model reduces its points of weakness to about six points (figure 6.32(b)).

In contrast to this fact, Single Cycle patrolling model does not reduce its points

of weakness, which are about twenty-six (figure 6.32(a)).
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Figure 6.29: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Cumberland Sec-

ond Floor patrolling environment (figure 6.3) obtained by using MSP patrolling

model. Color intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.30: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Cumberland Second

Floor patrolling environment (figure 6.3) obtained by using Single Cycle patrolling

model. Color intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.31: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Cumberland Second

Floor patrolling environment (figure 6.3) obtained by using Selective Smooth

Fictitious Play patrolling model. Color intensity indicates levels of idleness of

each vertex over ten runs.

The maximum idleness, which is the other characteristic to take into account,

is almost the same in both patrolling models. Besides that, the distribution of

the idleness in Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model is uniform. As

a result, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model improves Single Cycle

in this case of study.

Finally, in the case of study of thirty robots (figures 6.33(a) and 6.33(b)), the

performance of both patrolling models is the same that in previous case of study.

The reason of this similarity is because both patrolling models have the same

number of points of weakness.

Moreover, the uniform distribution of idleness keeps in Selective Smooth Fic-

titious Play patrolling model. Clearly, the unique difference in this case of study

is that the value of the maximum idleness decreases. Such value is lower in Single

Cycle patrolling model, however, is almost the same in both patrolling models.

As a consequence, Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model improves

Single Cycle in this case of study.

The Cumberland second floor patrolling environment is the most complex of
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Figure 6.32: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Cumberland Second

Floor patrolling environment (figure 6.3) obtained by using twenty robots. Color

intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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Figure 6.33: Final state of the idleness of each vertex of the Cumberland Second

Floor patrolling environment (figure 6.3) obtained by using thirty robots. Color

intensity indicates levels of idleness of each vertex over ten runs.
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the four patrolling environments in regard to the idleness of each vertex. Clearly,

the central coordinator of both Single Cycle and MSP patrolling models improve

the random selection scheme of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model

in the case of study of one robot. However,the coordination scheme of Selective

Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model improves both Single Cycle and MSP in

the case of study of thirteen robots. This is caused by the reduction obtained of

the points of weakness as well as the uniform distribution of idleness over vertices.

Moreover, the improvement of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model

over Single Cycle continues in the cases of study of twenty and thirty robots

because of the same reasons.

Finally, there is a characteristic that has been observed in the results of the

idleness of each vertex. Such characteristic has a high impact in the performance

of a security solution or patrolling model. Recall that an end vertex has only

one edge with which such vertex is reached. The robot that reaches these types

of vertices has only one option to select. This option returns the robot back to

the last visited vertex. By this reason, such vertices are called “end vertices”.

End vertices represent a challenge because they are directly related to points of

weakness. Therefore, a patrolling model that reduces the idleness of end vertices

will obtain better performance.

6.3.2 Experiments with Real Robots

These experiments were performed using three robotic platforms, namely Summit

XL, Pioneer 3AT, and Summit XL HL (Figures 6.34(a), 6.34(b), and 6.34(c),

respectively). Each of these platforms is equipped with several devices such as

on-board computer, IMU (inertial measurement unit), long range laser, camera,

and GPS (Global Positioning System) signal. The laser and camera allow to

detect external objects, whereas IMU and GPS are used to navigate autonomously

through a patrolling environment.

The on-board computer of each platform controls the whole components of the

robot. Moreover, it allows to implement high level algorithms for navigation as

well as patrolling models. The software developed for these platforms is supported

by the framework ROS (2014) (Robot Operating System). Generally speaking,
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ROS is a collection of libraries, tools, and conventions that allow creating robust

and complex robot applications.

Garzón and Fotiadis (2014, sec. 4) give a detailed description of the software

architecture implemented in these robotic platforms. This description describes

the software components used to estimate the position and orientation of the

robot. Furthermore, authors describe the modules that comprises a navigation

package to provide robots with the ability of performing autonomous navigation.

(a) Summit XL (b) Pionner 3AT (c) Summit XLHL

Figure 6.34: The three robotic platforms used in experiments with real robots

The patrolling environment shown in figure 6.4 was used in the experiments

presented in this section. The following figures show the result of these experi-

ments. In these figures, the position and orientation of each robotic platform is

represented by means of a shape composed by a circle and a triangle. Moreover,

the time is indicated by the change in color from blue to red of each shape. Fi-

nally, the initial positions for the robotic platforms Summit XLHL, Summit XL,

and Pioneer 3AT are vertices number 0, 1, and 2, respectively. First positions are

indicated by shapes of green color, whereas last positions are indicated by shapes

of yellow color.

6.3.2.1 Robustness Experiment

In this experiment, the patrolling tasks were performed by two robotic platforms,

namely Summit XL and Summit XLHL. In this case, the robotic platform Summit

XLHL does not perform its task properly due to GPS signal failures. Essentially

these failures cause partial fault into motion of the robotic platform within the
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patrolling environment. This causes the robotic platform to be restarted two

times. Figure X shows the trajectories performed by this robotic platform. As

it can be observed in this figure, these trajectories do not make sense. This is

mainly because they show that the Summit XLHL does not follow the paths

of the patrolling environment. Clearly, this nature is due to GPS malfunction,

which cause inconsistent interactions between robots.

In spite of these problems, the robotic platform Summit XL continued carrying

out the patrolling task without any problem.

This is the reason by which this experiment is called “robustness”.

Figure 6.35: Trajectory performed by the robotic platform Summit XL on the

robustness experiment. The first position of the robot is denoted by a green

shape, whereas the last position is denoted by a yellow shape
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Figure 6.36: Trajectory performed by the robotic platform Summit XL on the

robustness experiment. The first position of the robot is denoted by a green

shape, whereas the last position is denoted by a yellow shape
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Love is an attempt at penetrating

another being, but it can only

succeed if the surrender is mutual

Octavio Paz

Chapter 7

Conclusions

The multi-robot patrolling is a problem that requires solutions integrating both

efficiency and unpredictability. Literature works suggest that cycles and parti-

tioning principles allow developing patrolling models that perform better than

patrolling models based on other principles to solve this problem. The good

performance of these patrolling models can be explained by their centralized

coordinator scheme (Almeida et al., 2004). Even thought these works represent

great progress in solving the multi-robot patrolling problem, centralized patrolling

models have several disadvantages. Such disadvantages include fault-tolerance

problems, scalability limitation, deterministic nature and so forth. For instance,

determinism is not suitable for security purpose because patrolling models with

this feature are more susceptible to attacks. To perform an evaluation to support

this claim is not part of the scope of this research project. However, in their

conclusions Sak and Wainer (2008) states that: “unpredictability is an essential

characteristic to the patrolling task”.

This thesis provides additional understanding about the relationship between

the multi-robot patrolling problem and the Game Theory principle. In this

light, this document describes five innovative multi-robot patrolling models im-

plemented for security applications at critical facilities. These five patrolling

models are called Experience-Weighted Attraction, Reinforcement Experience-

Weighted Attraction, Belief-based Experience-Weighted Attraction, Smooth Fic-

titious Play, and Selective Smooth Fictitious Play. The three mathematical learn-

ing models of Game Theory in which such patrolling models are based on are
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called Experience-Weighted Attraction, Fictitious Play and Smooth Fictitious

Play. There are various characteristics to highlight of these five patrolling mod-

els, which include distribution, scalability, dynamism and fault tolerance.

Moreover, the comparative studies presented in this document show the good

results obtained by some of these patrolling models. For instance, Experience-

Weighted Attraction, Reinforcement Experience-Weighted Attraction, and Belief-

based Experience-Weighted Attraction patrolling models improve both Single Cy-

cle and MSP in a great deal of 20 of 21 cases of study. However, unfortunately,

Smooth Fictitious Play does not obtain good results. This is because this model

improves both Single Cycle and MSP in only 14% of 28 cases of study. In spite

of these results, this patrolling model represents a step toward better solutions.

One of these solutions is Selective Smooth Fictitious Play patrolling model. Sur-

prisingly, this patrolling model improves both Single Cycle and MSP in as many

as 88% of 101 cases of study. Even more surprisingly, Selective Smooth Fictitious

Play improves both Single Cycle and MSP in some cases of study where the se-

lection was totally random. As stated in previous chapter, this fact contradicts

the result obtained by Machado et al. (2002), where random patrolling models

presented the worst performance.

Note that this is the first study, as far as it is known, where distributed

models widely improves models based on centralized coordinator schemes. These

novel findings suggest that Game Theory has the potential of providing stochastic

solutions to protect infrastructures.

7.1 Future research

Despite the good performance achieved by the patrolling models implemented in

this research work, there are significant remaining questions for future research.

First of all, Game theory provides more mathematical learning models that

can be implemented to solve the multi-robot patrolling problem with stochastic

solutions. Some of these models are described in (Fudenberg, 1998), (Camerer

et al., 2002), and (Ho et al., 2007). The performance of these implementations

can be studied using the criteria applied in this research work. In addition, future
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work shall be devoted to investigating the nature of initial positions with different

patrolling environments to enhance such studies.

However, the patrolling models developed in this research work could be en-

hanced before implementing other mathematical learning models. For instance,

the case of study in which the nature of Selective Smooth Fictitious Play is to-

tally random must be removed. Research into solving this issue is already in

progress using an artificial social system. Moreover, the selective feature of Se-

lective Smooth Fictitious patrolling model Play can be implemented in the other

patrolling models presented in this research work. Furthermore, the study of the

Experience-Weighted Attraction patrolling models could be improved using more

cases of study as well as more patrolling environment. Finally, even though the

expected matrix payoff defined in this research work has achieved suitable results,

new matrices should be explored.

On the other hand, future work should concentrate on using the environment

as a communication channel. An enhanced environment must include devices at

each vertex of the graph that represents the patrolling environment. Such devices

must be used to record and retrieve information about the historical frequency of

actions selected at each vertex. Note that this feature can be implemented due

to the way in which the patrolling environment is used. This is mainly because

vertices are the only points of the graph where robots play games and exchange

information with other robots.

Other line for future research is related to the metric to evaluate the perfor-

mance of patrolling models. Recall that the patrolling simulator only considers

the idleness of each vertex as the metric to evaluate the performance of each

patrolling model. However, another value that can be taken into account in this

metric is the idleness of each edge. This feature is important for patrolling envi-

ronments with vertices with more than one edge. This is due to the fact that in

some applications is more important to protect a path than a point of interest.

Clearly, including this restriction allows to developed a much more secure system.

Finally, as aforementioned, the scope of this thesis does not analyse the de-

terministic feature of patrolling models. In this light, future work should focus

on modifying the patrolling simulator to include the possibility to attack one or
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more vertices of the graph. Such modification would allow to have other metric

to determine the performance of patrolling models.
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